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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation we examine two topics in the theory of chemical reactions. The first 

involves statistical theory of reaction dynamics, particularly that of the orbiting transition state 

(i.e., phase space theory). The second involves a classical dynamics study of a simple system. 

In Part 1 we examine two approximations to the orbiting transition state sum of states for 

systems containing linear molecules. The first is a low angular momentum approximation which 

was originally introduced by Klots and shown by him to be exact in the limit of zero angular 

momentum. The second is an "integral" approximation in that it is designed to work well when 

the sum of states is integrated over a large range of angular momenta, a situation in which the 

Klots approximation usually fails. 

Part 2 reports a study of the classical dynamics of eollinear collision induced dissociation 

and association at energies slightly above the diatom dissociation threshold. The method of 

Andrews and Chesnavich is used to define the banding of the reagents' phase space into reac

tive, nonreaetive, dissociative, associative and nonassoeiative regions for fixed total energy. In 

the bound region of the reagent diatom phase space, two dynamically distinct reactive bands, 

surrounded by companion dissociative bands, are embedded within a nonreaetive region, 

while in the nonbound region of the reagent's phase space, association bands are seen that 

are simple extensions across the dissociation threshold of the reactive and nonreaetive bands. 

The dynamics also varies smoothly across the dissociation threshold. No evidence was found 

for the existence of periodic or "trapped" trajectories at the energies of this study. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past decade or so there have been a number of studies [1-17] involving the 

relationship between transition state theory (TST) [18] and the classical dynamics of atom-

diatom collisions. Peehukas and McLafferty [1] showed that, in order for TST to be exact, the 

potential surface for the interaction must support periodic trajectories that remain forever in the 

interaction region. They also showed that these periodic trajectories are the only reasonable 

choice for transition states. 

Laidler and co-workers [19-23] made several studies of the phase space banding on a 

surface of initial conditions for both the eollinear and eoplanar H + H2 interaction. They found 

the phase space to be partitioned into reactive and nonreaetive bands, with the trajectories 

near the boundaries showing maxima in reaction time and final vibrational energy, in agreement 

with the earlier predictions. Similar observations of inordinately long reaction times for trajecto

ries near the boundaries were also made by Howard, Yates and Lester[24], Stine and Marcus 

[25] and Duff and Truhlar [26,27]. 

Pollak and Peehukas [3] made a systematic search for these trapped trajectories and 

found these for asymmetric interaction such as F -»- H2 and CI + H2 as well as the symmetric H + 

H2 interaction. They compared the classical dynamics rates for the exchange reactions of 

these interactions to the rates predicted by transition state theory and variational transition state 

theory (VIST) [28]. The TST transition state was chosen to correspond to the saddle point on 

the potential energy surfaces while the VIST transition state was located on a periodic orbit di

viding surface (PODS), defined by a periodic trajectory, of minimum reactive flux. In all eases, 

the VTST results produced a minimum upper bound to the true (classical) rate, although TST 

also gave an upper bound. Pollak and Peehukas also showed [2] that trapped trajectories, 

asymptotic to the PODS, defined the boundaries of reactivity bands in the phase space of the 

reagents. 

PODS may also exist in three-dimensional systems [29,30]. For example, in a two par

ticle collision the maximum on an effective potential obtained by adding the centrifugal energy 

to the interaction potential defines a metastable orbiting complex~the orbiting transition state 

(OTS) [31-34] of phase space theory (PST) [31,32]. A colliding pair (which may be composed 

of polyatomic species) whose energy exactly equals the maximum in the effective potential will 

be trapped at the OTS. For certain collisions and unimoleeular dissociations that have no other 
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transition states, the OTS is the best choice of transition states and PST is equivalent to VTST. 

When other transition states also exist, the OTS gives the minimum upper bound to the true 

rate only if it defines the surface of minimum reactive flux. 

Calculations involving the OTS can be quite difficult and time consuming whenever one 

or both of the orbiting fragments is linear. In Part One of this dissertation we show that these 

difficulties arise from the form of the sum of states for the internal rotations of the OTS. Klots 

[35-38] introduced an approximation to the OTS sum of states designed to work in the limit of 

zero total angular momentum. We examine this approximation in order to determine if it can be 

applied to arbitrary angular momentum K. We then introduce an "integral" approximation that is 

designed to give the exact total rotational sum of states for the OTS when integrated over all K. 

Tests of the approximations show that the Klots, or low K, approximation works best in the limit 

of K —> 0 while the integral approximation works best for systems involving large distributions 

of angular momenta. We then show that the approximations can be applied to the evaluation of 

the OTS sum of states by using "pseudo" rotational constants, defined in terms of the true rota

tional constants of the OTS pair, to describe the internal rotations of the OTS. 

Recently several studies [39-53] have been performed on the classical mechanics of 

collision induced dissociation (CID). Truhlar and coworkers [50] were the first to demonstrate 

that the reagents' phase space of systems capable of undergoing CID is partitioned into reac

tive, nonreaetive and dissociative bands. In an analysis of CID vibrational enhancement in 

eollinear systems, Hunt and Child [51] used Child's phase space nesting principle. Chesnavich 

[52] showed that periodic trajectories can arise from centrifugal forces in three-dimensional CID. 

Andrews and Chesnavich [53] proved, using point-set theory arguments, that when 

periodic trajectories do not exist at CID energies, the reactive and nonreaetive reactive phase 

space bands must be separated by dissociative bands. This same study provides a method for 

defining reactive-dissociative (RD) and nonreactive-dissociative (ND) boundaries without the 

need for performing a grid search of the reagents' phase space. Some other topics addressed 

in these studies of collision induced dissociation include comparisons of quantum and quasi-

classical results [40-45], partitioning of the kinetic energy of the dissociating fragments [40], 

application of Delves coordinates [46-48,54,55], the origin of the dynamic versus energetic 

thresholds for CID [42,49] and the phenomena of vibrational enhancement and inhibition of 

CID [50,51]. 

The studies of the partitioning of the reagents' phase space into reactive, dissociative 

and nonreaetive bands [40,50,53] has a great deal of potential importance. This is suggested 

by the contribution to classical, semiclassieal and statistical theories of reaction rates resulting 

from similar studies at energies below the CID threshold [1,7,17,23,28,34,56,57]. 
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Part Two of this dissertation begins with a study of the reactive, nonreaetive and 

dissociative bands of eollinear, classical H + H2 with total collision energy just above the CID 

threshold as an extension of the work begun by Andrews and Chesnavich [53]. We use the 

method developed by them to do a classical study of the reactive and CID banding for eollinear 

H -I- H2 on the Porter-Karplus No. 2 potential surface [58] at energies slightly above the dissoci

ation threshold. Since this method places no restriction on the initial diatom energy, other than 

through conservation of the total energy, we also examine associative and nonassoeiative 

banding for nonbound reagents. 



PART ONE 

THE ORBITING TRANSITION STATE FOR LINEAR MOLECULES 



CHAPTER II 

INTRODUCTION TO PART ONE 

The orbiting transition state [31-34]has a rather unique place in statistical theories of 

chemical kinetics [15,16,28,34,62,68,69,71,73-76]. In this chapter we begin with a brief re

view of the transition state and unimoleeular theories in order to provide the proper context for 

the remainder of Part One. We then describe the orbiting transition state, in particular, those 

features that make it unique, and why the approximations presented here are necessary. Final

ly, we present the organization of the remainder of Part One. 

Background in Unimoleeular and Transition State Theorv 

The original language of transition state theory (TST), developed in the mid to late 

1930's by Wigner, Polanyi, Eyring and others [59-62], dealt with the dynamics of the reacting 

system. This language was revived in the last decade by Peehukas and McLafferty [1], and la

ter by others [15,63-65] in order to provide a better understanding of the dynamical basis of 

TST, primarily the differences between TST and the exact dynamics of the chemical reactions. 

Unimoleeular theory [66-70] is closely related to TST, differing in an additional assumption that 

must be made concerning the nature of the unimoleeular reagent. 

The three basic assumptions of TST [59-62,71] ( and the first three assumptions of 

unimoleeular theory) are as follows: 

(1) The nuclear and electronic motions can be separated using the Born-Oppenheimer ap

proximation. 

(2) Classical mechanics (with quantum corrections when necessary) can be used to de

scribe the motion of the nuclei. 

(3) A surface exists in the system configuration space that completely separates reaetants 

and products. This surface has the property that all systems that cross it from reaetants 

to products originated as reaetants, cross once and only once, and terminate as prod

ucts. 

The third assumption is often known as the fundamental assumption of TST [64]. The surface 

separating the reaetants and products is defined by fixing the value of a "reaction coordinate," 

usually some generalized coordinate representing a function of the coordinates of the 
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configuration space. This surface is commonly referred to as the transition state, with the 

reagents passing through this surface being known as activated complexes. 

When the above assumptions are applied to a general bimolecular reaction 

A+B—>X*—>C-i-D , (2.1) 

where X represents an activated complex at the transition state surface, we obtain the familiar 

expression for the canonical TST rate constant 

k(T) = (kBT/h)(Q*/Q)exp(-Eo/kT) . (2.2) 

Here kg is the Boltzmann constant, T the system temperature, h the Planck constant and EQ 
* 

the activation energy. The quantity Q in the numerator is the partition function for the internal 

degrees of freedom of the transition state complex X* and 

Q = Q A Q B ^ - (2-3) 

where Qp^ and QQ are the partition functions for the internal degrees of freedom of the reae

tants and Q̂  is the partition function for the relative translational motion. 

Current experimental techniques can give near monoenergetic data; therefore, it is use

ful to express Eq. (2.2) as a function of the total energy of the reagents, rather than a system 

temperature. Equation (2.2) can be expressed in microcanonical form as 

k(E) = N*(E-Eo)/hp(E) (2.4) 

where N (E - EQ) is the sum of vibrational and rotational states for the transition state with non-

fixed energy less than of equal to E - EQ. The total energy is E, and p(E) is the total density of 

states of the reaetants. The reactant density of states is obtained from a convolution of the vi

brational and rotational densities and the relative translational density per unit volume. 

Closely related to the above discussion is the unimoleeular theory dealing with the reac

tion of an isolated energized molecule. This theory is known both as the quasi-equilibrium 

theory (QET) and RRKM (Rice, Ramsperger, Kassel and Marcus) theory [68-70]. The three 

assumptions of TST are made for RRKM-QET theory [72] with the added assumption of the 

quasi-equilibrium hypothesis[71] that "Subject to the known conservation laws the density in 

the phase space of energized molecules prior to their reaction is uniform and independent of 

their method of initial preparation." 
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Applying the quasi-equilibrium hypothesis, the unimoleeular rate constant can be 

expressed as in Eq. (2.4), with p(E) interpreted as the vibrational-rotational density of states of 

the uninrx)lecular reagent. Often it is necessary or desirable to express the unimoleeular rate 

constant as a function of the total angular momentum K as well as the energy. Here the as

sumption is made [68,69] that the rotations are separable from the vibrational and translational 

motions. Thus K is conserved and the unimoleeular rate constant can be written as 

k(E,K) = N*(E - EQ,K)/hp(E,K) . (2.5a) 

Historically, the degeneracy arising from the projection of K onto a space-fixed axis is neglect

ed. In order to include this degeneracy one may write simply 

k'(E,K) = (2K + 1)k(E,K) . (2.5b) 

Through microscopic reversibility, Eq. (2.5) is also applicable to the rate constant for a 

bimolecular collision. In this case, K is the magnitude of the vector sum of orbital and rotational 

angular momenta of the colliding pair and p(E,K) their density of states. 

A major problem with Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) is that the properties of the transition state are 

usually not well defined. One way to bypass this difficulty is to place the transition state in a re

gion of the configuration space where its Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the well 

separated products or reagents. One such transition state, the orbiting transition state (OTS) 

[31-34] is the topic of Part One. Although primarily a transition state for bimolecular collisions, 

the OTS has been used in both RRKM and transition state theories of chemical kinetics [15,28, 

34,59-62.66-70,73-77]. 

Introduction to the Orbiting Transition State 

Description 

The OTS is located at the maximum of the long range effective potential. This effective 

potential represents the sum of the long range part of the interaction potential along the line of 

centers separating the reagent or product pair, and the centrifugal energy associated with the 

orbital motion of the pair. When the long range potential is spherically symmetric, ignoring 

vibrational-rotational coupling and electronic transitions, the OTS Hamiltonian is 

H = Hva + Hvb + Hra + H^j + Hj (2.6) 
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for a pair of molecules. The subscripts a and b refer to the molecules of the OTS pair, v and r to 

vibrational and rotational motion, and t to the relative translational motion. For an atom-

molecule OTS pair, the terms H^̂ j and H^^ are dropped from Eq. (2.6). Henceforth, the term 

"molecule" will be used to indicate a polyatomic species, charged or neutral. The separability in 

Eq. (2.6) allows for the prediction of state-to-state reaction probabilities and product energy 

disposal [31-34,78-80]. Some statistical dynamical theories of chemical kinetics, such as the 

statistical adiabatie theory of Worry and Marcus [81], make use of the various densities of states 

arising in the OTS calculations. One advantage of the orbiting transition state is that the vibra

tional and rotational properties of the molecules in the OTS pair are, at least in principal, well 

known; therefore it can be characterized more easily than a tight transition state. Also, since 

the OTS is a collision theory transition state [31-34], its use provides an upper bound to the 

true rates. 

The Necessity for the Approximations 

The OTS depends strongly on the system angular momentum through the translational 

and rotational motion of the individual molecules. This requires that the conseivation of angular 

momentum be accounted for as rigorously as possible in calculations involving the OTS. 

Methods to account for the conservation of arbitrary angular momentum are well known 

[34,66, 67,82-83]; however, if one or both of the molecules in the OTS pair is linear, the resul

ting equations for the OTS sum of states (see Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)) are extremely complex. 

The complexity arises from the absence of a 2J+1 rotational degeneracy for linear mole

cules. This is a consequence of conserving the projection of the total angular momentum onto 

a space-fixed axis in addition to the magnitude of the total angular momentum. In the next 

chapter we will show that the remaining 2J + 1 degeneracy of a spherical top greatly simplifies 

the evaluation of a combined rotational sum of states of the OTS pair, allowing a single function 

to represent this sum of states over all relative values of the total rotational energy Ê  and rota

tional angular momentum J^. In the presence of linear molecules, however, the functional form 
* 

of the combined rotational sum of states depends on the relative values Ê  and Jp leading to 

mathematically complicated expressions for the OTS sum of states. 

Intrndijction nf the Approximations 

In the following chapters we will examine two approximations to the angular momenlum 

conserved sum of states N (E - EQ,K) for OTS pairs containing linear molecules. When applied, 

these approximations allow the OTS sum of states to be calculated for OTS pairs containing 

linear molecules as simply as for nonlinear pairs. The first of these approximations was intro

duced by Klots [35-38] and shown by him to accurately describe the behavior of the OTS sum 
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of states in the limit of zero angular momentum. Thus, one would expect this low K 

approximation to work well for unimoleeular reactions in which the reagent is rotationally cold. 

Of particular interest is the question of whether or not the low K approximation is applicable to 

arbitrary angular momentum, primarily the large angular momentum one would expect from bi

molecular collisions or chemical activation. We will show that the low K approximation generally 

works well only for OTS pairs containing nonlinear molecules and/or atoms. It sometimes works 

well for a linear-nonlinear pair although it seldom works well for a linear-linear or a linear-atom 

pairs. 

A second approximation is introduced to supplement the Klots approximation for OTS 

pairs containing linear molecules. We base this approximation on the requirement that when 

the angular momentum conserved sum of states N(E,K) is integrated over all available angular 

momenta, the correct sum of vibrational-rotational-orbital states should be obtained. Hence, 

we refer to this approximation as the "integral" approximation. This approximation yields 

approximations for k(E,K) in Eq. (2.5); however, the above requirement insures that k(E), ob

tained by averaging Eq. (2.5) over a statistical distribution of K, will be correct. 

Organization of Part One 

In Chapter HI we will begin with a review of the general equations used in the calculation 

of the OTS sum of states, pointing out several features that will be important in the discussion 

of the approximations. We then examine the approximations and make comparisons with the 

exact results for the sum rotational-orbital states for the OTS. In Chapter IV we give a summary 

of the approximations and show how the integral approximation is applied in calculating the 

OTS sum of states. We also present, in Appendix A, analytical expressions for the energy/ 

angular momentum boundaries necessary for the calculation of the OTS sum of states for pairs 

of neutral molecules. The energy/angular momentum boundaries for ion-molecule pairs are 

given elsewhere [84]. 



CHAPTER III 

THE OTS ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVED 

SUM OF STATES APPROXIMATIONS 

In this chapter we begin by introducing the equations necessary to calculate the OTS 

angular momentum consen/ed sum of states N(E,K) for pairs of nonlinear molecules. The de

tails in the evaluation of this sum of states are given elsewhere [85,86], so we will present only 

those features of interest to the discussion of the approximations. This introduction will show 

that the complexity of the calculations involving linear molecules is due to the form of an angular 

momentum conserved sum of rotational states for the OTS pair. Much of the terminology that 

will be used in here and in the following chapter will also be presented here. 

In the following section we examine the approximation originally introduced by Klots 

[35-38] and referred to here as the low K approximation, and introduce an alternative, "inte

gral" approximation. These approximations are simply alternate expressions for the OTS 

rotational sum of states. The low K approximation is considered because it is exact for nonline

ar molecules and is suitable for performing calculations involving linear molecules when the 

total angular momentum K is small, such as for unimoleeular dissociation of a rotationally cold re

agent. The integral approximation is introduced for cases involving distributions which span a 

large range of K. We will show that the integral approximation for OTS pairs containing linear 

molecules is analogous to the spherical top approximation [34-37,71] for symmetric and asym

metric top molecules. 

Theoretical Background 

Before approaching the evaluation of N(E,K), we must examine the three main assump

tions that are commonly employed [34,71]. First, we assume that the vibrational and rotational 

motion can be separated. Second, we assume that the angular momenta can be treated classi

cally with the molecules treated as rigid rotors. We will, however, express all angular momenta 

in units of h/2K, where h is the Planck constant. Finally, we assume that all nonlinear molecules 

can be treated as spherical tops with rotational constant Bg given by the geometric mean of the 

three principal rotational constants [34,36,37, 71], that is 

Bs = (ABC)^/3 . (3.1) 

10 
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TheEvaluatinnofNfFK^ 

With these assumptions N(E,K), the OTS sum of states for fixed total energy E, total 

angular momentum K, and the component of K on a space-fixed axis, K ,̂ can be written as [85] 

N(E,K) = j jJ dE^ dL dJr Nr(E/, Ĵ ) Pv(E^) h(E/ - B^^ )̂ 0(K;L,Jr) (3.2) 

where 

Er* = E - E^ - Veff*(L) (3.3) 

is the maximum rotational energy for the OTS pair for a given E^ and L. The various symbols 

used in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are defined as follows. If the system consists of two molecules, J^ is 

the total rotational angular momentum of the pair, and B̂  is their reduced rotational constant de

fined by 

B~^ =B^-^ -hB2""'. (3.4) 

If the system consists of an atom-molecule pair, J^ is then the rotational angular momentum of 

the molecule, and Bp is its rotational constant. The quantity L is the system orbital angular mo

mentum and py(Ey) is the vibrational density of states of the pair at vibrational energy E .̂ The 

effective potential is given by [71,87] 

Veff(r,L) = L2/2^ir2 + V(r) (3.5) 

where r is the radial distance separating the molecules of the OTS. The quantity Vg^ (L) is the 

maximum in the long rangeeffective potential for a given L (i.e., Vg||(r ,L) where r is defined by 

(aVg«/3r)p* = 0.) The quantity h(x) is the step function of argument x (i.e., h(x) = 1 for x > 0, else 

h(x) = 0), and 0(K;L,Jp) is a product of step functions arising from angular momentum conserva

tion. Specifically, 

e(K;L.Jr) = h(L-HJr-K)h(K-IL-Jrl) . (3.6) 

Finally, Nf(Ep .Ĵ ) is a sum of rotational states. Formally, for a molecular pair 

Nr(E/.Jr) = J J dJ^ dJ2 Pi(Ji) p2(J2) ^(Er' - Ef) ^i^r^^^^2) - (3-7) 
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where J^ and J2 are the rotational angular momenta of the individual molecules with respective 

internal degeneracies p^{J^) and P2(J2). Ep = ^1^1^ + B2J2^ is the total rotational energy and 

6(Jp;J^ .J2) is a product of step functions similar to that defined in Eq. (3.6). We use the approx

imation [66,67] J 4-1 = J in the energy expression. Here, Np(E/,Jr) is the sum of rotational 

states of the pair for rotational energy less than or equal to E / , and for fixed rotational angular 

momentum J^ and component of Jp on a space-fixed axis. For an atom-molecule pair Nf{E*,J^) 

is simply the intemal degeneracy of the molecule. 

It is convenient at this point to introduce a new variable, E:, defined by 

E| = Br Jr^ (3.8) 

and a density of states. pj(Er*,Ej), defined by 

P|(Er*,EpdE| = Nr(E/.Jr)dJr . (3.9) 

Combining Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9) gives 

N(E,K) = JjJdL dE| dEy pj(E/.Ej) p^{E^) (3.10) 

where the step functions have been dropped for notational clarity. 

Equation (3.10) in itself offers no apparent simplification over Eq. (3.2) in the evaluation 

of N(E,K). However, for OTS systems consisting of a pair of nonlinear molecules, or of a nonlin-

ear molecule and an atom, pdE^ ,E•^ has the form 

PJ(E/ .EJ) = C ( E / - E J ) ^ (3.11) 

where C and m are constants depending respectively on the rotational constants and the num

ber of rotational degrees of freedom for the pair. Given Eq. (3.11), the integration over E^ in 

Eq. (3.10) becomes a simple convolution of p: with p^ which can be performed immediately. 

This convolution gives a combined vibrational-rotational density of states that is converted into 

the corresponding sum of states N^^ by the integration over E:. Evaluating this combined sum 

of states at the boundaries imposed by Eq. (3.6) then gives [34, 85,86] 

L̂  L_ 

N(E,K) = J Nyr(X_)dL-J N^r(X+) dL; 0<K<(E/Br)^/2 ^3^2a) 

0 0 
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•+ 

"VXJdL; {EJB,)^^ <K<K^E) (3.12b) 

where 

X± = E - Br(L ± K)2 - Vg„ (L) . (3.13) 

The integration limits Lj. are the solutions to X+ = 0 for Eq. (3.12a), and the two solutions to X_ 

= 0 for Eq. (3.12b). The quantity K^̂ axCE) is the maximum value of K for which N(E,K) > 0 (see 

reference 84 and Appendix A.) The sum of states N^^ is a combined vibrational-rotational sum 

for the vibrational degrees of freedom of the OTS pair and a collection of rotational degrees of 

freedom equal to one less than the true number [86]. Specifically, for an atom-spherical top 

pair in which the spherical top has rotational constant Bg, the rotational contribution to N^^ is 

from a two-dimensional rotor with rotational constant Bg. For a pair of spherical top molecules 

with rotational constants B̂  and B2, the rotational contribution to N^^ 's r̂ofri a pair of two-

dimensional rotors with rotational constants B^ and B2, and from a one-dimensional rotor with 

rotational constant co = B̂  -i- B2. 

The above interpretation of the rotational contributions to N^p as well as the significance 

of the energy E:, can be better understood from an examination of the components of rotation 

about the intermolecular (or molecule-atom) axis of the OTS. For two spherical tops mole

cules, let a principal axis for each molecule lie along the intermolecular axis, and refer to these 

axes as a^ and 82 respectively. The rotational constant sum co can be written in terms of a mo

ment of inertia as 

CO = h2/(87c2|rg,) (3.14) 

where l̂ gi is the moment of inertial for the counterrotational motion of the two molecules about 

the intermolecular axis. 

Irel='al'a2/('a1 + ' a2 ) . (S^S) 

where U-i and 1̂ 2 are the moments of inertia of the individual molecules about the intermolec

ular axis. Hence, the one-dimensional rotor contributing to N^^ for the pair of spherical top 

molecules represents this counterrotational motion. Expressing the reduced rotational 
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constant B̂  in Eq. (3.4) in temns of the individual moments of inertia about the intermolecular 

axis gives 

Br = h2/(87i2|) (3.16) 

where I = l^i -»- Ia2- Thus, B̂  is the rotational constant for the overall rotation of the OTS about 

the intermolecular axis. 

The two components of the individual rotations of the spherical top molecules about the 

intermolecular axis couple to give (1) an internal, counterrotational motion, and (2) an overall 

rotation about the intermolecular axis. The overall rotation is not counted in the contribution to 

N^ ;̂ therefore the number of rotational degrees of freedom contributing to N^̂  is reduced by 

one from the total number of rotational degrees of freedom of the molecular pair. The compo

nents of spherical top molecular rotation perpendicular to the intermolecular axis contribute to 

Nyr as a pair of two-dimensional rotors. For an atom-spherical top pair, the overall rotation of the 

OTS about the atom-molecule axis is simply the component of molecular rotation about this 

axis. Thus, the contribution to N^̂  'S ^^m a two-dimensional rotor representing the compo

nents of molecular rotation perpendicular to the atom-molecule axis. 

Since B̂  is the rotational constant for the overall rotation of the OTS about the intermo

lecular or atom-molecule axis, E: in Eq. (3.8) is simply the energy associated with this rotation. 

Thus, the quantity of energy Ê  - E: in Eq. (3.11) represents an internal rotational energy of 

the OTS. 

Equations (3.12) and (3.13) are extremely convenient to work with. The only tasks 

necessary to calculate N(E,K) are to determine the roots of the equations X+ = 0 and to eval

uate a single numerical integral. The combined sum of states N^̂  can be calculated directly 

from any density of states algorithm that includes both vibrations and rotations [66,67]. Unfor

tunately, however, these equations only hold for OTS pairs which do not contain linear mole

cules. For systems containing linear molecules, then, N(E,K) must be evaluated using Eq. 

(3.2) rather than Eq. (3.12). Actually, the integration over J^ can always be perfonned; how

ever, the resulting equations are mathematically complicated, and are at least as difficult to 

program as Eq. (3.2). 

The problem that we encounter for OTS pairs containing two molecules , where one or 
* 

both are linear, is that the sum of rotational states Nr(Er ,Jf) can take on different functional 

forms depending on the relative magnitudes of Ê  and Jp The expressions for Nr(Er .Ĵ ) for all 

systems of interest to this study are given in Table 3.1. The formal expression for ^f{E^ .Jp) for 

molecular pairs is given in Eq. (3.7). The source of the various functional forms of Nr(Er .Ĵ ) in 
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Table 3.1. Angular momentum conserved rotational sums of states 
for rigid rotor pairs 

System N(Er ^r) Boundaries 

Linear-atom E;<B,Jr2 

Sphere-atom 

Linear-linear^ 

2J, 

,-1 qsin '(JrZ/coq)-JrZ/co 

E/^BgJr2 

B^J^^>E^\B^^^ 

q sin-"'[2(BiB2)''^^/C0] - B̂  Jr̂ /CO B2Jr'̂ >Er >Bi J "̂ 

Sphere-linear^ 

.!«-1 qsin '(JrZ/coq)-JrZ/co-Jr^ 

(4/3B<,0]?)z3 

Er >B2Jr'̂  

BgJr2>E/>BrJr 

Sphere-sphere 

(2J^Co2)[coEr - Bs(B, -i- Bg/3)Jr^] 

(8J^CC?)z3 

E;>BgJr2 

Er ^B^, 

"• The subscripts "s" and "I" on rotational constants represent "spherical" and "linear." B̂  is 
the reduced rotational constant. The spherical top approximation is assumed for symmetric 
and asymmetric top molecules. The quantity z is defined by z = ©(E^ - B̂ Ĵ  ) ' '^ where co 
is defined below for the appropriate systems. 

2 For the linear-linear pair B^<B2, CO = B̂  -i-B2andq = E^/2(B^B2) . 
3 For the sphere-linear pair co = Bg + B|. 
^ For the sphere-sphere pair co = B̂  -i- 62-
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the presence of linear molecules can be seen by examining the boundaries that occur in the 

evaluation of Eq. (3.7) as shown in Figure 3.1. 

In Figure 3.1 we show the region of integration for Eq. (3.7) in a plane in the OTS phase 

space for rotational angular momenta J^ and J2. The rectangular region is defined by the re

quirements of angular momentum conservation expressed in the step function product 0(Jr; 

J^ J2). The curve is defined by energy eonsen/ation requirements as expressed in h(Er* - E )̂. 

Assuming that the integration over J2 is performed first, the three eases represent the three 

combinations of limits that appear in the evaluation of Eq. (3.7). Linear molecules lack the de

generacy arising from the projection of J onto a molecule-fixed axis. Along with the constraint 

imposed by fixing K ,̂ this results in an internal degeneracy of unity for linear molecules in the 

evaluation of Nr(Er .J^). For a linear-linear pair, p̂  (J^) = p2(J2) = "•. and all three cases lead to 
* 

the different expressions for t^f{Ej .Ĵ ) given in Table 3.1. For a sphere-linear pair, letting the 

subscript 2 refer to the spherical top, p2(J2) ^ 2J2 and p^ (J^) = 1. The lower limits for regions 

A and B for ease 1 In Figure 3.1 can be expressed as J2 = |Ji - Jfl- Thus, cases 1 and 2 

become equivalent and only two expressions are obtained for ^f{Ef .J^). 

For two spherical tops we can note that dE ĵ = 2BjJjdJj. Thus we can change the integra

tion over angular momentum in Eq. (3.7) to integration over rotational energy. The evaluation 

of Eq. (3.7) is then a matter of a convolution of the internal degeneracies to obtain an angular 

momentum conserved density of states, followed by integration over rotational energy to 

obtain the sum of states. For two spherical tops, a single function is obtained for Nr(Er ,J^). 

From the above discussion we see that the absence of the 2Jj degeneracy for the linear 

molecules leads to the complicated form for the integration in Eq. (3.2) for pairs of molecules. 

This is also tme for the molecule-atom pairs for which ^f{E^ .Ĵ ) "S simply the intemal rotational 

degeneracy of the molecule. For a sphere-atom pair, Nr(Er J^) = 2Jr. Equation (3.9) then 

gives, using Eq. (3.8), p: = B^" .̂ Thus the convolution of p: with p^ in Eq. (3.11) can be easily 

performed. For a linear-atom pair, however, Nf{Ef ,Jf) = 1 and Eq. (3.2) must be used to evalu

ate N(E,K). 

The Approximations 
* 

The two approximations considered here are for the sum of states N(Er .J )̂, or equiv-

alently the density of states Pj(Er ,Ej), for systems containing linear molecules. Both 

approximations are chosen such that Pj(Er ,Jj.) has the form shown in Eq. (3.11); therefore, 

N(E,K) can be written in the form of Eq. (3.12) for all orbiting transition states. The first 

approximation was originally introduced by Klots [35,36] in a study of the behavior of N(E.K) in 

the limit of K —> 0. We consider this approximation here because it is exact for systems that do 

not contain linear molecules [34]. 
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Case 1 

E r > B , j ; 

J2 

Figure 3.1. Cross sections of the phase space of the OTS for molecular rotation. J^ 
and Jo are the angular momenta of the molecules comprising the OTS. The rectangu
lar region defines the boundaries imposed by 6(Jr;J^ ,J2). The curve is for Ê  = Ê  and 
defines the Ipoundary imposed by h(Er - E )̂. The three cases depend on the relative 
values of Ê  and J^ and are described in the text. 
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The Low K Approximation 

Klots [35,36] has shown that in the low K limit N(E,K) can be expressed as 

K—>0 £ 

N(E,K) > 2K JdE^ p (̂Ev) M^{E - Ê ) (3.17) 
0 

where N2 is the sum of rotational states for the OTS pair obtained when the degeneracy arising 

from the projection of J^ on a space-fixed axis is neglected. Specifically [34, 85], 

. (^*^r)^^ 
N 2 ( E / ) = J dJrNr(E/.Jr) . (3.18) 

or, by combining Eqs. (3.9), (3.10) and (3.18), 

N2(Er) = J dE|Pj(Er.Ep . (3.19) 

The sum of states N^ is a well-defined quantity for all OTS pairs, and has the same form as the 

right-hand side of Eq. (3.11). Expressions for N^ for all OTS pairs are given in Table 3.2. 

The question we seek to answer here is whether the approach of Eqs. (3.17) - (3.19) 

can be extended to arbitrary values of K as an approximation. We should note, however, that 

Eq. (3.17) contains approximations to the energy/angular momentum boundary equations, and 

to tfie Integration over K in Eq. (3.2), which are valid only in the limit of K —> 0. These approxi

mations are (1) the "vertical" approximation of Klots [36,37], (2) the approximation that the 

Integral over L in Eq. (3.2) equals 2K times the value of tfie integral at L = Ĵ , and (3) the as

sumption that V*gf|(L) « BfJr̂ . These auxiliary approximations can be avoided by restating 

the problem. We do this by noting that for OTS pairs that contain only nonlinear molecules, the 

relationship 

pj(Er*.E|) = Pz(E/-E|) (3.20) 

is true, where p^W = dN2(x)/dx. The right-hand side of Eq. (3.20) has the same form as the 
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Table 3 .2 . Rotational sums of states for rigid rotor pairs in the 
low K approximation.^ 

System N̂ Ê̂ ) 

Linear-atom (E^^ )^^ 

Sphere-atom E ^ ^ 

Linear-linear (2/3)[(B^'' /2 ^ B ^ 1 / 2 _ co"'/2)/B.,B2](Er)^/2 

Sphere-l inear (Er)^ sin-"'(Bg/co)"'/2/2Bg(BgB|)''/2 

Sphere-sphere 8(Er)^/2/i5B^ B^(^1/2 

"" S e e Table 3.1 for definitions of the symbols used here. For all cases the boundaries are 
given by Er> E:. 
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right-hand side of Eq. (3.11). Equations (3.12) and (3.13) for nonlinear molecules can be ob

tained directly by combining Eqs. (3.10) and (3.20). 

The question we seek to answer now is whether Eq. (3.20) can be used in Eq. (3.10) as 

an approximation for OTS pairs containing linear molecules. The resulting expressions for 
* 

pj(Er ,Ej) are given in Table 3.3. The low K approximation was intended to be applicable in the 

K —> 0 limit where, as we will show below, it gives an excellent approximation the the 

rotational-orbital sum of states of the OTS. It was never intended, however, to be a general 

approximation for arbitrary K, except for systems which do not contain linear molecules. In this 

case, the low K approximation is exact and represents a 'Irick" in evaluating the integral in Eq. 

(3.2) rather than an actual approximation. 

The Integral Approximation 

Since the low K approximation of Klots [35,36] was never intended to be applicable to 

arbitrary K, we sought to develop an approximation that, from the start, would be applicable. 

When multiplied by the 2K degeneracy arising from the projection of K on a space-fixed axis, 

and then integrated over all K, Eq. (3.2) becomes 

J dK 2K N(E,K) = J J dEy dL 2L p^{E^) Nr(E/) h(Er*) (3.21) 

where Nr(Er*) is the total rotational sum of states of the OTS at rotational energy less than or 

equal to Er*[66,67]. Specifically, 

{E;B,)^^ 

Nr(E/)=J dJr 2Jr Nr(E/,Jr) (3.22) 

or, using Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9). 

Nr(E/) = 2B-^/2 J ^E^ E-^^^ Pj(Er*.Ej) . (3.23) 

0 

Equations (3.21)-(3.23) are formally exact for all OTS pairs; however, when Eq. (3.20) is 
* 

used to substitute for pj(Er ,Ej) in Eq. (3.23) the appropriate total rotational sum of states for 

the OTS pair is not obtained. Thus, the use of Eq. (3.20) as an approximation for OTS pairs 

containing linear molecules does not give Eq. (3.21) when Eq. (3.11) is integrated over all K. 
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Table 3.3. Approximations to pj(Ep*,Ei).'' 

System Low K Integral 

Linear-atom^ 1/{2[B,(Er* - Efl'^^^} 1 M B | ( E / - Ep 

Linear-linear {[B^ ^^^ + 62''^^ - (£i^^^V [ 2 ( E / - E-^^^^y n{B^ B2C0)''̂ ^ 

B I B 2 } ( E / - E | ) 1 / 2 

Sphere-linear {sin-''[(Bg/co)''/2]/ Bg(BsB|)''/2ĵ E *̂ _ ^p ^^^* _ E.)/Bg(B,co)"'/2 

•« * 

' The boundaries are given by Ê  > E:. The symbols are defin̂ ed in Table 3.1 
2 Note that for both approximations, pj(Er ,Ej) goes to ©o as Ê  —> E:. 
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An approximation suitable for arbitrary K should be such that Eqs. (3.21)-(3.23) are 

obtained from Eq. (3.11) when integrated over all K. In order to derive the expressions for 

Pj(Er ,Ej) for the integral approximation, we first substitute the appropriate expression for 

Nr(Er ) from Table 3.4 in Eq. (3.23). Then we assume that pj(Er*,Ej) has the same functional 

form as in Eq. (3.10) and choose the constants C and m so that the integration in Eq. (3.23) 

gives N(Er). 

For both the low K and integral approximations m = r/2 - 1 [66-67] where r is the number 

of rotational degrees of freedom for the OTS (one fewer than the true number for the pair); 

therefore, the two approximations differ by a constant value independent of the energy and 

angular momentum. This is can be seen by comparing the expressions for the approximate 

Pj(Er ,Ej) in Table 3.3. 

Additional insight into the integral approximation can be obtained by noting that the 

approach used in deriving the approximation is analogous to the approach used in approxi

mating symmetric and asymmetric tops by spherical tops [34-37, 71]. That is, in the spherical 

top approximation each spherical top rotational constant, Bg, is chosen so that when Eqs. 

(3.21)-(3.23) are applied, the expression obtained for ^f{Ef) is correct. This leads directly to 

the result Bg = (ABC)^^^ for each molecule, where A, B and C are the principal rotational con

stants of the molecule. 

Note that, although the integral approximation gives the exact results for the total rota

tional sum of states of the OTS, it remains only an approximation when used for the evaluation 

of Eq. (3.2). In Eq. (3.22) the integration is performed over all J^ within the limit imposed by the 

total rotational energy. In Eq. (3.2), however, J^ is subject to the constraints of the conservation 

of total angular momentum, expressed in Eq. (3.6), as well as energy. In the next chapter we 

will compare the approximations to exact results and discuss the general procedure for apply

ing the integral approximation. 
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Table 3.4. Total rotational sum of states.^ 

System Nj{E^) 

Linear-atom E^ yB| 

Sphere-atom 4(Er*/Bg)2/2 

linear-linear E /2 /2B^B2 

Sphere-linear 8{E^^)^^^n5B^^^^B^ 

Sphere-sphere 7rE/^/6(Bi B2)^^2 

^ The boundaries are given by E^ < E. The symbols are defined in Table 3.1 



CHAPTER IV 

TESTS, APPLICATION AND CONCLUSIONS FOR 

THE OTS SUM OF STATES APPROXIMATIONS 

In determining the accuracy of the approximations, it is not desirable to compare 

approximate and exact results for N(E.K) in Eq. (3.2) for two main reasons. First, we would like 

to avoid the complicated mathematics involved in evaluating N(E,K) for linear molecules. Sec

ond, we would like for the results of the comparison to be as general as possible; therefore we 

would like to keep the number of adjustable parameters to a minimum. 

In the first section of this chapter we present a technique by which the approximations 

can be compared to the exact results by considering only the rotational-orbital contribution to 

N(E,K). We also present the results of the comparisons for the linear-atom, linear-linear and 

sphere-linear OTS pairs. These results show that the low K approximation works best in the 

limit of low K, as it was intended to, whereas the integral approximation is best as a general ap

proximation for arbitrary K. 

The next section presents the general procedure for the application of the approxima

tions. This procedure involves describing the rotations of the OTS as a collection of one- and 

two-dimensional rotational degrees of freedom then selecting "pseudo" rotational constants, 

analogous to the spherical top approximation for symmetric and asymmetric tops. These 

"pseudo" rotational constants can then be used by the density of states algorithm chosen to 

evaluate N(E,K) in Eq. (3.11). 

The concluding section of this chapter summarizes Part 1. 

Comparison tn Fxart Results 

MPthnd for Comparison 

In order to compare the approximations to the exact results it is useful to first express 

N(E,K) in terms of a combined rotational-orbital contribution. Let Ê ^ = E - E^ and rewrite Eq. 

(3.2) in the form [34,82,83,85,89] 

:.K) = jdE^r Pv( N(E.K) = JdE r̂ Pv(E - Etr) NrQ(Etr.K) (4.1) 

Etr,min 

24 
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where NrQ(E^r,K) is the sum of rotational-orbital states for fixed values Ê .̂ total angular 

momentum K, and projection of K on a space-fixed axis, defined by 

Nro(Etr.K) = JJdLdJ^ Nr(E/,Jr) h(Er* - B^^^) Q{K;U^) . (4.2) 

The quantity Ê ^ ^^j^ in Eq. (4.1) is the minimum value of Ê ^ for which NrQ(E|pK) > 0 [82-85]. 

and 6(K;L.Jr) is the product of step functions defined in Eq. (3.6). 

The usefulness of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is that the rotational-orbital contribution to N(E,K) 

is contained entirely in NrQ(E|pK). Thus, the comparisons of the approximations to the exact 

results can be made using only Eq. (4.2). The only parameters appearing in the comparisons 

are the rotational constants of the molecules comprising the OTS. 

We assume that the potential surface in the region of the OTS can be described by a 

central potential whose long-range, attractive contribution is of the form 

V(R) = -C/R" (4.3) 

where R is the line of centers separation of the OTS pair and C is a constant. Assuming this 

form for the long-range potential, further simplification of Eq. (4.2) can be obtained through the 

introduction of the following reduced variables [85] 

e = E^^(l(n - 2)/2Brn^2j (4 4a) 

x = J/(lBr)("-2)/4 . (4.4b) 

* 
The quantity X in the equations is a collection of constants in the expression for WQ^ (L), 

Vg„*(L) = L2n/(n-2)/X , (4.5) 

which arises from Eq. (4.3). Typically, for ion-molecule reactions [71] n = 4 and 

X = 8^i2q2(X/(h/27^)^ (4.6) 

with \x the reduced mass of the OTS pair, q the unit of charge and a the polarizability of the 

neutral molecule. For neutral reactions n = 6 and 
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X = (54C^i3)''/2/(h/27r)3 (4.7) 

where 0 is an interaction constant. 

Inserting the reduced variables into Eq. (4.2) gives 

Nro(Etr.K) = {XB,)(i^ " ^^^^^^^^ie.z) (4.8) 

where 

Tlrot^'Z) = JJdy dx me.x) h(e* - x2) 0(z;x,y) (4.9) 

where r is the total number of rotational degrees of freedom of the OTS pair, e* Is given by 

e* = e -y2n / (n -2 ) . (4.1 o) 

and y and z are respectively the reduced forms of L and K obtained from Eq. (4.4b). The quan

tity T|(e ,x) appearing In Eq. (4.9) is the reduced form of Nr(Er .J^). 

For linear-linear and sphere-linear systems, although the exact and various approximate 

expressions for Nr(Er .J )̂ depend on the actual values of the rotational constants, ri(e ,x) turns 

out to depend on only a single parameter p, defined as 

P = B /̂(B^ + B2) ; linear-linear 

(4.11) 

P = B|/(B|+Bg) ; sphere-linear. 

The rotational constants B̂  and B2 for the linear-linear pair are such that B̂  < B2, and B| and 

Be are the rotational constants of the linear and spherical top molecules of the sphere-linear 

pair. For the linear-atom pair, Ti(e ,x) = 1 and is, therefore, independent of the rotational con

stant, energy and angular momentum. 

Fif <;iilts of thft Comparison 

The determination of the accuracy of the approximations was a matter of computing I[\^Q 

(e.z) In Eq. (4.9) for the low K and integral approximations, and comparing the results to those 

obtained using the reduced, exact forms of Nr(Er .Ĵ ) from Table 3.1. The exact and approx-

imate expressions for Ti(e ,x) used in these calculations are given in Table 4.1. The reduced 

sum of states Tiro(e.z) ôr linear-linear and sphere-linear OTS pairs is dependent on the four 
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Table 4.1. Reduced rotational sum of states T|(e ,x) for systems 
containing linear molecules, 1 

Exact; 

System Tl(ep() Boundaries 

Linear-atom 

Linear-linear 

Sphere-linear 

(e*/2) sin-"'[(2x/e*)(e* - x2)''/2] 

-(x/e*)(e*-x2)''^ 

(e*/2)sin-1{2[p(1-P)]1/2) 

-x2[p'(1-p)]1/2 

(e*/2)sin""'[(2x/e*)(e* - x2)"'/2] 

+ (x/e*)(e* -x2)"'/2 

-x2/[p(1-p)]1/2 

(4/3)p3/2(i-p)1/2(e*_x2)3/2 

2x[p(1-p)][e*-(2p-h1)/3p] 

x<e 
1/2 

[(i-p)eV^^^x 

<e 
*iy2 

(peV^^^x< 
[(i-p)eV^2 

0<x<(peV^^ 

(peV^2^x<e*^/2 

0 < X < (peV^^ 

"̂  The definitions of the various symbols are given in the text. 



Table 4.1. Continued 

Low K Approximation: 

28 

System iKep<) Boundaries 

Linear-atom 

Linear-linear 

Sphere-linear 

x/(e*-x2) 1/2 0 < x < e '1/2 

2x(p''/2 ^ (̂  _ p)1/2 _ .,)(£* _ ^2)1/2 0 < X < e 1/2 

2xp3/2(i _ p) gjn-1 (1 _ p)(£* _ ^2) 0 < X < E^'^ 

Integral Approximation: 

System m:^) Boundaries 

Linear-atom 

Linear-linear 

Sphere-linear 

2x47i(e*-x2)''^] 

(4x/7u)[p(1-p)]"'/2(e*_x2)1/2 

2xp3^(1-P)(e*-x2) 

0 < X < e*"'̂ 2 

0 < X < e*"'/2 

0<x<e*''^2 
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parameters e. z, n and p. For the linear-atom pair there is no dependence on the parameter p. 

In perfomning the comparisons we computed ilrQ(e,z) as a function of ZJZ^Q^ = ^^fj^^x ^^^ '̂̂ ®̂  

e. n and p. where z^^^^ Is the maximum value of z for which r|ro(e,z) > 0. We then varied e. n 

and p In a series of calculations for each system. 

We chose the range of e so as to cover a range of reduced energies, 10"^ to 0.1, that 

could be anticipated in the application of the approximations. Values of n were chosen to be 3, 

corresponding to an interaction of nonpolar neutral molecules, and 4, corresponding to the 

interaction of a point charge ion with a nonpolar neutral molecule. From Eq. (4.11) we see that 

0 < P < 1 for a sphere-linear pair and 0 < p < 0.5 for linear-linear pairs. Values of p were chosen 

to span these ranges. 

The program used to perform the comparisons evaluated Eq. (4.9) using a twelve-point, 

Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. The energy/angular momentum boundaries (see Ap

pendix A and reference 84) were calculated using an eariier version of subroutine ROOTS from 

the program MULTST [90]. The functions used to calculate Ti(e ,x) were varied according to 

the OTS pair for which the calculations were performed. The results of the comparisons are 

shown in Figures 4.1 - 4.7. 

The general trends observed in the comparisons were similar for all systems. The low K 

approximation of T|rQ(e,z) was consistently greater than the integral approximation, and, in most 

cases, consistently overestimated the exact T|rQ(e,z). As it is intended to, the low K approxima

tion gave the best estimate of the exact T\fQ{E,z) for small K, while the integral approximation 

gave the best overall fit, particularly for the larger values of K. In all cases, the approximations 

seem to be essentially independent of n, with the behavior of T|ro(e,z) vs. z being dependent 

mainly on the energy e and to some extent on the relative values of the rotational constants ex

pressed in p. The dependence on a was particulariy apparent for the sphere-linear pair. 

In Figures 4.1 and 4.2. the exact and approximate rirQ(e,z) for the linear-atom system are 

plotted. Figure 4.1 shows the results of calculations performed at constant energy for a neutral 

(n=6) and an ion-molecule (n=4) pair, and illustrates the lack of dependence of the approxima

tions on n. Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the approximations with the energy. Note that the 

scales on the vertical axes of these plots differ by two orders of magnitude. 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the exact and approximate T\fQ{E.z) for a linear-linear system. 

As p decreases (B^ becomes small relative to B2) the curves all become skewed to the left and 

increase in height. Note, however, that the increase in the height of the curves with changing 

P is much smaller than the change that occurs with energy. Figure 4.4 illustrates the changes 

that occur with energy. The upper plot in Figure 4.4 is for a neutral pair while the lower plot is for 

an ion-molecule pair. The lack of dependence on n allows us to compare these two systems for 

changes that occur due to the energy dependence. 
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Figure 4.1. Rotational-orbital sum of states for the linear-atom system for 
different forms of the long range potential. The upper plot is for a neutral 
system (n = 6) while the lower plot is for an ion-molecule pair (n = 4). For 
both plots e = 0.5. The solid lines represent the sum of states obtained from 
the exact expression, the dotted lines are for the sum of states from the low K 
approximation, and the dashed lines are for the integral approximation. 
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Figure 4.2. Rotational-orbital sum of states for the linear-atom system for 
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In Figures 4.5 - 4.7 we illustrate the approximate and exact r|̂ Q(8,z) for sphere-linear 

systems. Figure 4.5 shows the changes that occur with energy while Figure 4.6 shows those 

changes that occur with the relative values of the rotational constants. As with the linear-linear 

systems, the changes due to energy can span several orders of magnitude, while those due to 

P are less than a single order of magnitude. Note also that both the low K and integral approxi

mations become exact as p approaches unity. This point is discussed in more detail below. All 

plots in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are for neutral systems. In Figure 4.7 we show a plot of TipQ(e,z) vs. 

K/Kf^gjj for an Ion-molecule pair using the same energy and relative values of the rotational 

constants as in the upper plot in Figure 4.6. A comparison of Figure 4.7 to the upper plot in 

Figure 4.6 again shows the lack of dependence on n. 

Both approximations improve with decreasing energy, with the greatest improvement 

occuring for the integral approximation. The integral approximation appears to become 

skewed, with respect to the exact T|pQ(e,z), toward larger z as the energy increases. However, 

the areas under the exact and integral approximation curves, when weighted by the 2K degen

eracy of K arising from its projection onto a space-fixed axis, remain equal. This equality of 

areas is to be expected since the integral approximation was designed to give the correct re

sults when integrated over all K. An example of a plot of 2z TipQ(e,z) vs. K/K^̂ ĵ̂  is shown in 

Figure 4.8. 

The primary differences between the low K and integral approximations to r\^Q{E,z) is 

due to the parameter p. In the previous chapter we noted that the energy dependence of 

Pj(Ep ,Ej) for the two approximations is the same (see Table 3.3); hence a relative comparison 

of the two approximations can be made by examining the ratios of the densities given in Table 

3.3. These ratios are listed in Table 4.2. For the linear-linear and sphere-linear systems, the 

ratio depends on p, while the ratio for the linear-atom system is a constant, independent of p. 

As P ~> 0 for the linear- linear and sphere-linear systems, their ratios approach TC/2 = 1.57. This 

corresponds to the situations where B. |« B2 for the linear-linear pair, or B| « Bg for the 

sphere-linear pair. 

As P —> 1/2 for the linear-linear system, the ratio approaches {2^^^ - 1)^ = 1.30. This is 

the situation where B̂  = B2. For the sphere-linear system the ratio approaches unity as p 

— > 1 , corresponding to the situation where Bg « B|. This analysis of the limiting behavior of 

* 

the ratio of the low K and integral approximations to pdE^ ,Ej) shows that the low K approxima

tion to Pj(Ep*,Ej) will always be greater than the integral approximation, except in the limit of P = 

1 for the sphere-linear system. In this case the two approximation are equivalent and exact. 

This behavior is also observed in the r{^Q{E,z) vs. K/K p̂gĵ  comparisons where, in all cases stud

ied, the low K approximation to T[fQ{E,z) exceeded the integral approximation. As a final point, 

we can note from examining the boundaries on N(Ep ,Jp) in Table 3.1 that, for the sphere-linear 
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Table 4.2. Ratios of the low K approximation for pi(E^ .E:) to 
the integral approximation. 

System Ratb 

Linear-atom 7u2 

Linear-linear {n/2){[P^^^ 4- (1 - p)''/^ _ 1]/[p''/2(i _ p)1/2|j 

Sphere-linear {sin-^[(1 -? )̂̂ ^h/{^ -^)^''^ 
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system with Bg « B| (i.e., p = 1). N(E/,Jr) can be represented by a single function over the 
* 

entire range of relative Ê  and Jp Thus approximations for the sphere-linear system become 

exact in this limit as well as equivalent to each other. 

AoDlication of the Approximations 

The approximations for PJ(E/ ,EJ) in Table 3.3 allow the OTS sum of states, N(E,K), to be 

calculated directly from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). In the discussion following these equations, we 

noted that the number of Internal rotational degrees of freedom for the OTS is one fewer than 

the total number of rotational degrees of freedom for the separated molecules. We also noted 

that the rotational constants for the one- and two-dimensional internal rotations in Ny^(X+) could 

be expressed in terms of the rotational constants for the individual molecules. The actual value 

of the rotational constants used in the computation of Nyp(X+) is arbitrary, with the only require

ment being that the rotational constants appearing in the expressions for the sums of rotational 

states remain unchanged for a given system. 

Both the number of rotational degrees of freedom and the values of the rotational con-
* 

stants used in evaluating NYP(X+) can be determined by comparing the expressions for pdEj. , 

Ej) in Table 3.3 to the general expression for a rotational density of states [66,67] 

Pr(Er) = C r E / / 2 - 1 (4.12) 

where 

n1 n2 
Or = [1/r(r/2)] n (7c/Bj)"'/2 n Bj-"" (4.13) 

hi j=1 

where r(r/2) is the gamma function, n̂  is the number of one-dimensional rotors with Bj the 

rotational constants, n2 is the number of two-dimensional rotors with B: the rotational con

stants, and r, the total number of rotational degrees of freedom, is related to n̂  and n2 by r = n̂  

->-2n2. 

The number of rotational degrees of freedom r contributing to Nyp(X+) can be deter-

mined by a comparison Eq. (4.12) to the appropriate expression for pAE^ ,E^^ in Table 3.3. 

Alternately, one may simply note that r is one fewer than the total number of rotational degrees 

of freedom for the separate molecules of the rigid rotor pair. Next, we interpret the rotational 

contribution to N^p(Xj.) as arising from a collection of one- and two-dimensional rotors such that 

the total number of rotational degrees of freedom is equal to r. Finally, we express Eq. (4.13) in 
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terms of r and the choices for n̂  and n2 and set the result equal to the collection of constants 
* 

C^ in pj(Ep ,Ej). The one- and/or two-dimensional rotational constants to be used in the evalua

tion of Nyp(X .̂) is then any choice that obeys the resulting equation. 

For example, consider N(E,K) for a linear-linear pair using the integral approximation. 

From Table 3.3 we find that r/2 - 1 = 1/2; therefore r=3. We can interpret the rotational contri

bution to Nyp(X+) as arising from either three one-dimensional rotors or from a one-dimensional 

and a two-dimensional rotor. Either choice will work as long as the corresponding rotational 

constants are correctly defined. If the former choice is made, then comparing Eq. (4.13) to the 

collection of constants in p:(Ep*,Ej) gives 

nBj^/2^„2(B^B^^j1/2 ^^.j^j 

1=1 

where the Bj are the one-dimensional rotational constants. Note that any choice for the individ

ual Bj will wori< as long as Eq. (4.14) is obeyed. If, on the other hand, we make the latter choice, 

the same procedure leads to 

BlD^^^B2D = ^(BiB2C0)^/2 4̂ .,5^ 

where B̂  Q and 629 are the respective rotational constants of the one- and two-dimensional 

rotors. Again, any choice for B.| Q and B2D will work provided that Eq. (4.15) is obeyed. 

The "pseudo" rotational constants obtained from the above procedure are to be used 

only in the evaluation of N^p The tme rotational constants of the pair must be used in determin

ing the reduced rotational constant B̂ , the energy expression X .̂ and any energy/angular 

momentum boundaries (see Appendix A) that occur in the calculations. 

Summary 
In Part 1 two approximations to the OTS sum of states for systems containing linear mol

ecules were examined. Both approximations allow the sum of states to be calculated from the 

relatively simple Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). The low K approximation, originally introduced by Klots 

in the K —> 0 limit, was shown to be an excellent approximation to the exact sum of states for 

finite K provided that K is not too large. Hence, this approximation is most useful for "exact" cal

culations on the unimoleeular decomposition of rotationally cold (thermalized) reagents. The 

second approximation, introduced here, ensures that, when integrated over all K, the resulting 

sum of states Is exact; therefore, this approximation is useful in studies of bimolecular 
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reactions, chemical activation systems for unimoleeular reactions, and other situations in which 

large ranges of K are encountered. 

Both of the approximations examined here have been included in a program, MULTST, 

for performing transition state theory and phase space theory calculations [90,91 ]. In this pro

gram, the use of the approximations allows the OTS sum of states to be encoded in a single 

function for all OTS pairs. This program has been used quite sucessfully in performing several 

calculations [92]. An example of the application of the approximations to a sphere-linear system 

has been recently published [92]. In this application the sphere-linear approximation was used 

to obtain collision rates for 0H~(H20) + CO2. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO 

In Part Two we report a study of the classical mechanics of reaction, collision induced 

dissociation (CID), and three body association in eollinear H3 . The method of Andrews and 

Chesnavich [53] is used to locate the boundaries of the various reactive, nonreaetive, dissocia

tive, associative and nonassoeiative (three-body inelastic scattering into nonbound states) bands 

in the reagents' phase space. The next section of this introduction reviews that method and the 

final section presents some terminology and the organization of the remaining chapters. 

Boundaries in the Reagents' Phase Space [53] 

For a region of an atom-diatom potential surface on which the atom and diatom are well 

separated, the system Hamiltonian is separable into H^, the diatom vibrational Hamiltonian, and 

H ,̂ the relative translational Hamiltonian for the atom and diatom. At some time t - > «» after an 

atom-diatom collision (reactive, nonreaetive or dissociative) a surface of fixed atom-diatom dis

tance defines a diatom phase space that can be divided into the following sets: (1) the set for 

which H^ < Dg where Dg is the diatom dissociation energy relative to the minimum in the vibration

al potential well, (2) the set for which H^ > Dg, and (3) the set for which H^ = Dg. Points in the first 

set are on nondissociative trajectories while points in the second set are on dissociative trajecto

ries. Points in the third set are on the boundary trajectories. The existence of the boundary is 

illustrated in Figure 5.1 

With the above Information, a reagents' phase space at total energy E can be mapped into 

reactive, nonreaetive and dissociative bands as follows. First, surfaces are constructed in each 

channel in a region of the potential surface for which the atom and diatom are well separated and 

noninteracting. This surface is arbitrary but should be at a large enough atom-diatom distance so 

as to accurately reflect the t ~> ±00 behavior of most of the trajectories crossing this surface. Next, 

trajectories for which H^ is initially equal to Dg are run inwards towards the interaction region and 

followed until they ultimately leave the interaction region and cross one of the surfaces. The set 

of points on a given surface defined by the trajectories as they leave defines the nondissociative-

dissociative boundaries for that channel by way of time reversal. Trajectories from initially bound 

states exiting into the same channel from which they started define the nonreactive-dissociative 

boundaries while those trajectories initially in bound states that exit in the opposite channel from 

44 
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Figure 5.1. Cross section of a potential energy surface for final vibrational states, 
in moving from the bound to the nonbound regions, one must pass through a state 
for which the vibrational energy exactly equals the dissociation energy. 
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which they started define the reactive-dissociative boundaries. Trajectories initially in nonbound 

states define the associative-nonassociative boundaries on the surface through which they exit. 

The reactive, nonreaetive and nonassoeiative trajectories remain reactive, nonreaetive and 

nonassoeiative, respectively, when reversed in time. This fact will be used in later chapters to 

make some general conclusions about the behavior of trajectories in various reactivity bands of 

the reagents' phase space. When a dissociative trajectory is reversed in time an associative tra

jectory is defined, and this relationship between dissociative and associative trajectories will be 

useful in examining the dissociative and associative bands. 

Terminology 

The consideration of three-body association reactions in the same context as atom-diatom 

reactions can lead to some confusion in the following chapters. Some standards for terminology 

are presented here so as to prevent this confusion later. 

In the classical dynamics of the H + H2 and triatomic H3 collisions, each hydrogen atom is 

unique and will be referred to by the symbols A, B and C in the following chapters. This will be of 

particular importance when the dynamics of the trajectories comprising the various bands are dis

cussed. The use of unique symbols also emphasizes the fact that although the calculations in 

this study are for the H3 system, the results and conclusions should be qualitatively applicable to 

many other homonuclear triatomic and symmetric (ABA) systems. 

Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of the potential energy surface that was used in this study. 

This surface will be discussed more fully in Chapter VI, while the coordinate system is presented 

in Appendix B. At the energies used in this study, it is necessary to consider rather large values 

of the atom-diatom distance and to show the contours of the potential surface in detail would un

necessarily complicate the figures; therefore only two equipotential contours, the inner at 3.0 eV 

and the outer at 5.0 eV, will be shown. The vertical line at x = 20 au and its extension into the op

posite channel represent the surfaces of initial and final conditions. In the configuration space 

the same surface can be both an initial and final surface. A cross section of the potential surface 

at X = 20 au appears as a diatom vibrational potential as shown in Figure 5.1; therefore, we will use 

the terms "surface of initial conditions,"" surface of final conditions,"" initial surface" or "final sur

face" to refer to a vibrational phase space of coordinates y and Py. On a surface of fixed x, at a 

fixed total energy, the vibrational coordinates y and Py are the only independent variables of the 

Ho phase space; therefore, we will also refer to the surface of initial conditions as the "reagents' 

phase space." This term will generally be used in reference to a diatom vibrational phase space as 

some arbitrarily large atom-diatom separation rather than the actual surface of initial conditions at 

finite x used in the calculations. The region of the potential surface to the left of these lines will be 

called the "interaction region" although actual simultaneous three-body interactions occur only at 
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Figure 5.2. Contour map of the potential energy surface to be used in this study. 
For simplicity, only two equipotential contours are shown, the inner at 3.0 eV and 
the outer at 5.0 eV. The lines perpendicular to the equipotential contours represent 
the initial and final surfaces at x = 20au. 
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small values of the coordinates near the "bends" in the equipotential contours. For distinction, 

the region in which the three atoms may undergo simultaneous chemical interactions will be re

ferred to as the "strong interaction" region. 

In the chemical literature, the upper and lower channels in Figure 5.2 are often referred to as 

the product and reagent channels, respectively, and these terms will be used in the following 

chapters when referring to reactive, nonreaetive and CID trajectories. The past behavior of asso

ciative trajectories can be ambiguous in terms of identifying the channel of origin; therefore, the 

potential energy surfaces for associative trajectories will be described only in terms of "upper" and 

"lower" channels. 

Three types of boundaries appear in this study: (1) reactive-dissociative, (2) nonreactive-

dissociative, and (3) associative-nonassociative. These boundaries will be referred to in the text 

as RD, ND and AN boundaries, respectively. 

Organization of Part Two 

Chapter VI summarizes the method of calculation used to determine the phase space 

boundaries, beginning with a review of the coordinate system and potential energy surface used 

and followed by a detailed description of the calculation itself. The results obtained for CID and 

diatom exchange for an initial surface in the lower channel are given in Chapter VII, and include a 

description of the banding in both a Cartesian and an action-angle space. The results for the re

gion in which three-body association occurs are given in Chapter VIII, including a description of 

the banding in the Cartesian coordinates of the reagents' surface, a description of the transforma

tion from Cartesian coordinates to a complex action-angle space and a description of the banding 

in this complex action-angle space. A summary of the work presented in Part Two is given in 

Chapter IX along with the conclusions for this research. 



CHAPTER VI 

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

The trajectory calculations for the eollinear interaction in this study were performed by 

numerical solution to Hamilton's classical equations for the relative motion of the three nuclei. 

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation was used in the description of the potential energy sur

face in order to separate the nuclear and electronic motions. The potential energy surface used 

in these calculations is reviewed in the first section, followed by a brief description of the coor

dinate system and a discussion of the computer programs used to carry out the calculations. 

Details of the coordinate system are given in Appendix B. 

Potential Energy Surface 

The Porter-Karplus No. 2 (PK2) surface [58] is an analytic, semiempirical expression for the 

ground electronic state potential energy surface of the H3 system. A valence-bond formalism is 

used with overiap and three-center integral approximations included. Expressions for the overiap 

integrals are derived from Slater type hydrogen Is atomic orbitals with variable orbital exponents. 

The coulomb and exchange integral expressions depend on the overiap integrals, and on em

pirical expressions for the ^ZQ ground state (a Morse function) and the ^Z^ excited state (a 

modified Sato function) for the H2 molecules. An expression for the three-center exchange 

integral was also included by Porter and Karplus [58]. The parameters of the semiempirical ex

pression were chosen to give the best fit to available experimental and ah initio results for the H3 

system. 

The PK2 surface has been widely used for both classical and quantum mechanical calcula

tions [16,58,93-96]. Of particulari interest is the renewed interest in the classical foundation of 

transition state theory, initiated by Peehukas and McLafferty [1] and continued by Peehukas, 

Pollak and others [2-14,97]. One of the goals of this study is to extend this to system energies 

above the CID threshold. 

The Porter-Karplus No. 2 surface and its derivatives with respect to the intemuclear distanc

es are easily programmed and can be rapidly calculated. In the current study several hundred 

trajectories must be integrated in order to define a single boundary, so any saving in computer 

expense is worthwhile. While this surface possesses some inaccuracies in barrier height and 
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shape [58], it is sufficiently realistic so as to yield important insights into the dynamics of the H3 

system. 

Coordinate System 

The potential for the system studied [58] depends only on the intemuclear distances R^g, 

RgQ and R ^ Q and is independent of the location of the system center of mass relative to an arbi

trary origin. When the system is constrained to be eollinear, only two of the intemuclear distances 

are independent; therefore, in the eollinear system studied, the potential is a function of only two 

variables. In this study we identify RgQ as either the diatom bond length or the shorter of the two 

intemuclear distances, Rŷ g or RgQ, in nonbound systems. In Appendix B we show that the in

temuclear coordinates are not suitable for a study of dynamics and that a transformation to single 

mass coordinates {x,y} is desirable. 

The effect of the transformation is to skew the RgQ axis towards the Rŷ g axis such that 

R^g and RgQ fomi an angle of 60° for a system of three equal masses. The new coordinates x 

and y are further weighted according to the masses in the three atom system. The new coordi

nate system is generally referred to as the skewed, mass weighted coordinate system, and the 

collision dynamics in this coordinate system are those of a point of mass 

î = 2m/3, (6.1) 

where m is the mass of a hydrogen atom, moving on a potential V = V(x,y). (See Appendix B for 

details of the transformation and for the derivation of Eq. (6.1).) 

The Hamiltonian H(x,y,Pj(,Py) [24] is given by 

H = ( Px^ + Py^ ) / 2̂ 1-H V(x,y). (6.2) 

For large x in the lower channel of Figure 5.2, the atom A is well separated from the diatom pair BC 

and the PK2 potential is approximately independent of x. Under these conditions H is approxi

mately separable into 

2 Ĥ  = Px"" / 2̂ 1 (6.3a) 

the Hamiltonian for the atom-diatom relative translational motion, and 

H^ = py2 / 2n 4- V(y), (6.3b) 
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the diatom vibrational Hamiltonian. In the case of the atom C well separated from the diatom AB, a 

representative point in the H3 configuration space lies in the upper channel. In this case the sym

metry of the system must be used In order to separate the Hamiltonian into its vibrational and 

translational components. The Hamiltonian is also separable into Hj and H^ for nonbound sys

tems in which A, B and C are all well separated, although we must again take advantage of the 

symmetry of the system for points In the upper channel. 

The symmetry of the system is also useful in defining the various phase space boundaries 

for a single surface of initial conditions, say in the lower channel. Search trajectories started on a 

surface of final conditions in the lower channel may exit across an initial surface in either channel. 

Those exiting in the upper channel define boundaries on the initial surface in the upper chan

nel. We may use symmetry so that these trajectories will define equivalent boundary points on 

the initial surface in the lower channel. 

The line in the system configuration space of Figure 5.2 that bisects the angle formed by 

the minimum energy pathways in the upper and lower channels corresponds to a symmetric 

stretch of an H3 "super molecule" and is referred to as the "symmetric stretch line." In a honx)-

geneous, or symmetric ABA, system the potential is symmetric to reflection through this line, so a 

trajectory in the upper channel can be reflected through the symmetric stretch line so that the 

motion associated with this trajectory can be separated into vibrational and relative translational 

components in terms of x and y. This reflection of a trajectory through the symmetric stretch line 

is equivalent to a coordinate transformation in which the x,y plane is rotated by the angle of 60" 

(see Appendix B) about the z-axis followed by a reflection of the y-axis through the z,y plane. We 

also note that a momentum vector associated with any point on a configuration space trajectory 

can also be reflected through the symmetric stretch line; therefore, the reflection can be used for 

momenta as well as for positional coordinates and applies to the phase space as well as to the 

configuration space. Using symmetry, we may begin all search trajectories on a final surface in the 

lower channel. The phase space coordinates of the point where a boundary trajectory crosses an 

initial surface in the upper channel may then be reflected through the symmetric stretch line in 

order the define an equivalent boundary point on an initial surface in the lower channel. 

Details of the Calculations 

The calculations reported here were performed at 4.75 , 4.85 and 5.00 eV. The original cal

culations for the bound region of the surface of initial conditions at 5.00 eV were performed by 

Andrews and Chesnavich [100] in connection with some earlier work [53]. The calculations at 

4.75 and 4.85 eV, as well as the calculations for the nonbound region of the surface of initial 

conditions at 5.00 eV, were performed as a part of the current study. Complete mapping of the 

various boundaries in the reagent's phase space could only be done for the 4.85 and 5.00 eV 
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calculations. The boundaries at 4.75 eV were too sensitive to the choice of initial conditions in 

the boundary generating program to be fully resolved. 

Trajectories were started in the lower channel on a surface perpendicular to the x-axis at x = 

20 au with p̂^ < 0 and E^ = Dg where E ,̂ the vibrational energy of the diatom, is defined by 

E^ = py2 / (2̂ 1) + V(20.y). (6.4) 

The initial y coordinate and the initial sign of Py were varied to define the various boundaries. 

Given values for y and the sign of Py, the magnitude of Py was obtained from Eq. (6.4) and the 

magnitude of p^ from Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4).The trajectories were run by integrating the equations 

of motion numerically using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [101]. A variable step size was 

used in order to maintain as large a step size as possible in the integration without compromising 

the stability of the calculation. 

The following algorithm was used to vary the step size [see also, reference 100]. Let Ep, be 

the calculated energy after step n and At^ be the step size used step n. If lEp-Ep.., I / E^ < 

TOL, where TOL is a constant controlling the allowable error in total energy at each step, then 

Atpî l̂ = 2Atn. Othenwise Atp,̂ .| = At^ / 2. For most trajectories Atp was restricted to the range, ir 

au, 1x10"^ <Atn < 5x10""* with TOL = Ix 10"^; however, for highly sensitive trajectories 

values as small as 1x10~^ < At^ and TOL = 1x10"""^ were required to maintain stability in the 

integration. The accuracy of the calculations was monitored by energy conservation and by back 

integrating selected trajectories. For each trajectory the total time t = Z^ At^, and the number of 

times the trajectory crossed the symmetric stretch line, were also monitored. 

The trajectories were integrated until they either recrossed the initial surface in the lower 

channel or the equivalent surface in the upper channel. With both x and the total collision energy 

fixed, the surfaces correspond to a diatom vibrational phase space, with coordinates y and Py in 

the lower channel. The nonreactive-dissociative (ND) boundaries were determined by changing 

the sign of the final Py for points defined by trajectories exiting in the lower channel, while the 

reactive-dissociative (RD) boundaries were determined by first reflecting the points defined by 

trajectories exiting in the upper channel through the symmetric stretch line and then changing 

the sign of Py. Using this procedure, all boundaries were defined on a surface in the lower 

channel. 

The associative-nonassociative (AN) boundaries were defined by trajectories exiting 

through surfaces of initial conditions in either channel with the diatom energy in excess of Dp. 

Trajectories exiting into the upper channel were first reflected through the symmetric stretch line. 
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The AN lx)undaries were then defined in the same manner as the ND and RD boundaries by 

changing the sign on the final value of Py. 

The above procedure gives a boundary mapping for the lower channel only; however, an 

equivalent mapping for the upper channel can be obtained by reflecting all boundary points 

through the symmetric stretch line. Any discussion of the boundaries or phase space banding on 

an reagent's surface in the lower channel is also applicable to the reagent's surface in the upper 

channel. Hereafter, all discussion of the boundaries or the reactivity bands they define will apply 

to lower channel surface unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

Once a boundary point was detennined in the Cartesian coordinates of the diatom pfiase 

space {y.Py} its coordinates were transformed to an action-angle space (n.G) [102]. For points on 

ND and RD boundaries, the transformation is rather straightforward and is summarized in Appen

dix C. For the AN boundaries the diatom phase Is not bound and action-angle variables cannot 

be defined; however, a special transformation, equivalent to the transformation to {n,6} for the RD 

and ND points, was used. This transformation is discussed in Chapter VIII and is presented in de

tail in Appendix C. 

The calculations were performed using the FORTRAN program BOUND written originally by 

Andrews and Chesnavich [53] and modified as needed in the current study. The main routine of 

BOUND handled input, assignment and output of global values and controlled the main program 

loop. The main program loop stepped the initial value of the y-coordinate over a range and for a 

number of steps specified in the input, calculated the required initial coordinates, and called the 

subroutine to integrate a trajectory for each step in the loop. This subroutine returned the final 

coordinates, the total energy calculated at the final coordinates, the reaction time for the trajectory 

and the number of times the trajectory crossed the symmetric stretch line ngg. The exit channel 

for the trajectory was identified by noting whether ngg was odd or even. An output subroutine 

was then called to do the final calculations and write the results for each trajectory. The actual cal

culations performed in the integration and output subroutines was as described above. A more 

detailed description of the program BOUND is given in Appendix D. 

The program BOUND was usually executed for sets of from 50 to 100 trajectories with typi

cal execution times of about 12 cpu minutes on an IBM 3081KE computer or about 1.5 cpu hours 

on a VAX 11/780. The boundary points generated by the program BOUND were saved for further 

analysis. 

Several other programs (see Appendix D) were also used that were based on variations of 

the program BOUND. These programs contained separate modules for the integration of the 

equations of motion and for the calculation of the potential and its derivatives. Only the main and 

output routines of BOUND needed to be altered in order to produce the other programs. Pro

grams to search for periodic trajectories required modification of the main routine to generate the 
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appropriate initial coordinates. The programs to produce the plots of trajectories required 

changes in both the main and output routines to include calls to DISSPLA [103] plotting software. 

Other programs used in this study include those used to plot the banding stnjcture in the 

reagents' phase space in both Cartesian and action-angle spaces, and a program to compress the 

complicated, spiral stnjcture of the bands observed in the Cartesian space. The plotting pro

grams simply read the boundary coordinates from a file written by the program BOUND and used 

calls to DISSPLA routines to produce the graphics output. The compression program read the 

coordinates of the boundaries on the surface of initial conditions from the same file written by 

BOUND and used the technique to be described in Chapter Vll to perform the compression of 

the bands. Graphical output, produced by calls to DISSPLA routines, was used by the compres

sion program. Details of the plotting and compression programs are also given in Appendix D. 



CHAPTER Vll 

RESULTS FOR THE BOUND REGION OF 

THE REAGENTS' PHASE SPACE 

This study originally concentrated only on the partitioning of the phase space of bound 

reagents [100]. Trajectories originating from the bound region of the surface of initial conditions 

are either reactive (H-atom exchange), nonreaetive or dissociative (CID). The results for the ener

gies 5.00 eV, 4.85 eV and 4.75 eV showed many similarities so only those for a total energy of 

5.00 eV are discussed in detail. The banding structure is described in both the {y.Py} and (n,0} 

spaces. A method is presented in which the complicated spiral of the banding structure on a sur

face of initial conditions at x = 20 au can be compressed. For total energies of 4.85 eV and 4.75 

eV only the differences that appear relative to the results at 5.00 eV are discussed. We also de

scribe an unsuccessful search for periodic trajectories at the energies studied. 

A cross section of the PK2 [58] potential surface perpendicular to the E = V(x,y) equipoten-

tials at X = 20 au (or any other sufficiently large x) can be approximated as a Morse potential (see, 

e.g.. Figure 5.1) 

VMorse (v) = ^e (^" ê rfoCy (y - v^f 

where 

(7.1) 

0Cy = 2a/(3'^^2) 

yg = 3 l / 2 R ^ / 2 . 

The constants Dg, a and Rg in the above equation are Morse parameters used in the PK2 poten

tial. The parameters oCy and yg allow the potential to be expressed as a function of the single 

mass coordinate y. The transformations in Eq. (7.1) are discussed in detail in Appendix B. The 

PK2 potential deviates from a Morse cun/e for y near ygg(20) where yss(x) is the y-coordinate of a 

point on the symmetric stretch line whose x-coordinate is given. This deviation is due to the tria

tomic interactions that persist near the symmetric stretch line even at large atom-diatom distances, 
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and has no serious consequences for the results presented here; therefore, we will assume the 

cross section of the PK2 surface is a Morse potential at x > 20 au. 

Results for Bound Rpagents at 5.00 eV 

Partitioning of the Iv.Py) Phase Space 

The banding in the phase space of bound reagents is shown in Figure 7.1. The diatom 

phase space of the reagents contains two reactive and two dissociative bands embedded in a 

nonreaetive region. The main feature of Figure 7.1 is the black band that begins near (y.Py} = 

{1.8,-5}, loops through the phase space about three times and finally terminates on the E^ = Dg 

curve near (7.8,-0.5). Points within this band lie on reactive trajectories. The boundary of this re

active band Is actually two separate curves that define a dissociative band which surrounds the 

reactive band. This dissociative "coating" is too thin to be resolved in the phase space plots of 

Figure 7.1; however, we have illustrated it qualitatively in Figure 7.2. A quantitatively illustration 

of this dissociative band near {4.89,-1.50} is shown in Figure 2 of reference [53]. 

A second reactive band also appears in the reagents' phase space at a total energy of 5.00 

eV. This band is shown in Figure 7.1(b) as the crosshatched region beginning near {y, Py} = {8, 

-0.5} and extending to the symmetric stretch line at ygg(20). It is also surrounded by a dissocia

tive band that can be resolved, shown in Figure 7.1 as the two regions with speckled shading. 

These two regions are part of a single dissociative band that loops the phase space once but can 

only be resolved in the figures for y > 2.8 au. The portion of this band that cannot be resolved lies 

along the E^ = Dg curve of Figure 7.1(a). 

Partitioning of the (n.6} Phase Space 

The {y, Py} coordinates of the boundaries in Figure 7.1 were transformed to a set of action-

angle coordinates with the results plotted in Figure 7.3. Standard methods [102] were used in 

the transformation with details given in Appendix C. 

The horizontal line in Figure 7.3 at n = 17.13, labeled n̂ ^̂ ĵ , corresponds to the vibrational 

energy Ey = Dg. The actually upper boundary of the bands shown adjacent to n̂ ^̂ ^̂  is a curve 

that intersects nppg^ at 9 = 57C and 9 = 77C and drops to a minimum of n » 17.08 at 9 = 67C. This 

curve corresponds to the segment of the vertical line at ygg(20) in Figure 7.1(b) that is bounded 

above and below by the Ey = Dg curve. The minimum in this curve approaches n^^j^ as the sur

face of initial conditions is moved to larger values of x. Since this upper "boundary" depends on 

the choice of an arbitrary initial surface, it is not shown in the action-angle plots. There are no 

restrictions on the values of the angle variable 9, and the bands shown in Figure 7.3 repeat 

themselves every 2K radians to form a series of overfapping structures. For clarity, only one of 

these banding stmctures is shown. In the transfomriation from {y,Py}, values of 9 for 0 to 2n were 
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Figure 7.1 Reagents'Cartesian phase space for a total energy of 5.00 eV. Only 
the bands within the bound region shown here. The reactive long band is shaded 
black. The dissociative long band cannot be resolved at the scale of the plot and 
Is not shown. The regions with speckled shading are parts of the dissociative 
band that surrounds the high action reactive band, (a) The region for y ̂  4.0 
au. 
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Figure 7.1 (Continued) (b) The region for y > 4.0 au. The region with the 
crosshatched shading is the reactive high action band. The curve labeled "loop 3" 
is a part of the long band that is extremely narrow in width. 
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Figure 7.2. Qualitative illustration of the dissociative band that surrounds 
the reactive long band. This dissociative band is actually much narrower 
than shown here. 
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calculated. Even multiples of n were added to the calculated 9 as required so that the resulting 

banding stmcture would extend to 7K. 

The reagents' phase space is divided into two distinct regions, each region consisting of a 

reactive band surrounded by a companion dissociative band. As in Figure 7.1, the dissociative 

band surrounding the black band cannot be resolved in Figure 7.3. The speckled dissociative 

band and the crosshatched reactive band appear only at large vibrational action and will hence

forth be referred to as the high action bands. The black band and its companion dissociative 

band span a large range of vibrational action and will simply be referred to as the long bands. 

Compression of the Bands 

On a surface of constant x, the eollinear H -i- H2 system at a fixed total energy is completely 

described by the diatom vibrational coordinates {y,Py}. In order to understand the spiral structure 

of the banding, however, the coordinates of the relative translational motion {x,Pĵ } should also be 

considered. The spiral structure of the long band in Figure 7.1 is a consequence of the complex 

Interaction of two factors - (1) energy conservation requires that the relative translational energy 

increase as the vibrational energy decreases, and (2) the decrease in the period of a Morse oscil

lator with its energy. System points in a Morse vibrational phase space will circulate in a clockwise 

direction as time progresses; therefore, moving the initial surface backwards to larger atom-

diatom distances will lead to an counterclockwise circulation of the system points. The second 

factor, mentioned above as leading to the spiral structure, apparently dominates, so the 

complexity of the spiral structure is increased by propagating the initial surface to larger x. 

We can, however, compress the banding structure by propagating the initial surface to 

smaller x while ignoring the atom-diatom interaction. That is, we assume the initial surface at XQ is 

located at some arbitrarily large atom-diatom distance, and propagate the initial surface to a new x 

< XQ. In an equivalent description of the compression method we extend the search trajectories, 

those running backwards in time from a final surface, to some x > XQ, changing the sign on Py as 

the trajectories cross the XQ surface. The latter method is the same method as used by Pollack in 

a eollinear dynamics study of H + FH [104]. In the following description of the method used to 

compress the banding structure, we will use the language of the former description. 

To a good approximation, the x-component of force vanishes at large x on the PK2 surface; 

therefore, v̂ ,̂ the x-component of the velocity, can be assumed to be constant. It is not neces

sary to numerically integrate the trajectories from the surface at XQ to a new surface at x, instead 

one simply calculates the time required for a point on a boundary trajectory to travel from the origi

nal surface to the new surface, and uses the solutions to the equations of motion for a Morse 

oscillator to find the coordinates of a point on this boundary trajectory on the new surface at x. 
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This time is given by 

t = (X - XQ) / Vjj (7.2) 

where Vĵ  is given by 

Vĵ  = [2(E-En)/n]^/2 ^^3^ 

and where Ê , is the diatom vibrational energy as a function of the action n. Given t and an initial 

angle 9Q on the XQ surface, the value of 9 on the x surface is given by 

o = eo-Hnt (7.4) 

where Q is an angular velocity given by (see Appendix C) 

Q = aHy(n)/an. (7.5) 

Here Hy(n) is the diatom vibrational Hamiltonian in terms of n. The new value of 9 can be used to 

construct an {n,9} plot or and {n,9} —> {y.Py} transform.ation can be performed to constaict a 

{y.Py} P'ot. (See Appendix C.) 

The definition of a compressed band is somewhat arbitrary. In Figures 7.4-7.5 the long 

bands at 5.00 eV have been propagated x = 1.73 au. This value of x was selected so that the 

entire long band could be plotted within a single period of 2K and span a minimum range of 9. In 

the action-angle plot in Figure 7.5, 9 spans a range of K. It is interesting to note that in the com

pression of the long bands the dissociative long band becomes visible for y between 4 and 6 au 

in Figure 7.4(b) and at the outer part of the "elbow" in the {n.6} plot of Figure 7.5. 

Interestingly, the high action bands are not compressed when propagated to 1.73 au. A 

{n,9} plot for the high action bands propagated to 1.73 au is shown in Figure 7.6. These bands 

were plotted separately from the long bands in order for the horizontal axis in Figure 7.5 to sub

tend a range of 9 sufficiently small to make the dissociative band visible. System points in the 

{y,p } vibrational phase space circulate in a clockwise direction during compression; therefore, 

the points within the long bands tend to unspiral. On the other hand, points within the high ac

tion dissociative band, particulariy those points in the highly visible region for y between 5 and 6 

au, make a complete circuit of the phase space and begin to spiral in the opposite direction. This 

can be seen in Figure 7.6 by noting that the high action dissociative band slants in the opposite 

direction from Figure 7.3. At the same time the high action reactive band, already relatively 
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Figure 7.4. The long band for a total energy of 5.00 eV after propagation of the 
surface of initial conditions by 18.27 au. (a) The portion of the {y,Py} space 
for y<4.0 au. 
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Figure 7.4. (Continued) (b)The portion of the {y.Py} space for y > 4.0 
au. The dissociative band that surrounds the long band is now visible and 
appears as the region with speckled shading. 
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compressed at x = 20 au, spreads out along the Ey = Dg cun/e. After propagation to 1.73 au the 

high action bands are so close to the Ey = Dg cun/e that they cannot be well resolved at the scale 

of Figure 7.5; therefore, a plot of these bands propagated to 1.73 au is not shown. 

In order to determine if a value of x could be found that gave compaction of the high action 

bands we ran a series of Cartesian plots on a graphics terminal for several values of the propaga

tion distance. The plot that we believe gave the best compression is reproduced in Figure 7.7(a) 

for a value of x = 8.75 au. The companion action-angle plot for this surface is shown in Figure 

7.7(b). Note that the high action dissociative band is nearly symmetrical in appearance in both the 

Cartesian and the action-angle plots, and that the high action reactive band has actually been un

compressed somewhat and is beginning to spread out along the E„ = D^ curve. 
V " 

Results of Grid Sampling of the Reagents' Phase Spane 

A grid sampling of trajectories comprising the four bands plotted in Figures 7.1 - 7.3 was 

made [100]. This led to some interesting insight into the dynamics of the trajectories that make 

up these bands. Of primary importance is that trajectories in the reactive long band cross the sym

metric stretch line only once while those in the reactive high action band cross three times. It is 

also interesting to note trajectories originating from points on a curve traversing the dissociative 

long band from the nonreaetive edge to the reactive edge smoothly change from trajectories that 

cross the symmetric stretch line twice to trajectories that cross once. In the dissociative high ac

tion band, trajectories originating on a similar cun/e smoothly change from trajectories that cross 

twice to trajectories that cross three times. 

From the continuity of the classical phase space we can argue that since trajectories in the 

dissociative band closest to the nonreaetive region cross the symmetric stretch line twice, then at 

least part of the nonreaetive region should be made up of trajectories which cross the symmetric 

stretch line twice. A massive grid sampling of the nonreaetive region confirmed this and, in fact, 

showed that all nonreaetive trajectories cross the symmetric stretch line twice. We can then con

clude that every trajectory on the PK2 potential surface [58] at a system energy of 5.00 eV should 

cross the symmetric stretch line once, twice or three times. 

pp«̂ iilt«; for Bound Rfiagftnts at 4.85 eV 

The results from the study at 4.85 eV total energy were very similar to those at 5.00 eV. The 

reagents' phase space could again be divided into two distinct sets of bands - a reactive long 

band with its companion dissociative band, and a reactive high action band with its companion dis

sociative band. All trajectories in the reactive long band crossed the symmetric stretch line once 

while those in the reactive high action band crossed three times. The reactive long band is almost 

identical to the plots in Figures 7.1 and 7.3. The dissociative long band is somewhat narrower at 

^ 
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4.85 eV than at 5.00 eV although it can still be detected by noting that two separate curves were 

calculated for the long band boundary when the techniques of Chapter VI were used. 

To give some indication of the width of the dissociative long band on each side of the re

active long band we measured the range of y spanned by the section of the Ey = Dg curve 

bordering the two sections of this band. The right hand section spans a range of 0.02 au while 

the left hand section spans a range of only 4x10"' '^ au. The sensitive trajectories mentioned in 

the previous chapter originate near the extremely narrow left section of the dissociative long 

band, with the most sensitive originating near the middle of this section where the transition be

tween one- and two-crossing trajectories occurs. Since the long bands at 4.85 eV are, for the 

most part, identical to those at 5.00 eV, no plots were made for these bands. 

The major difference between the 4.85 and 5.00 eV banding is in the high action bands. 

While the general shape of the high action bands remained the same at 4.85 eV, the size was 

somewhat smaller. These bands are plotted in Figure 7.8 for comparison to Figure 7.3. 

The behavior of the bands at 4.85 eV when the surface of initial conditions was mn out to a 

large x was nearly identical to the behavior observed at 5.00 eV. When the bands at 4.85 eV 

were propagated to x = 1.9 au, about 0.2 au smaller than used in Figure 7.4, the shape of the 

long bands was almost identical to that at 5.00 eV with x = 1.73 au. Rather than plot this surface 

we ran the 4.85 eV bands to x = 0.75 au and plotted the results in Figure 7.9. We determined 

that this value of x gave the best compression of the long band in the {y.Py} plots through visual 

inspection as x was varied. Note, however, that the range of 9 spanned by the long band has in

creased in comparison to Figure 7.4(b). The dissociative band is just barely visible at the "elbow" 

in Figure 7.9(b), and a comparison to Figure 7.4(b) illustrates how this band has narrowed. Note 

that similar results could be obtained for the bands at 5.00 eV when x was taken about 0.2 au 

smaller in magnitude than used in Figure 7.4. 

ppc îltc; fnr Round Rpf̂ gpnt?̂  at 4.75 eV 

The same trends observed in changing the total energy from 5.00 to 4.85 eV were also ob

served when the total energy was changed to 4.75 eV so plots of the banding structure at 4.75 

eV are not shown. The long band at 4.75 eV was almost identical in appearance to the long 

bands calculated at 5.00 and 4.85 eV, except that the companion dissociative band was much 

narrower. The high action bands at 4.75 eV were much smaller than at 4.85 eV. The results 

when the high action bands were compressed was nearly identical to the obsen/at.ons (or the 

5.00 and 4.85 eV bands so the compressed bands at 4.75 eV are not shown. 

X 
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n 

Figure 7.8. Reagents' action-angle phase space for a total energy of 4.85 eV on an 
initial surface at x = 20.0 au. The major difference from the plot at a total energy of 
5.00 eV is in the high-action bands; therefore only these bands are plotted here. The 
long band appears the same as in the 5.00 eV plot in Figure 7.3(b). See figure 
7.3(b) for comparison of the high action bands. 
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Figure 7.9. (Continued) (b) The compacted long bands in action-angle coordinates. 
The dissociative long band was just visible near the "elbow" in the full scale plot. 
(See Figure 7.5) 
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Search for Periodic Trajertnrifit; 

All the trajectories in the grid sampling of the reagents' phase space crossed the symmetric 

stretch line one, two or three times. None of the obsen/ed trajectories had the appearance of 

trapped trajectories, asymptotic to periodic trajectories. In order to obtain additional evidence to 

the absence of periodic trajectories at system energies greater than the diatom dissociation en

ergy, systematic searches were carried out. 

Trajectories were started on an V(x,y) = E equipotential of the PK2 surface and integrated 

until they crossed a surface at x = 20 au. A typical trajectory is shown in Figure 7.10. All the equi

potential trajectories observed were similar to the one shown in that they were half a trajectory, 

symmetric with respect to time, that crossed the symmetric stretch line twice. 

In a separate search, trajectories were started on the symmetric stretch line with initial mo

mentum perpendicular to the symmetric stretch line. A typical trajectory from this search is shown 

in Figure 7.11. All the symmetric stretch line trajectories observed were similar to the one shown. 

These trajectories were half a trajectory, symmetric with respect to the symmetric stretch line, that 

crossed the symmetric stretch line three times. 

None of the observed trajectories suggest the existence of periodic trajectories of the sec

ond kind as defined by Pollak and Peehukas [2]. Periodic trajectories of the second kind have 

turning points on a single equipotential. Only a single equipotential exists at system energies 

greater than the diatom dissociation energy; therefore, periodic orbits of the first kind, with turn

ing points on two separate equipotentials, cannot exist at the energies of this study. While we 

cannot prove that periodic trajectories do not exist at these energies, these results strongly 

suggest their nonexistence. 
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Figure 7.10. A typical trajectory started on an equipotential of the PK2 
surface with no initial momentum. The total energy of the trajectory 
shown was 5.00 eV. The circles represent the configuration space coor
dinates of the system at regular time intervals. An output time step of 
100 au was used for this plot. The output time step is unrelated to the 
step size used in the integration of the equations of motion. Only half of 
the trajectory is shown. The other half is identical to the one shown ex
cept that the motion is reversed. 
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Figure 7.11. A typical trajectory started on. and perpendicular to, the 
symmetric stretch line. The total energy for the trajectory shown was 
5.00 eV. The circles represent equal time steps as in Figure 7.11. This 
trajectory is symmetric with respect to reflection through the symme
tric stretch line so only half of the overall trajectory is shown. 



CHAPTER VIII 

RESULTS IN THE NONBOUND REGION OF THE 

REAGENTS' PHASE SPACE 

in the previous chapter the partitioning of a reagents' phase space at energies less than the 

diatom dissociation threshold was discussed. In this chapter the results for the nonbound region 

will be presented. The association bands in this region are made up of trajectories corresponding 

to the association reactions, 

A -I- B -1- C ~> A 4- BC 

or (8.1) 

A + B - H C - > A B + C . 

A third type of trajectory , for three-body inelastic scattering, 

A-i-B + C->A-f-B + C , (8.2) 

is also present in the nonbound region and will be referred to as a nonassoeiative trajectory. 

These nonassoeiative trajectories make up the majority of the reagents' phase space for the ener

gies considered in this chapter; however, the associative trajectories are the most interesting and 

important feature of the nonbound region, so we will concentrate on those. 

The boundary trajectories [53,100] passing through the nonbound region of the surface of 

Initial conditions cross the surface as three free atoms, and exit the interaction region as an atom 

plus a diatom. The final vibrational energy of the diatom exactly equals Dg. All boundaries within 

the nonbound region of the reagents' phase space separate states that lead to bound states on 

collision from those that lead to nonbound states; therefore, these are all associative-

nonassociative (AN) boundaries. 

The action-angle representation [102] of the bands in the bound region of the reagents' 

phase space is useful as it clearly shows the relationship of the banding to the initial diatom ener

gy. The banding structure can also be seen more clearly, and the diatom vibrational equations of 

78 
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motion are much simpler than in the Cartesian phase space representation. Action is defined in 

temns of the periodic motion. This leads to a problem in the study of association as we are con

cerned with nonbound states. We have found that by allowing both the action and the angle 

variables to become complex, a representation in the nontx)und region of the reagents' phase 

space, analogous to the action-angle variables used in the bound region, can be used to show 

the banding. 

Computation and Terminologv Specific to the Nonbound 
Region of the Reagents' Phase Space 

The boundary search procedure of Andrews and Chesnavich [53] places no restrictions on 

the initial state of the diatom, so no changes were necessary in the computational method in or

der to calculate the AN boundaries. Several minor problems do occur and should be addressed 

at this point. 

First, when considering initially bound diatom states in the previous chapter, we could de

fine the diatom as BC and restrict the surface of initial conditions to the lower channel of the 

potential surface. Trajectories originating in nonbound diatom states, however, can enter the 

interaction region of the potential surface from either channel; therefore, a surface of initial condi

tions spanning both channels is appropriate for the study of associative and nonassoeiative 

trajectories. We can, however, take advantage of the H3 symmetry and confine our consideration 

to initial coordinates for which RgQ < R^g as a computational convenience. We can then define 

tha AN boundaries using the same procedure as described for reactive-dissociative (RD) and 

nonreactive-dissociative (ND) boundaries. That is, we begin all search trajectrories on a final sur

face in the lower channel. All search trajectories that cross the initial surface in the upper channel 

are then reflected through the symmetric stretch line in order to define boundaries on the initial 

surface in the lower channel. The banding stmcture on a surface of initial conditions in the upper 

channel will be equivalent to the one we define in the lower channel. Second, some difficulties 

arise from trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line at values of x > XQ, where XQ repre

sents the x-coordinate for the surfaces of initial and final conditions in the lower channel. The 

state of the diatom for these trajectories in the indefinite past or future cannot be unambiguously 

known unless XQ is increased. 

Increasing XQ leads to increases in both computer time and the probability of errors in inte

grating the trajectories; therefore it is useful to develop a criterion by which regions of the initial 

surface in which these ambiguous trajectories are located can be identified. Consider a trajectory 

moving along the symmetric stretch line at {xQ,yss(Xo)} in its configuration space, and let Vgg(xQ) = 

V[x ,ycs(^o^l ^^ ^̂ ® potential energy. Here yss(x) refers to the y-coordinate of a point on the 

symmetric stretch line for a given x. For a trajectory moving along the symmetric stretch line, 
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Px = Py / tan 30*̂  (see Appendix B). Substituting for p̂^ in the Hamiltonian (see Eq. (6.4)) with 

V(x.y) = V55(XQ) gives 

Py2/2n = [E-Vss(Xo)]/4 , (8.3) 

where \i is the reduced mass defined in Appendix B. The expression for Ey in Eq. (6.5b) then 

gives 

Evmax = lE + 3Vss(Xo)]/4 . (8.4) 

where Ey^^g^ 'S the maximum diatom component of energy for which we can be certain that a 

trajectory at XQ with Px < 0 has not crossed the symmetric stretch line in its past history, or with Px 

> 0 will not cross the symmetric stretch line in the future. The quantity Ey^^x ^^^ further signifi

cance with respect to the dissociation bands. We will show below that when a trajectory for which 

Ey > Eyp^gx crosses the symmetric stretch line, Ey with respect to the channel into which it enters 

will be less than Ey^gx- Thus Eŷ ^̂ x represents the maximum final Ey for a dissociative trajectory. 

Fortunately, trajectories for which Ey > Eŷ ^gx occur in rather extreme regions in the rea

gents' phase space and do not seriously affect the conclusions of this study. Also, it is possible 

to examine the dynamics of trajectories near those that cross the initial or final surfaces with Ey > 

^vmax '" oi'c'sr to extrapolate the banding structures into these regions of the reagents' phase 

space. 

Partitioning of the Reagents' Cartesian Phase Space 

The partitioning of the nonbound region of the reagents' phase space was studied at 4.75 , 

4.85 and 5.00 eV. The resulting band stmctures are plotted in Figure 8.1 for a total energy of 

4.85 eV. The banding stmcture in the nonbound region was qualitatively identical for these ener

gies, so only the results at 4.85 eV will be discussed in detail. Following this detailed discussion, 

similarities and differences between the banding structure at 4.75 and 5.00 eV and that at 4.85 

eVwill be pointed out. 

RP5|.it<^at4.85eV 

The Cartesian space in which Figure 8.1 is plotted is identical to that of Figure 7.1, except 

here both bound and nonbound regions of the diatom phase space are considered in order to 

show the relationship between bands in both the bound and nonbound regions. All association 

bands appear at large y so only that part of the diatom phase space with y > 6 au is shown. One of 

the primary features can be seen by noting that the association bands are extensions into the 
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y(au) 

Figure 8.1. Reagents'Cartesian phase space at a total energy of 4.85 eV 
showing the associative bands on an initial surface at x = 20.0 au. The 
curves spanning the plot from the left to the right vertical axes corre
spond to curves of constant diatom energies Dg, Eŷ ^̂ gx and E as explained 
in the text. The vertical axis on the right corresponds to ysc(20), the 
y-coordinate for the symmetric stretch line at x = 20.0 au. All portions 
of the reagents surface not shown in the plot contain points on nonassoeia
tive trajectories. 
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nonbound region of the reactive and nonreaetive bands. Likewise the nonassoeiative bands are 

extensions across the Ey = Dg curve of the dissociation bands. The lone exception to this is the 

nonassoeiative band near the Ey = Dg cun/e in Figure 8.1 that is bordered to the left by the asso

ciative extension of the high action reactive band and bordered to the right by yss(20). This band 

Is important in the examination of the limiting banding stmcture as x - > <», and will discussed more 

fully in Chapter IX. 

The nonbound region of the reagents' phase space consists only of associative and nonas

soeiative bands. The crosshatched region in Figure 8.1 is an association band containing points 

on trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line three times, and is an extension across the Ey 

= Dg curve of the high action reactive band. The black band in Figure 8.1 is an extension of the 

long band, and contains an association band in which trajectories cross the symmetric stretch line 

only once. The unshaded bands of the association region contain associative trajectories that 

cross the symmetric stretch line twice between surfaces of initial and final conditions, and are the 

extensions into the nonbound region of the nonreaetive band. The nonassoeiative bands are 

those regions with the dashed shading patterns in Figure 8.1. Two nonassoeiative bands not 

shown are the extremely narrow bands which "coat" the extension of the long band into the non-

bound region. These bands, which are too narrow to be resolved in the plot, are extension of the 

dissociative band that surrounds the reactive long band. These bands are similar to the dissocia

tive bands shown qualitativly in Figure 7.2. 

All the associative bands appear to terminate along the symmetric stretch line at yss(20). 

Actually, the bands cross into the surface of initial conditions in the upper channel along this line. 

Through symmetry, the partitioning of the reagents' phase space in the upper channel (in terms 

of reflected {x.y} coordinates) is identical to that of the lower channel, so both surfaces may be 

represented by a single plot of a diatom phase space. 

For example, consider a trajectory that passes through the intersection of the initial surfaces 

in the upper and lower channels and the symmetric stretch line as shown in the example in Figure 

8.2. The point on the surface of initial conditions through which this trajectory passes will appear 

on the Ycc(20) line in either the upper or the lower channel; however, since the coordinates for 

the initial surface in the upper channel are a reflection through the symmetric stretch line of the 

coordinates used in the lower channel, Py will, in general, differ in the two channels. The symme

tric stretch line bisects the surfaces of initial conditions in both channels (see Appendix B), so the 

transformation 

Pyr = (Px-^3l''^Py)/2 (8.5) 
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Figure 8.2. Symmetric pair of AN boundary trajectories started on 
the symmetric stretch line at a total energy of 4.85 eV. The output 
time step for these trajectories was 150 au. The trajectory in the 
upper plot has initial Ey < Ey^^gx. while the lower trajectory has 
initial Ey > Ey^gx- "^^^ 'o^®'' trajectory is a reflection through the 
symmetric stretSi line of the upper. 
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gives the y-component Pŷ  of the momentum in the reflected coordinates of the upper channel. 

Figure 8.3 illustrates the region of Figure 8.1 near yss(20). The curves on the right hand side of 

the figure show the pairs of points on boundary trajectories that are related through Eq. (8.5). 

The trajectory passing through the point on an initial surface at the intersection of the Ey = 

Eymax curve with yss(20) is the one that remains forever on the symmetric stretch line. This tra

jectory, lying entirely within the reflection plane, is invariant to the reflection. Points on the 

y55(20) line interior to the Ey = Eŷ pgx cun/e become points exterior to this curve on reflection 

while points exterior to the Ey = Ey^gx curve become interior points. Figure 8.3 shows that as

sociative bands exterior to the Ey = Eŷ pgx curve cross into the opposite channel as bands 

interior to the Ey = Ey^gx curve. 

The discussion of association bands crossing between initial surfaces in the upper and lo

wer channels is in the context of surfaces of finite atom-diatom distance. It is important to keep in 

mind that the surfaces used in this study were chosen as a computational convenience, and are 

intended to describe the system in the indefinite past and future. Thus, the crossing of the asso

ciative bands between channels can be seen as an artifact arising from the necessity of selecting 

a finite atom-diatom distance in establishing initial conditions. The banding stmcture within the 

nonbound region of the reagents' phase space near yss(x) depends on the choice of x, and it is 

desirable to examine the limiting behavior of the banding stmcture as x - > ©o. This will be consi

dered in Chapter IX. 

Compression of the Association Bands 

In the previous chapter the RD and ND boundaries were propagated to a hypothetical initial 

surface of smaller x in order to "compress" the reactive and dissociative bands. It is not particular

ly useful to do this for the AN boundaries and associative bands. The reasons follow. 

The discussion in the previous chapter of the propagation of the initial surface to a new x 

pointed out that, since individual system points are being propagated backwards in time, the sign 

on p must be changed. System points within the associative bands will then be propagated with 

p > 0 towards a new initial surface at larger XQ. The association bands occur near the symmetric 

stretch line where the potential approaches Dg and the forces are rather small. Thus, any in

crease in Ey will be due primarily to an increase in Py. For increasing Py at a fixed total energy, p^ 

must then decrease; therefore, system points at large Py must be propagated for a longer period 

of time than those at smaller Py (see the discussion of band compression in Chapter Vll). 

As a consequence of the increase in both Py and the propagation time, two things can be 

deduced concerning the behavior of the association bands on the initial surface as it is propagat

ed to larger XQ - (1) all associative bands will move toward larger y, and (2) those portions of 

associative bands at larger Py will move, relative to yss(x), more rapidly than those at smaller p 
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Figure 8.3. Qualitative illustration of bands related by reflection 
through the symmetric stretch line. The connections shown by the 
curves to the right of the plot actually occur across the symmetric 
stretch line; however, the symmetry of the H3 phases space can be 
exploited to show the banding in only a single channel. The reflection 
of the AN boundary nearest Py = 0 is not shown since the behavior of 
the associative band in this region differs from those bands near the 

^v ^ ^vmax curve-
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Thus the association bands will tend to stretch out in the y direction as XQ is increased. This 

behavior will be discussed more fully in relation to the limiting banding stmcture at large XQ in 

Chapter IX. 

Propagation of the initial surface to a hypothetical surface at smaller x results in the associa

tion bands initially moving towards smaller y, then eventually towards larger y with Py > 0. In 

Figures 7.4(a) we can see that the long band boundaries cross the Ey = Dg cun/e with Py > 0. 

Likewise, one side of the nonreactive-dissociative high action boundary also crosses the Ey = Dg 

curve with Py > 0. Thus, the AN boundaries will tend to spiral around the Ey = Dg curve as the Ini

tial surface is propagated to smaller x, and no compression of the bands will result. 

Finally we can note that little would be gained form attempting to compress the associative 

bands since they are already rather compact on the XQ = 20 au initial surface. Also, having to ac

count for the possibility of associative boundary trajectories crossing the symmetric stretch line 

leads to additional computational inconvenience. 

Results at 4.75 and 5.00 eV 

The stmcture of the associative bands at 4.75 and 5.00 eV is qualitatively indentical to that 

at 4.85 eV. Eq. (8.3) shows that Eŷ ^gx varies with the total energy and, relative to the Ey = 

^vmax curve, the associative banding stmcture varies little with these total energies. The results 

and conclusions regarding the associative banding at 4.85 eV will also apply to total energies of 

4.75 and 5.00 eV so little would be gained by treating the three cases separately. All results and 

conclusions at 4.75 and at 5.00 eV can be explained in reference to the figures produced from 

the data at 4.85 eV so no new figures will be shown. 

Transformation to {n.9} Space 

The action-angle variables [1,27] provide a convenient representation for periodic motion, 

and, In the previous chapter, were used for the vibrational phase space of the reagent diatom. In 

the nonbound region of the reagents' surface the motion is no longer periodic and a convention

al action-angle representation cannot be used; however an analogous representation can be 

used in which the nonbound diatom motion Is represented in an imaginary plane of its phase 

space. We were not able to rigorously derive the expressions used here for the {y,Py} —> {n,9} 

transformation so. instead, we will present these as an empirical coordinate transformation based 

on the equations of motion, and justify them by examining the properties of the equations of mo

tion on a Morse potential and the diatom Hamiltonian in the complex (n,9) space. 

The solutions to the equations of motion in Cartesian coordinates for a Morse oscillator are 

given in Appendix C. We note there that both y(t) and py(t) can be written in terms of an angle var

iable 9(t) = 03^1(1 - Ey/Dg)"'/^, equivalent to the variable conjugate to the action. For Ey <, Dg. 
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this is simply the solution to the equation of motion for 9 in the action-angle coordinates. For Ey > 

Dg, 9(t) gives an imaginary, or hypertDolic, angle. This suggests that perhaps we can use the 

action-angle variables derived for bound Morse vibrations to describe the nonbound motion on a 

Morse potential by simply allowing the quantities to become complex. 

For a nonbound system the definition of n gives complex values of the action, and can be 

separated into real and imaginary parts as 

n = nr + '"i (8.6) 

where 

rtp = Re(n) = 2Dg / COQ 

(8.7) 

nj = lm(n)=-2Dg(-e)"'/2/C0Q . 

The Hamiltonian for the diatom motion in terms of n is (see Appendix C) 

Hv(n) = % ( n̂  -»- inj) - (H^^i n̂  + i nj )2 / 4 Dg . (8.8) 

Substituting n^from Eq. (8.7) into Eq. (8.8) and combining terms gives 

Hy(n) = Dg -I- C0Q n̂j2 / 4^^ ^8.9) 

for a nonbound system. Substituting the expression for nj from Eq. (8.7) and the definition of e in 

Appendix C it is easy to show that Hy(n) = Ey for nonbound as well as bound systems. It is inter

esting to note that the second term in Eq. (8.9) is the kinetic energy in the limit of large diatom 

separation. Thus, nj must be proportional to the magnitude of the limiting momentum p^ = 

''my_>oo Py W® C3" 3'so note from Eq. (8.9) that 9 is a cyclic coordinate; therefore, aHy(n)/a9 = 0 

and the complex action is a constant of the motion. 

The angle variable 9 may have an arbitrary phase term. In deriving the expression for 9 we 

let the constant of integration be zero at a turning point of the vibrational motion at t = 0. Since 

the outer turning point goes to infinity as Ey —> Dg from below, we select the inner turning point 

so that the t = 0 reference will be applicable to both bound and nonbound systems. The phase 

term may then be any integral multiple of 2K for the bound diatom. For the nonbound diatom, the 

phase term represents a constant real component of the complex angle variable. 
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The complex angle variable appears in the solutions to the Cartesian equations of motion 

for both bound and nonbound diatom. The Hamiltonian Hy(n) remains real and is equal to the 

diatom energy Ey when the action n is allowed to become complex. As a consequence , it is 

possible to use the same expressions for the (y,Py} —> {n,9} transformation for both bound and 

nonbound diatom states. 

Partitioning of the {n.9} Reagents' Phase Space 

General Description of the Nonbound Region in (n.9} Space 

The nonbound region of the (n,9} space is shown in Figure 8.4. As shown above, real com

ponents of both n and 9 are constant so the surface of interest is a plane of imaginary n and 9. 

The origin of this imaginary plane is located at its intersection with the real plane (bound region). 

Just as the banding stmcture in the bound region repeats itself in the real plane as 9 increases by 

27U. there are an infinite number of nonbound region "planes" differing by 2n in the value of the 

real component of 9. 

A feature of the {n,9} space is that it collapses to a set of points {nf^gx,2k7:: k = 0, ±1, ±2,...} 

as n —> n̂ ĝx- This is a consequence of the outer turning point of the vibrational motion going 

to infinity. All bands crossing the Ey = Dg curve in the {y.Py} space must pass through the inter

section of the real and imaginary {n,9} planes; therefore all such bands enter the nonbound {n,9} 

space at the origin. Thus the reactive and nonreaetive bands in Figure 7.9 become the associa

tion bands in Figure 8.4 as the initial diatom energy exceeds the dissociation threshold. The two 

curves marking the left and right hand borders of the nonbound region in Figure 8.4 (indicated in 

the figure by the arrows) correspond to the vertical line at yss(20) in the Cartesian phase space of 

the reagent diatom. The curve on the right of the plot corresponds to a segment of the line at 

yg5(20) below the Ey = Dg curve, while the curve on the left of the plot corresponds to the seg

ment of this line above the Ey = Dg cun/e. The right hand curve continues into the real {n,9} 

plane as the upper border of the high action bands shown in Figure 7.9. The left hand cun/e also 

continues as an upper border of a set of high action bands in the real space, except these bands 

span a range of 9 from 77i to 9K along the n^gx line in Figure 7.9. 

pp!=̂ nription nf the Association Bands 

The association banding stmcture in the {n,9} space is similar to that observed in the {y,Py} 

space as a consequence of the lack of periodic motion in the nonbound region of the diatom 

phase space. A difference that does appear is that, while in the Cartesian space the bands near 

the associative portion of the long band become narrower as they approach the Ey = Eyppgx 

curve, these same bands broaden as they approach n(Eypŷ gx), the value of n for Ey = Ey^^gx-
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Figure 8.4. Reagent's action-angle phase space at a total energy of 4.85 eV showing 
the associative bands on a surface at x = 20 au. This plane corresponds to the imagin
ary components of both n and 9. The origin of this plot is a limit point corresponding 
to the Intersection of the imaginary plane in this figure with the real plane in Figure 
7.9. 
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Comparing Figure 7.9 to Figure 8.4. the boundaries appear to cross as they move 

from the real to the imaginary plane. The point at the origin of the imaginary plane and at {Uj^^^, 

7K) in the real plane is a limit point representing the boundary between the bound and nonbound 

diatom surfaces, so all boundaries must pass through this point. It must also be kept in mind that 

Figures 7.9 and 8.4 are two different two-dimensional surfaces in the four-dimensional complex 

{n,9} space that intersect at just one point. The appearance of the boundaries crossing each 

other is a consequence of trying to picture the four-dimensional space in two dimensions. 

Comparison at 5.00 and 4.75 eV 

The general stmcture of the banding in the nonbound region of the {n,9} space at 5.00 and 

4.75eV was qualitatively identical to that shown in Figure 8.4 at 4.85eV so plots at these energies 

are not shown. The primary quantitative difference is in the values of the maximum action n(E), 

and for n(Eyfy^gx). While the area of plots similar to Figure 8.4 for different total energies will differ, 

the banding stmcture relative to the lines corresponding to n(E) and n(Ey^g^) will not change. 



CHAPTER IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR ASSOCIATION 

AND COLLISION INDUCED DISSOCIATION 

In this chapter we summarize the results of the preceding chapters and make some 

conclusions concerning this study. The dynamics of CID and association are closely related 

through time reversal, and the conclusions concerning the banding and dynamics within the 

nonbound region of the reagents' phase space are similar to those of the bound region. The 

summary and conclusions for both bound and nonbound reagents are, therefore, presented in 

this concluding chapter. 

We begin with a review of the search procedure [53] used to define the boundaries. 

The details of the search procedure were given in Chapter V so here we will focus only on the 

method used and its implications for an alternative description of the boundary search proce

dure. The nature of the search procedure also requires certain considerations concerning 

energy. These will also be discussed. 

The banding stmctures for the bound and nonbound regions of the reagents' phase 

space were given in Chapters Vll and VIII. Some of the more surprising features of the banding 

stmcture are its simplicity and the continuity of the various bands between the bound and non-

bound regions. The initial atom-diatom distance, where the diatom could be either bound or 

nonbound, was chosen to be 20 au for computational convenience; however, when associa

tive and nonassoeiative trajectories are considered, any surface of initial conditions at a finite 

atom-diatom distance is insufficient for the full representation of the reagents' phase space. 

Rather than integrate trajectories backwards in time to new initial surfaces at larger atom-diatom 

distances, we will examine the dynamics of trajectories as the pass through the initial surface in 

order to deduce the nature of the banding stmcture in the limit of large atom-diatom separation. 

The dynamics of the system studied also show some interesting features. We present 

strong evidence for the conclusion that the dynamics, like the banding stmcture, are surpris

ingly simple. Another interesting feature is that the dynamics of the two reactive bands are 

distinctly different. In discussing these differences, we will also examine some possible rea

sons for the dynamical distinctions between the reactive bands. 

The coordinates on a surface of final conditions for CID trajectories become the initial 

coordinates, through time reversal, of associative trajectories. Likewise, the final coordinates 
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for associative trajectories define initial coordinates for CID trajectories. We use this relationship 

to arrive at conclusions concerning the dynamics of both association and CID. 

Leforestier [42] recently reported obsen/ing slight vibrational enhancement of CID near 

the dissociation threshold in a quasiclassical atom-diatom system similar to the one studied 

here. We show that the results of Chapter Vll show both vibrational enhancement and inhibi

tion of CID at fixed total energy. Finally, we conclude this chapter with some suggestions for 

further study. 

Boundan/ Search Method 

Review 

In the search procedure of Andrews and Chesnavich[53], we recognize that final vibra

tional energy must exactly equal the diatom dissociation energy for all boundary trajectories. 

Boundary search trajectories were started on a surface of final conditions with Ey = Dg. These 

were then Integrated backwards in time in order to define the boundaries on the initial surface. 

In calculating the boundaries we followed a systematic approach. The boundary trajectories 

were begun on the Ey = Dg curve on the surface of final conditions (see, e.g., Figure 7.1), 

starting on the symmetric stretch line with Py < 0. Successive boundary trajectories were then 

mn by moving the initial coordinates along the Ey = Dg cun/e in a clockwise direction. Addition

al trajectories were run as needed to define all of the boundaries, particularly in the sensitive 

region where the long band crosses the Ey = Dg curve. 

The {y,Py} surfaces of initial and final conditions are actually the same surface for trajecto

ries crossing the symmetric stretch line twice, and equivalent surfaces, through symmetry, for 

trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line once or three times. Thus, we can superim

pose the initial and final surfaces on a single phase space plot, such as shown in Figures 7.1 or 

8.1, in order to compare the initial and final states of the boundary trajectories. In doing so, we 

can note the sequence in which the boundaries are defined in the systematic search described 

above. The following discussion refers to the banding stmcture in the Cartesian phase space 

shown in Figures 7.1 and 8.1. All values of coordinates mentioned below are specifically for 

the data at 4.85 eV plotted in Figure 8.1. 

We noted that as we move the initial coordinates for the boundary search trajectories 

along the Ey = Dg curve towards smaller y, starting at the symmetric stretch line, the high action 

RD boundary was defined from near the symmetric stretch line, towards smaller y, and finally to 

the point at {8.48,-0.37} where it crosses the Ey = Dg cun/e into the nonbound region. The 

boundary trajectory crossing the initial surface at this point (a "turnstile" in the language of Davis 

and co-workers [105]) is symmetric with respect to the symmetric stretch line. The initial and fi

nal vibrational coordinates are the same for this trajectory, although different pairs of atoms are 
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described. Actually, all trajectories passing through intersections of RD boundaries and the Ey 

= Dg curve are symmetric. 

As we continue to move the initial coordinates for the search trajectories from {8.48, 

-0.37} to {8.34,-0.397}, we next encounter a region along the Ey = Dg curve that separates 

the high action dissociative band from a nonassoeiative band. The boundaries defined here 

are the extension of the high action RD boundary into the nonbound region from the Ey = Dg 

cun/e to the symmetric stretch line, and the lowermost lx)undary of the long band extension 

into the nonbound region from the symmetric stretch line back to the Ey = Dg cun/e. The ap

parent discontinuity that occurs at the symmetric stretch line was explained in Chapter VIII to be 

a consequence of the coordinate transformation necessary to obtain vibrational coordinates in 

the upper channel. The trajectory passing through the intersection of the leftmost ND bound

ary of the long band and the Ey = Dg cun/e at {8.34,-0.397} exits the interaction region 

through a point equivalent to that of the intersection of the high action ND boundary and the Ey 

= Dg curve at {8.215,-0.428}. This is the only trajectory passing through an intersection of the 

Ey = Dg curve and a ND or RD boundary that does not have symmetry. 

The ND boundary of the long band was then defined as the initial coordinates of the 

search trajectories were moved along the section of the Ey = Dg cun/e separating the nonreae

tive region between the long and high action bands from an associative region between {8.34, 

-0.397} and {8.292,-0.409}. The trajectory passing through the rightmost intersection of the 

long band ND boundary and the Ey = Dg cun/e is symmetric with respect to time. It is an equi

potential trajectory similar, although at much larger Ey, to the one shown in Figure 7.11. 

As the initial coordinates of the search trajectories move along the section of the Ey = Dg 

curve separating the extremely narrow dissociative band along the right side of the long band 

from a nonassoeiative band, the AN boundaries of the nonassoeiative band along the top of 

the extension of the long band into the nonbound region of the initial surface are defined. 

First, the uppermost boundary is defined from the Ey = Dg cun/e to the symmetric stretch line, 

then the other boundary of this nonassoeiative band is defined from the symmetric stretch line 

back to the Ey = Dg cun/e. At this point the boundary joins the RD boundary on the right side 

of the reactive long band. The long band crosses into the nonbound region of the initial sur

face at {8.292, -0.409}. The reactive and dissociative portions of the long band are so narrow 

at this point that they cannot be resolved individually in the plots. The intersection of the Ey = 

D curve and the rightmost dissociative portion of the long band spans a range of y of only 4 x 

10""'°au. 
The RD boundary of the long band is then defined as the initial coordinates of the 

search trajectories are moved along the section of the Ey = Dg cun/e , from {8.292, -0.409} to 

{8.243,-0.421}, separating the long band from an association band. The trajectories passing 
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through both of the intersections of this RD boundary and the Ey = Dg cun/e are symmetric with 

respect to the symmetric stretch line, as mentioned above. 

The AN boundary along the lower side of the extension of the reactive long band into 

the nonbound region of the initial surface is then defined from the Ey = Dg cun/e to the symme

tric stretch line as the initial coordinates of the search trajectories move along the section of the 

Ey = Dg cun/e separating the dissociative band on the left of the long band from a nonassoeia

tive region. Continuing along this section of the Ey = Dg cun/e, the search trajectories define 

the AN boundary extending from the symmetric stretch line to a point on the E„ = D^ curve 
V " 

where it joins the ND boundary of the high action band. The section of the Ey = Dg cun/e along 

which the initial coordinates of the search trajectories move in defining these AN boundaries 

extends from {8.243, -0.421} to {8.215,-0.428}. 

As we move the initial coordinates of the search trajectories along the Ey = Dg curve 

from {8.215,-0.428} to {7.34,-0.72} we encounter a section that separates the nonreaetive 

band to the left of the long band from an associative band. Search trajectories starting from this 

section of the Ey = Dg curve define the high action ND boundary from a point near the high ac

tion reactive band to its intersection with the Ey = Dg curve to the left of the long band. The 

trajectory passing through the intersection of the high action ND boundary and the Ey = Dg 

cun/e at {7.34,-0.72} is another equipotential trajectory, symmetric with respect to time. 

The lowermost AN boundary from the Ey = Dg cun/e to the symmetric stretch line is de

fined as the initial coordinates of the search trajectories are moved from {7.34,-0.72} along the 

Ey = Dg cun/e to {7.82,0.54}. From this point out to the symmetric stretch line for Py > 0, the 

AN boundary extending from the symmetric stretch line near the Ey = Eŷ ĝ̂ ^ cun/e to the 

symmetric stretch line near the Ey = Dg cun/e is defined. 

Alternate Description of Boundaries 

This systematic boundary search suggests an alternative description of the search pro

cedure that is similar to the separatrix approach to unimoleeular reactions developed by Davis 

and co-wori<ers [105]. Consider a surface of fixed atom-diatom distance in the lower channel 

and its reflection into the upper channel. We constmct cun/es of Ey = Dg on both surfaces to 

define the final coordinates of the boundary trajectories. Now propagate the Ey = Dg curves in 

time, initially toward the interaction region, until all of the points on these cun/es recross the sur

faces of fixed atom-diatom distance. The points on the final surfaces now define, through time 

reversal, the RD, ND and AN boundaries. Thus, the boundaries are, in a sense, the projection 

of the Ey = Dg cun/es of the final surfaces onto the initial surfaces. 

The above description suggests an interesting point concerning the boundanes. In dis

cussing this point it is useful to consider surfaces of initial and final conditions in Delves polar 

N 
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coordinates { p,(j)} [55,56,106,107] rather than in Cartesian coordinates. In Delves coordi

nates, the initial and final surfaces are represented in the system's configuration space as a 

single cun/e of constant radius between V(p,({)) = E equipotential contours in both the upper 

and lower channels. The Ey = Dg cun/es on surfaces of final conditions in both channels could 

then be expressed in Delves coordinates as a single cun/e on the surface of constant p. We 

can note that, except for the limiting cases of ^ near the equipotentials, where a surface of fixed 

p would closely parallel a surface of fixed x, the Ey = Dg cun/e no longer represents a trajectory 

in a diatom vibrational phase space. Were the boundary maps to be produced for both upper 

and lower channels, the boundaries would be defined by a single, continuous curve at con

stant p on the initial surface. Thus, the reactive bands in one channel are connected to the 

nonreaetive bands in the opposite channel through associative bands. When both channels 

are considered, it is possible to consider all reactive, nonreaetive and associative bands as 

being defined by a single band that passes back and forth between channels. An added ad

vantage of the Delves coordinates is that the surface of constant p possesses a double-well 

potential, with a maxima near the symmetric stretch line and infinitely repulsive barriers near the 

equipotentials. Thus, all states on the surface of constant p can be considered bound states. 

We see that it is possible to move from a point within a reactive band on the an initial sur

face in one channel to a point in a nonreaetive band on the initial surface in the opposite 

channel without crossing a boundary. Initially one may be tempted to conclude that this is in 

conflict with the results of Andrews and Chesnavich [53]; however, the bound regions of the 

initial surfaces in opposite channels represent different processes, A + BC in the lower channel 

and AB -t- C in the upper channel. 

Figure 9.1 shows a sequence of trajectories starting with a nonreaetive trajectory near 

the long band in the lower channel and ending with a reactive trajectory within the reactive long 

band in the upper channel. In moving from a nonreaetive region in one channel to a reactive re

gion in the opposite channel, within a single band, we can note that the trajectories originating 

from this band all exit into the same channel. Therefore, we must examine the trajectories re

versed in time in order to make a comparison. When reversed, we see exactly the results 

described by Andrews and Chesnavich [53] - the reactive and nonreaetive trajectories are sep

arated by dissociative trajectories. This point is illustrated in Figure 9.1 where the sequence of 

trajectories shown, when reversed in time, represents a sequence along a line of constant Ey 

connecting a point in a nonreaetive region to a point in the reactive long band, across the 

dissociative long band. 
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Figure 9.1. A series of trajectories showing the transition from reactive to 
nonreaetive across the dissociative long band. The surfaces of initial and final 
conditions are both located at x = 20 au. (a) A nonreaetive trajectory in the 
lower channel near the long band. This trajectory is nonreaetive regardless 
of the direction in which it is traversed. The major distinction is whether the 
diatom vibrational energy increases or decreases relative to its initial state 
during the collision. 
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Figure 9.1. (Continued) (b) A dissociative trajectory into the lower channel. 
The direction in which this trajectory is traversed by a system point is im
portant. When reversed, an associative process is described. This trajectory 
originates from within the dissociative long band near the ND boundary. The 
reverse associative trajectory originates from within the associative band 
that appears between the extensions of the long and high action reactive bands 
into the nonbound region of the initial surface. 
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Figure 9.1. (continued) (c) A dissociative trajectory into the upper channel 
near the symmetric stretch line. This trajectory originates near the middle of 
the dissociative long band. The reverse associative trajectory originates, 
near the symmetric stretch line, in the extension of the long band into the 
nonbound region of the surface of initial conditions 
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Figure 9.1. (Continued) (d) A dissociative trajectory into the upper channel. 
This dissociative trajectory originates from within the dissociative long band 
near the RD boundary. The reverse associative trajectory originates from 
within the extension of the long band into the nonbound region of the initial 
surface. 
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Figure 9.1. (Continued) (e) A reactive trajectory into the upper channel in 
the long band. This trajectory is reactive regardless of the direction in which 
It is traversed. As in Figure 9.1(a). the major distinction is whether the 
diatom vibrational energy increases or decreases relative to its initial state 
during the collision. 
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Enerov Cnpsideratinn*^ 

The boundary search procedure places no restrictions on the energy of the reagent 

diatom; therefore, the results reported here are applicable to collisions at fixed total energy, ra

ther than for state-to-state studies in which the initial vibrational energy is fixed. This feature of 

the search procedure allows us to look at three-body association reactions concurrently with 

CID. H-atom exchange and nonreaetive atom-diatom scattering. Our results cannot be directly 

compared to those involving fixed reagent vibrational states; however, indirect comparisons 

can be made. To do this we examined constant Ey cross sections of the banding stmcture at 

fixed total energy, and compared these to constant total energy cross sections of banding in 

the state-to-state studies. 

Simplicitv of the Banding Stmcture 

One of the more interesting features of this study is the relative simplicity of the banding 

stmcture and dynamics. Within the bound region of the reagents' phase space there are two 

reactive bands, shown in Figure 7.1, each surrounded by a dissociative band, embedded with

in a larger nonreaetive region. The reactive and nonreaetive bands smoothly cross the diatom 

dissociation threshold into the nonbound region where they become associative, and the dis

sociative bands become nonassoeiative, as shown in Figure 8.1. 

Similar observations for the bound region were made by Kaye and Kuppermann [40] in a 

model study of CID dynamics of H -t- H2. Their study was for a system of fixed reagent vibration

al energy; therefore, only an indirect comparison can be made to our results. Lines drawn at 

constant energy across the banding plots in Figures 4 and 5 of Kaye and Kuppermann [40] 

generally cross no more than two sets of bands. This suggests that, were the calculation for 

their model system to be performed at fixed total energy, using the techniques of this study, 

only two sets of bands would be observed. 

Continuitv Between Bound and Nonbound Regions 

As noted above, all boundaries cross smoothly from the bound region into the non-

bound region of the initial surface, so each band is continuous between the two regions. The 

dynamics of trajectories within a particular band vary smoothly as the initial coordinates are 

moved across the dissociation threshold on the initial surface. The relative unimportance of the 

E = Do boundary on the initial surface can be explained as follows. The boundaries are de-
V e 

fined with respect to the future of the system, whereas the distinction between bound and 

nonbound reagents is made with respect to the past history of the system. All that is required 

of the boundaries is that they separate regions of trajectories that give nonbound states from 

regions containing trajectories that give bound states; therefore, initial state of the system is 
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immaterial in the definition of the boundaries, and the various bands are completely defined 

with respect to the future of the trajectories they contain. Once the bands have been defined 

by their boundaries, we may further classify them as reactive, nonreaetive, dissociative, associa

tive or nonassoeiative in reference to initial states in the indefinite past. 

Using the set theory language of Andrews and Chesnavich [53], the boundaries de

fined in the search procedure define only six sets of points in the reagents' phase space. The 

first three sets contain points on trajectories that lead to bound diatom states, and are distin

guished by the number of times the trajectories cross the symmetric stretch line. These are 

(see Figures 7.1 and 8.1) the reactive long and high action bands, the nonreaetive region, and 

their extensions into the nonbound region as associative bands. The final three sets contain 

points on trajectories that lead to nonbound diatom states. Two of these sets are the long and 

high action dissociative bands and their extensions into the nonbound region. The final set is 

the nonassoeiative band contained entirely within the nonbound region (see Figure 8.1). 

These six sets are further divided into subsets by the Ey = Dg curve in the reagents' phase 

space. The sets of trajectories leading to bound diatom states can be divided into reactive, 

nonreaetive and associative subsets, and the sets of trajectories leading to nonbound diatom 

states can be divided into dissociative and nonassoeiative subsets. 

Andrews and Chesnavich [53] showed that when a surface does not support periodic 

trajectories, at total energies above the diatom dissociation threshold, reactive and nonreaetive 

bands must be separated by dissociative bands. In relation to the above discussion, we may 

generalize their results as follows. For total collision energies above the diatom dissociation 

threshold, on surfaces that do not support periodic trajectories, regions containing trajectories 

that lead to bound final diatom states in one channel must be separated from regions contain

ing trajectories that lead to bound final diatom states in the opposite channel by regions 

containing trajectories that lead to nonbound final states - regardless of whether the system 

was bound or nonbound prior to the collision. The series of trajectories in Figure 9.1 also illus

trates this point. 

Banding Stmcture at Large x^ 

Propagating the surface of initial conditions to larger x requires the propagation of indi

vidual system points on this surface backwards in time; therefore, the momentum must be 

reversed. In Figure 8.1 all association bands in the reagents' phase space occur at Py < 0 with 

respect to the fonward motion (towards collision). When examining the behavior of the associa

tion bands as the initial surface is propagated to larger x, we must consider trajectories for which 

Py>0-
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Consider the angle that a trajectory makes with respect to the symmetric stretch line as a 

system point moves toward increasing x. If Ey = Eŷ ĝ̂ ^ then the trajectory will converge on the 

symmetric stretch line asymptotically. Those trajectories for which Ey < Ey^gx will diverge from 

the symmetric stretch line, whereas those with Ey > Ey^g^ can eventually cross the symmetric 

stretch line. This is illustrated in Figure 9.2. 

It is useful to consider Figure 8.3 as a region of the initial surface for arbitrary XQ and ex

amine the bands as XQ is increased. Since Py > 0, all bands will move toward larger y. The 

vertical line on the right of the plot, yss(Xo). also moves to larger y so we need to consider the 

bands relative to yss(Xo)- Those points exterior to the Ey = Ey^g^ cun/e (below Ey = Eŷ ĝx in 

Figure 8.3) will move toward, and eventually cross, yss(Xo)- Those points interior to Ey = E^j^^^ 

(above Ey = Ey^gj^ in Figure 8.3) will move away from yss(Xo)- As shown in Figure 9.2b, for ev

ery trajectory that leaves the lower channel a second trajectory, related to the first by reflection 

through the symmetric stretch line, enters the lower channel. Thus, for every point exterior to 

^v = ^vmax ^^^^ crosses yss(Xo) trom left to right in Figure 8.1, another point will cross yss(Xo) 

from right to left in the region interior to Ey = Ey^gx- Trajectories with Ey < Eŷ ĝx diverge from 

the symmetric stretch line as shown in Figure 9.2. The overall effect of increasing XQ is to shift 

the phase space density within associative bands from the exterior to the interior of the Ey = 

Evmax curve. 

In Figure 8.1 we can note that all associative bands exterior to Ey = Eŷ pgx at large y on 

the initial surface at XQ = 20 au cross to the interior of Ey = Eŷ ĝx at smaller y. As the surface of 

initial conditions is propagated ot larger XQ, these bands will move to the right in Figure 8.3 and 

the area of the bands exterior to Ey = Eŷ ^gx will decrease. This point can be seen by noting 

that the boundaries of these bands approach the Ey = Eŷ ĝx cun/e from below as XQ increas

es. Similarly, the boundaries above Ey = Eŷ pgx in Figure 8.1, with the exception of the 

boundary nearest the Ey = Dg cun/e, approach the Ey = Eŷ pgx curve from above as XQ increas

es. This is a consequence of the boundary points exterior to Ey = Eyppgx being reflected 

through the symmetric stretch line as the boundary trajectories cross into the upper channel. 

Since all boundaries, except the one noted above, converge on the Ey = Ey^gx curve as XQ 

increases, all of the associative bands defined by these boundaries must also converge to

wards the Ey = Eyr̂ gx at large XQ. 

The association band that appeared as an exception in the above discussion crosses 

the symmetric stretch line near the Ey = Dg cun/e in Figures 8.1 and 8.3. The AN boundary of 

this band does have a companion, related by reflection through the symmetric stretch line, at 

large, negative Py (not shown in the figures). One of the features that distinguishes this band 

can be seen In Figure 8.1. The AN boundary of this band has an opposite cun/ature when 

compared to the other AN boundaries on the initial surface at XQ = 20 au. This same distinction 
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also holds for Its unseen companion. Consequently, as XQ is increased, the AN boundary 

nearest the Ey = Dg cun/es appears to move in the opposite direction of those just above the 

^v = ^vmax cun/e. This associative band converges toward the Ey = Dg cun/e at large XQ. 

Another better way of looking at the behavior of the associative band nearest Ey = Dg is 

to consider the high action reactive and dissociative bands also. Figure 9.3 shows a trajectory 

that crosses the initial surface at x > 20 au through the high action dissociative band. This tra

jectory is almost symmetric with respect to reflection through the symmetric stretch line; 

therefore, the initial coordinates of an associative trajectory that follows the same path as the 

trajectory shown, except in the opposite direction, will be similar to those of the dissociative 

trajectory. Thus the trajectories crossing the associative band nearest Ey = Dg at large y must 

be related to trajectories in the high action dissociative band at similar values of the y-coordinate 

through time reversal. As the Ey = Dg cun/e converges to Py = 0 in the limit of large y the high 

action dissociative (and reactive) bands must also converge to Py = 0. Since the associative 

band near Ey = Dg contains trajectories that are the time reversal of the dissociative trajectories, 

the associative band must also converge to Py = 0 in the limit of large y. As yss(Xo) increases as 

XQ is increased, the associative band near Ey = Dg, as well as the high action reactive and disso

ciative bands, converge towards Py = 0. The limiting behavior of the banding stmcture for large 

XQ is illustrated in Figure 9.4. 

Simplicity of the Dvnamics 

The simplicity of the banding stmcture also extends to the dynamics at the energies 

studied. All trajectories observed in the boundary calculations and in the grid search crossed 

the symmetric stretch line once, twice or three times. In order to be missed by the grid search, 

trajectories with more complicated dynamics would have to pass through either narrow bands or 

small "pockets" of points on the surface of initial conditions. Such narrow bands or "pockets" 

would most likely be associated with trapped trajectories, asymptotic to periodic trajectories 

within the interaction region of the potential surface. Thus, the absence of periodic trajectories 

would provide strong support for the conclusion that ail trajectories at energies slightly above 

the dissociation threshold are as simple as those obsen/ed. 

Periodic trajectories remain forever in the interaction region of the potential surface. 

Three kinds of periodic trajectories may exist [2]: (1) periodic trajectories of the first kind oscil

late between E = V(x,y) equipotentials on opposite sides of the diatom potential well, (2) 

periodic trajectories of the second kind that oscillate between points on the same equipotential 

in opposite channels, and (3) periodic trajectories of the third kind never come in contact with 

an equipotential. For E > Dg, only one equipotential exists on the PK2 surface; therefore, per

iodic trajectories of the first kind cannot exist at energies above the diatom dissociation 
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Figure 9.4 Qualitative illustration of the limiting behavior of the banding 
structure for large atom-diatom separation. This figure is a modification 
of Figure 8.2. The shading of the various regions has the same meaning 
here as In Figure 8.2. 
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threshold. Periodic trajectories of the second and third kinds would cross the symmetric 

stretch line an infinite number of times. Trajectories with initial coordinates near those of 

trapped trajectories of the second or third kind would cross the symmetric stretch line many 

times before ultimately exiting from the interaction region. 

Systematic searches for periodic trajectories, described in Chapter VII, were performed. 

The trajectories generated in these searches were of the same simple type as observed in the 

boundary calculations and grid searches, with no evidence for the existence of periodic trajec

tories. While we cannot prove that periodic trajectories do not exist for total energy in excess of 

the diatom dissociation threshold, the ovenwhelming evidence suggests that they do not. As

suming the absence of periodic trajectories, we can conclude that trapped trajectories do not 

exist for total collision energies in excess of Dg; therefore, the dynamics of H + H2 and H -»- H -1-

H just above the diatom dissociation threshold are surprisingly simple. 

Kaye and Kuppermann reported the existence of chattering trajectories in their model 

study of CID [40]. While this seems to imply complicated dynamics, an examination of their re

sults shows that chattering can coexist with the simple dynamics described above. 

Often, trajectories with initial coordinates near those of trapped trajectories of the sec

ond kind appear as "snaried" trajectories at energies below the diatom dissociation threshold. 

The term "snaried" trajectories here refers to trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line 

many times before exiting the interaction region. Within a region of "snaried" trajectories, small 

changes in the initial coordinates can lead to large changes in the final conditions. Such behav

ior is referred to as chattering at energies less than the diatom dissociation threshold. Thus, at 

energies below the diatom dissociation threshold, chattering is generally associated with the 

complicated dynamics of the "snaried" trajectories. 

In their CID study, Kaye and Kuppermann [40] describe those trajectories originating 

from a region of the reagents' phase space for which small changes in initial conditions lead to 

large changes in final conditions as chattering trajectories. They also point out that these need 

not be associated with regions of "snarled" trajectories. We obsen/ed that the long band, and 

its extension into the nonbound region, becomes extremely narrow at higher initial diatom 

energies. The regions of the initial surface on and near the long band can, therefore, be de

scribed as chattering regions using the description of Kaye and Kuppermann; however, the 

boundary and grid searches show that all trajectories on and near the long band follow simple 

dynamics and cross the symmetric stretch either once or twice (see, for example. Figure 9.1). 

There was no evidence for the existence of "snaried" trajectories; therefore, we conclude that 

"snaried" trajectories do not exist at total energies above the diatom dissociation threshold, at 

least near the dissociation threshold, and that "chattering" in these systems is associated with 

simple, rather than complex, dynamics. 
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We should also note that the relative simplicity of the banding and dynamics obsen/ed at 

total energies just above the dissociation threshold need not necessarily apply just below the 

dissociation threshold. Preliminary studies in which trajectories were mn at total energies just 

below the dissociation threshold indicate that trajectories near the reactive-nonreactive 

boundary of the long band appear as "snaried" trajectories. An example of one of these trajec

tories is shown in Figure 9.5. Trajectories such as the one shown can cross the symmetric 

stretch line four, five or more times (the trajectory in Figure 9.5 crosses the symmetric stretch 

line six times), and it is not clear from this preliminary study whether these trajectories originate 

near trapped trajectories asymptotic to periodic trajectories of the first, second or third kinds. 

Dynamical Distinctions of the Bands 

Another interesting feature of the system that we studied is that the reactive-

dissociative sets of bands, and their extensions into the nonbound region, show two distinctly 

different types of dynamics. There are at least four properties of the bands that support this 

conclusion: (1) they compress on different surfaces, (2) they give different final vibrational 

states, (3) they appear to be influenced differently by the forces of the interaction, and (4) the 

high action bands disappear as E —> Dg from above. 

Surfaces of Compression 

First, we noted in Chapter Vll that when the initial surface is propagated to a hypothetical 

surface at smaller x, the two sets of bands in the bound region are compressed on different sur

faces. The long bands are compressed on a surface about 18 au from the original surface, 

whereas the high action bands are compressed after a propagation of the initial surface of only 

about 11 au. 

Distinctions in Final Vibrational Action 

Those trajectories in the reactive high action band are the only ones in the bound region 

of the initial surface that cross the symmetric stretch line three times; therefore, they exit within 

a region of the final surface equivalent to that region defined by the high action reactive band 

on the initial surface. The trajectories of the high action band must give highly excited final vi

brational states. Similar symmetry arguments can be used to obtain information about the 

dynamics of the reactive long band; however, since this band spans a range of initial action from 

n = 2 to n = Hppgx, the conclusions are not as clear as those for the high action band. 

One observation can, however be made concerning the trajectories of the long reactive 

band. Consider trajectories originating along a line of constant n across the long reactive band. 

Since the boundary trajectories have Ey = Dg on the final surface, those trajectories originating 
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Figure 9.5 A typical "snarled" trajectory at a total energy of 4.69 eV. The 
trajectory shown crosses the symmetric stretch line a total of six times. This 
trajectory originates in the lower channel, crosses the symmetric stretch 
line into the upper channel, then "bounces" between apparent "barriers" near 
x = 10 au in both channels four times. It then exits into the lower channel 
along the same path on which it entered. 
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near the RD boundaries must, through continuity arguments, produce highly vibrationally 

excited product diatoms. Those trajectories originating near the midpoint of the line produce 

product diatoms that are relatively less vibrationally excited. The trajectories shown in Figure 

9.1 are a series of such trajectories. 

Another interesting feature appears when one considers a line of constant action near 

the minimum action of the main band. All trajectories originating along this line are relatively 

near the RD boundary; therefore we can conclude, through continuity arguments, that reactive 

trajectories with the lowest initial vibrational action must produce highly vibrationally excited 

product diatoms. 

One can also note that the associative trajectories passing through the extension of the 

high action reactive band into the nonbound region of the initial surface must cross the final 

surface at coordinates equivalent to those within the high action dissociative band. Similarly, 

those associative trajectories crossing the long band must cross the final surface at coordinates 

equivalent to those of the long dissociative band. Thus we can make the same conclusions for 

these associative trajectories as we did for the reactive trajectories. Those trajectories in the 

associative portion of the long band have final vibrational action spanning the range from n = 2 

up to n = n̂ ĝx- Those trajectories in the associative extension of the high action reactive band 

give only highly excited final vibrational states. 

Differences in the Influence of the Forces 

We can also give a possible explanation as to why all trajectories in the high action reac

tive band cross the symmetric stretch line three times. First, consider a model H + H2 reaction 

In which the potential surface is replaced by one in which only hard-sphere diatom interactions 

are considered (i.e., V ( R A B . R B C ) = *^ *°'' '̂ AB ^^ R B C '̂ ^^ ̂ ^^" °̂"̂ ® ^o- ^"^ V ( R ^ B , R B Q ) = 

0 otherwise). A rather simple geometric analysis shows that all trajectories in the model, hard-

sphere potential surface cross the symmetric stretch line two or three times. This suggests that 

the behavior of the trajectories in the high action bands is governed primarily by the repulsive 

inner walls of the potential surface. We visually inspected a large number of trajectories origin

ating from within the high action bands, and our obsen/ations tend to support this suggestion. 

An examination of trajectories originating within the long band that cross the symmetric 

stretch line once or twice suggests that these trajectories are strongly influenced by the forces 

related to the shape of the potential surface near the symmetric stretch line. Thus, we can con

clude that the trajectories of the long band are influenced by both the repulsive walls of the 

potential surface and the shape of the potential near the symmetric stretch line. One can also 

note that only trajectories within the long band penetrate deeply into the strong interaction re

gion of the potential surface, although this need not be tme of all trajectories in the long band. 
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Consider, for example, the trajectories shown in Figure 9.6. The two trajectories both 

have E = 4.85 ev and n = 17.05. The two trajectories differ little in their initial coordinates; how

ever, the trajectory in Figure 9.6(a) originates from within the reactive high action band, 

whereas Figure 9.6(b) illustrates a trajectory originating from within the reactive long band. The 

trajectory in Figure 9.6(a) has the basic shape of a trajectory for the model, hard-sphere pot

ential surface, discussed above. This trajectory does deviate slightly from the hard-sphere 

model In the region of the diatom potential wells, where it takes on some cun/ature; however, 

this feature could be well approximated by the use of a square-well potential without changing 

our conclusions. Note, that the overall shape of the trajectory remains essentially the same as 

for the hard-sphere trajectory. The trajectory in Figure 9.6(b) is strongly influenced by the pot

ential surface in the vicinity of the symmetric stretch line as well as by the repulsive walls. The 

additional influence near the symmetric stretch line causes the trajectory to curve downward on 

entering the interaction region, and upward on leaving the interaction region, preventing it from 

crossing the symmetric stretch line more than once. 

We can summarize these observations by saying that the trajectories originating within 

the high action bands are influenced primarily by the repulsive forces of the interaction, where

as the trajectories originating in the long band are influenced by both attractive and repulsive 

forces. 

The same type of dynamical distinction describe above can also be seen in the non-

bound region at large y. The stmcture of the association bands as the initial surface is 

propagated to larger x was discussed above, and illustrated in Figure 9.4. We noted that the 

high action reactive boundary, as well as the association boundary just below it in the Cartesian 

plots, converges towards Py = 0 at large y. The remainder of the association boundaries con

verge towards the Ey = Ey^ax curve. The trajectories near the Ey = Ey^gx cun/e at large y mn 

neariy parallel to the symmetric stretch line and may enter far into the strong interaction region 

of the potential surface. These are similar to trajectories in or near the long band within the 

bound region of the reagents' phase space. 

On the other hand, trajectories originating near Py = 0 at large y cross the symmetric 

stretch line three times and have the appearance of pairs of isolated diatom collisions. Thus 

these are similar to the hard sphere-like trajectories described above. 

pic;^ppearanre of the High Action Bands 

A third distinction that is observed between the long and high action bands is that the 

high action band disappears as Ey approaches Dg, whereas the long band remains essentially 

unchanged, and exists below, as well as above, the dissociation threshold. This feature can be 

exploited to support a recent conclusion made by Leforestier [42] that in similar, model 
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Figure 9.6. Trajectories showing the two distinct types of dynamics ob
served in this study, (a) A trajectory from within the reactive long band 
showing the Influence of the potential near the symmetric stretch line as 
well as the repulsive "walls" of the potential. For this trajectory. E = 4.85 
eV and n(initial) = 17.05. The output time step is 100 au. The trajectory 
is plotted out to x = 40 au to show that it "falls into" a bound state. 
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systems, the energetic and dynamical CID thresholds neariy coincide. Below the diatom 

dissociation threshold, the reactive-nonreactive (NR) boundary of the long band must be made 

up of trapped trajectories of the first kind [2], asymptotic to periodic trajectories with turning 

points on separate E = V(x,y) equipotentials. Trajectories on the NR boundaries give maxima in 

the final vibrational energy, in fact, as pointed out by Leforestier, the final vibrational energy of 

these boundary trajectories must equal the total collision energy. As the collision energy rises 

across the dissociation threshold, the NR boundary, and the region near it evolves into a disso

ciation band. Thus, our results indicate the coincidence between energetic and dynamic CID 

thresholds is exact for the system we have studied, and that the dissociation bands become so 

narrow as E —> Dg that they can only be obsen/ed using special techniques, such as those 

used here. Caution must be used in noting the disappearance of the high action band as E 

—> Dg from above. The possible existence of a corresponding band at E < Dg which disap

pears as E —> Dg from below cannot be mied out. 

Associative and Dissociative Bands 

When a dissociative trajectory is run backwards in time from its final surface, an as

sociative trajectory is defined. As mentioned in the introduction to Part Two, the symmetry 

relationship between dissociative and associative trajectories can be used to obtain useful in

formation concerning the dissociative regions of the reagents' phase space. Specifically, we 

can note that the final diatom energy for a dissociative trajectory is equal to the initial diatom en

ergy for a companion associative trajectory. 

Consider a curve connecting ND and RD boundaries on the dissociative long band. 

Dissociative trajectories originating on the RD boundaries have Ey = Dg in their final states. 

Moving along the constant action cun/e from the RD to the ND boundary, the final vibrational 

action initially increases towards the midpoint of the dissociative band, then decreases as the 

ND boundary is approached. On the ND boundary, the trajectories once again have Ey = Dg in 

their final state. The trajectories originating along this cun/e, when time reversed, define a 

curve on an initial surface for association. This cun/e must begin on the Ey = Dg cun/e in the 

{y.Py) P'ô s- '''̂ ® *° °̂"^® maximum Ey, cross into the opposite channel, and finally return to the 

Ew = Do curve on the surface in the opposite channel. 
V c 

Dissociative trajectories near the RD boundary cross the symmetric stretch line one time; 

therefore, the first segment of the cun/e on the initial surface for association must lie within the 

extension of the reactive long band into the associative region. At some point within the disso

ciative band a transition must occur from trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line once 

to those that cross twice. In Chapter VIII we noted that the extension of the reactive long band 

into the associative region crosses into the opposite channel as an extension of the 
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nonreaetive region that separates the long bands from the high action bands. Thus, the 

second segment of the cun/e on the initial surface for association lies within this associative 

band. 

We noted above that at large atonrv-diatom separation, the associative boundaries, with 

the exception of the boundary closest to Ey = Dg cun/e at large y, tend to converge on the Ey = 

^vmax cun/e. We can, then, conclude that Eŷ ĝ̂ ^ represents a maximum in final Ey occurring 

within the dissociative long band. Furthermore, since any cun/e connecting the RD and ND 

boundaries of the long band on an initial surface for CID will give a cun/e on an initial surface for 

association that crosses between channels at a point on the Ey = Eŷ ĝx cun/e, dissociative tra

jectories for which Ey = Eŷ ĝ̂ ^ in their final state define the transition, within the dissociative 

bands, between trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line once and those that cross 

twice. 

Similar arguments can be used for the high action bands to arrive at similar conclusions. 

Those dissociative trajectories for which Ey = Ey^g^^ in their final state define the transition be

tween trajectories that cross the symmetric stretch line twice and those that cross three times. 

Within the high action dissociative band, Eyppgx is a maximum value of final Ey. 

Vibrational Enhancement and Inhibition of CID 

Leforestier [42] also reported on a slight vibrational enhancement of the dissociation 

probability at fixed total energy near the dissociation threshold. This trend also shows up in the 

results reported here. In Figure 1 of Leforestier [42], the classical dissociation probability for a 

model, eollinear H + HD system is plotted versus the total energy for several reagent vibrational 

states. The curves plotted in this figure show the dynamical threshold for dissociation ap

proaching the energetic threshold as the initial vibrational energy is increased. 

This trend also appears in the behavior of the dissociative long band. For fixed E, the 

dissociative long band becomes wider as the vibrational energy increases, at least up to an ac

tion of n = 14. We noted in Chapter Vll that the dissociative long band actually becomes visible 

at larger n when the initial surface is propagated to larger x. We should note that the dissocia

tive region along the left side of the long band actually becomes narrower as the vibrational 

energy increases; however, the dissociative band along the right side of the long band increas

es in width and is at least two orders of magnitude wider than the left hand side. At the larger 

values of n, dissociation arises primarily from the dissociative high action band. 

The stmcture of the high action bands also demonstrates an example of vibrational in

hibition at fixed total energy. For example, note in Figure 7.3(b) that for n greater than about 

14.7 the overall width of the dissociation regions, primarily the high action band, increases 

monotonically with n. This increase in width implies an increase in dissociation probability with 
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vibrational energy. At n = 16.4, the high action reactive band begins, and occupies more and 

more of the high action region as n approaches n̂ ĝ̂ .̂ Thus, the overall width of the dissocia

tion region decreases at large n, reducing the amount of the high action region available for 

dissociation. This implies a decrease in dissociation probability with increasing vibrational ener

gy for initial vibrational energy near the dissociation threshold. 

Suggestions for Future Study 

The {y,Py} —> (n,9} transformation in Chapter VIII was presented without proof. It would 

be useful to examine this transformation further in an attempt to place it on more rigorous 

ground. We noted that the various bands cross smoothly from bound regions of the initial sur

face into nonbound regions when Cartesian coordinates are used. This feature cannot 

disappear simply because of a change of variables; therefore, it would be desirable to develop 

a representation for nonbound initial diatom states that is analogous to the action-angle repre

sentation for the bound initial states. 

It may be useful to express the coordinates of the initial and final surfaces in polar Delves 

coordinates [55,56,106,107] rather than the Cartesian coordinates. Such coordinates have 

been used in quantum mechanical studies of CID. The advantage of the Delves coordinates is 

that the potential along a cun/e of constant p can be treated as a double-well potential. Thus 

any surface of fixed p can be treated as describing only bound states. At large p, motion along 

<{> for a bound diatom is approximately equivalent to motion in y. For (j) near the symmetric 

stretch line, however, the Delves coordinates give a much better representation of the three-

atom nature of the interaction than do the Cartesian coordinates. 

Another point concerns the similarities between the search procedure used in this study 

and the separatrix approach to unimoleeular reactions introduced recently by Davis and co

workers [105]. As noted above, the search procedure of Andrews and Chesnavich [53] can be 

described as the propagation in time of the Ey = Dg cun/e of a surface of final conditions in or

der to define the RD, ND and AN boundaries on a surface of initial conditions. This description 

is similar to Figure 3 of Davis and co-workers, in which the Ey = Dg cun/e, referred to as the 

zero-order separatrix, is propagated in time to determine the net fluxes into and out of the tx)t-

tleneck region of the unimoleeular decomposition they studied. It is unclear at this time if this 

analogy can be formalized, or if so, exploited to provide useful approximations for CID probabili

ties. 

We also noted above that the banding stmcture for the eollinear H + H2 and associative 

systems is surprisingly simple at total energies slightly above the dissociation threshold; how

ever, preliminary studies at total energies just below the dissociation threshold do not show this 
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simplicity. Given the limited nature of this preliminary wort<, it is not possible to determine from 

the plots of these trajectories whether the corresponding trapped trajectories are asymptotic to 

periodic trajectories of the first kind, lying in the "wings" of the interaction region or along the 

symmetric stretch line, or to "resonant" periodic trajectories of the second kind. The trajecto

ries we have obsen/ed seem to have properties to suggest all of these possibilities. 

Another point that should be examined is the significance of the results of this study to 

two- and three-dimensional systems. The removal of the collinearity constraint may lead to 

large changes in the banding stmcture [40,108]. Kaye and Kuppermann [40] suggest that the 

"richness" of the banding stmcture they obsen/ed for eollinear CID may be substantially re

duced in systems of higher dimensionality. On the other hand, Chesnavich [52] has shown 

that periodic trajectories of the first kind do exist in three-dimensional H + H2 systems at certain 

combinations of energy and angular momentum above the dissociation threshold. The 

trapped trajectories asymptotic to these periodic trajectories would define "new" boundaries, 

and give rise to the possibility of finding adjacent reactive and nonreaetive bands, in addition to 

the reactive-dissociative-nonreactive banding structure observed in the present study. Sug

gestions on the extension of the search procedure used here to three-dimensional have been 

made [53, 100]. 

Finally, Leforestier [42] notes that the condition for coincidence of the energetic and 

dynamic dissociation thresholds is the presence of both reactive and nonreaetive scattering at 

the dissociation energy. He also points out that the results for nonreaetive systems, such as 

He + Ho are quite different from those of reactive systems. A comparison of the similarities and 

differences between a study, using the techniques described here, of a nonreaetive system 

and this study could prove useful in expanding our understanding of both CID and association. 
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APPENDIX A: ENERGY AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

BOUNDARIES IN THE EVALUATION OF N(E,K) 

In this Appendix the analytical expressions for the energy-angular momentum bounda

ries in Eq. (3.12) are summarized for neutral-neutral reactions. The appropriate expressions for 

ion-neutral OTS pairs have been given elsewhere, [84] so only neutral pairs are considered 

here. The reduced variables introduced in Eq. (4.4) are used with y and z representing, res

pectively, the reduced forms of L and K. 

In reduced variables the integration limits y+ in Eq. (3.12) are the appropriate solutions to 

y3+ ( y - z ) 2 - e = 0 (A.1a) 

and 

y3 + (y + z )2 -e = 0 (A.lb) 

where Eq. (3.13) has been used. The limit y^ is always the largest solution to Eq. (A.I a) and 

can be expressed, using standard methods [101], as 

y^ = S7COS(<D/3)-1/3 , Se<0 , 

(A.2) 

y+ = S8-«-S9-1/3 , Sg>0 , 

where 

Si=-2z . (A.3a) 

52 = z 2 - e , (A.3b) 

53 = S i -1 /3 . (A.3C) 

54 = 2/27-Si/2 + S2 . (A.3d) 
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Sg = S33/27 . (A.3e) 

Sg = S42/4-»-S5 . (A.3f) 

57 = 2(-S3/3)^/2 ^ ^^3gj 

58 = (-S4/2+S6)^'^ . (A.3h) 

Sg = (-84/2-86) ""/̂  (A.3i) 

and 

O = cos-^ {-S4/[2(-S5)^^2jj ^^3|) 

The expression for y_ depends on the relative values of e and z. For ê ^̂  < z < 2^3x(c), 

where z^gx(e) is the reduced form of Kp̂ gx(E) (see below), y_ is the smallest positive solution 

to Eq. (A.la) and can be expressed as 

y_ = S7 cos (0/3 + 47C/3) - 1/3 (A.̂ ) 

with Sy and O defined in Eq. (A.3). For z < e"*̂ .̂ y_ is the largest solution to Eq. (A.lb) and is 

obtained by substituting y_ for y^ on the left hand side of Eq. (A.2) and changing the sign of ŝ  

in Eq. A(3a). 

The quantity Zmax̂ )̂* ̂ ^^ maximum value of z for which ri(e,z) > 0, is defined by the re

quirement y_ = y+ = Yeq. where 

yeq = [(2 + 1)^^^-11^3 . (A.5) 

Substituting Eq. (A.5) into Eq. (A.Ia) and solving gives 

Zmax(e) = 3Ci2/2-hCi (A.6) 

where 

Ci = {[2(1 + I/C2) - C3II/2 _ Ĉ2 + i)}/9 . (A.7a) 
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C2 = (1 +03)""^^ . (A.7b) 

C3 = 9(e/2)1/3[(c^ _ 1 )3/2 _ (c^ ^ ^ j3/2j ^^ 7^j 

and 

C4 = (1086-^ 1)1/2 . ^A.7d) 

Solving instead for e at arbitrary z gives an expression for £min(2)' *̂ ® minimum energy at a giv

en total angular momentum for which TKe.z) > 0, 

emin(2) = yeq^ + (z-yeq)2 . (A.8) 

where ygg is given in Eq. A.(5). 

y^ ^ 



APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATION TO 

SINGLE MASS COORDINATES 

In performing a study of dynamics, we are interested in how the applicable forces affect 

the motion. It Is, therefore, desirable to examine the motion of a single mass point moving on 

an appropriate potential surface, analogous to the polyatomic system of interest. This appen

dix gives the derivation of the transformation from lab coordinates to single mass coordinates, 

in the fomi of skewed, mass weighted coordinates, for a eollinear system of three atoms. 

A eollinear collection of three atoms, with masses m̂ ,̂ mg and IDQ, has three degrees of 

freedom. These degrees of freedom may be expressed in lab coordinates as the displace

ments TA, rg and TQ relative to some arbitrary origin as shown in Figure B.I. 

Let 

Ir = B (B.I) 

be the velocities of the three atoms in lab coordinates and let 

Mr = 

m^ 0 0 

0 nr̂  0 

0 0 mQ 

(B.2) 

The total kinetic energy of the three atoms is then given by 

T=(1/2)iiVHyr 
= TA + TB + TC 

(B.3) 

where v ' is the transpose of the matrix v. 
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'cm-
.y /as in B 

B 
O - ^ - - Q- ^ 

Figure B.I. Coordinate systems for three eollinear atoms. The co
ordinates r̂ . rg and TQ are displacements form an arbitrary origin. 
The single mass coordinates are indicated by x and y. R ,̂̂  is the 
distance of the center of mass of the three atoms from the arbitrary 
origin. The small open circle indicates the center of mass of the di
atom BC while the large open circle indicates the system center of 
mass. The symbols a and B are defined in the text. 
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All forces act internally between the three atoms; therefore, the motion of the center ol 

mass Is constant and may be neglected in the dynamics study. Let RAB- ^ B C ^"^ ^AC ®̂ *̂ ® 

intemuclear distances. For the eollinear configuration, only two of these distances are inde

pendent. Let R^Q = Rŷ g + RgQ be the dependent distance. In terms of the lab coordinates, 

RAB = ''B"^A 

ffec=''C-̂ B (B4) 

and 

Rem = (1/M)(mArA + mgrg + mQrc) . 

where M = m̂ ^ + mg -»- mQ Is the total mass, and R .̂̂  's the distance of the center of mass of the 

system from the origin. Solving for the lab coordinates and taking the time derivatives gives 

^r = 

-(my^-»-nr^)/M -mQ/U 

nrv\/M -mQ/M 

rrŷ  / M (m^ + TDQ) IM 

^AB 

^BC 

V 

cm 
-> _ 

(B.5) 

=AyR 

where the elements of ŷ  are the velocities associated with the intemuclear distances and the 

center of mass displacement. Using the transformation in Eq. (B.3) gives 

T = (1/2)y'RA. MfA^R 

= (1/2)y.'RMRVR 

(B.6) 

where 



^R=A.'MrA 
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•^A ("̂ b + niQ) / M 

m^mQ/M 

0 

m^ mQ / M 

mQ (mŷ  + mg) / M 

0 

0 

M 

(B.7) 

The block diagonal form of M R allows the kinetic energy of Eq. B.6 to be written as a sum of in

ternal and center of mass components as 

where 

(B.8) 

Tcm=O^MW (B.9) 

and 

Tirt = 0^)yirt'HitVirt . (B.10) 

The elements of yj^j are the velocities corresponding to R̂ ^̂g and RgQ, and Mjnt is the upper, 

left hand 2 x 2 block of Eq. (B.7). 

The off-diagonal elements in Mjnt couple the motion in R^g and RgQ, preventing the in

temuclear intemal coordinates from being a suitable single mass representation. It is necessary 

to diagonalize Mjnt'" ^''^^r to have a single mass representation. 

The diagonalization of Mjnt can be achieved by introducing a new coordinate system 

{x,y} in which the RgQ axis Is skewed toward the R̂ ĝ axis such that the angle formed by the in

temuclear coordinate axes is 8. This coordinate transformation is given by 

X=: 
1 a cos 8 

0 a sin 3 

RAB 

RBC 

(B.11) 

= B Bint 



where 
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X = 
X 

y 
(B.I 2) 

and where 

a = mQ(m;̂  + mg)/Im;̂ (mB + mQ)] 

cos^ 8 = m;̂ mQ/[(m;̂  + mg)(mg + mQ)] 

and (B.13) 

.;«2 sin'̂ - 6 = mgM/[(mA + mg)(mg + mQ)] 

The kinetic energy, less the center of mass component, can now be written as 

Tint = (1/2) M/(fi-"')'Mint B' ' 'y int 
(B.14) 

= (1/2)yx'MxVx 

where YX 'S a vector whose elements are the x and y components of velocity. The diagonaliza

tion of Mjnt with the matrix fi'1 gives 

Mx = 

li 0 

0 [i 

(B.15) 

where 

|i=mA(rT^+nTcyM (B.I 6) 

is the reduced mass in the new coordinate system. The (x.y) coordinates are referred to as 

skewed, mass weighted coordinates in which 
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T = (Vx2+Vy2)/2n . (B-IT) 

The {x.y} coordinates are the desired single mass coordinates for the dynamics study. 

The internal motion of the eollinear, three atom system is equivalent to the motion of a point 

mass \i moving under the influence of the ptential V(x.y). The equations for the transforma

tion are Eqs. (B.4) and (B.11). The relationship between (x.y) and the intemuclear coordinates 

is shown in Figure (B.1). 

We should note that Eq. (B.11) can also be written as 

X = 
b ccos 8 

0 c sin 8 

(B.I 8) 

where b and c are given by 

(see Eq. (D.13)). Mx •" Eq. (B.15) would then be an identity matrix, and the motion would be 

Interpreted as that of a point of unit mass. 

For the H3 system we studied, let the mass of a hydrogen atom be mH- The reduced 

massof Eq. (B.16)isthen 

(B.20) 
ji=2nrv/3 . 

and the transformation from intemuclear distances to single mass coordinates of Eq. (B.11) 

may be written as 

X = R A B + RBC^2 
A O DV^ ^ 2 1 ) 

y = 3^/2Rg^/2 . 



APPENDIX C: ACTION-ANGLE COORDINATES AND THE 

SOLUTIONS TO THE MORSE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

In this study we take the zero of energy to be the minimum of the diatom component of 

the potential. The Morse potential is then 

V(r) = De{1 - exp[-a(r- re)]}2 (C.I) 

where a , Dg and rg are the standard Morse parameters used in the PK2 surface [58] (i.e. Dg is 

the well depth and a controls the width of the potential.) The intemuclear distance of the diat

om is given by r. 

The classical vibrational Hamiltonian for the Morse potential can now be written as 

Hv(r,Pr) = Pr^/2Hr + V(r) (C.2) 

where ji^ = m^ m2/(m^ + m2) is a diatom reduced mass and p̂  is the momentum conjugate to r. 

The subscript r indicates that these quantities are with respect to the diatom center of mass co

ordinate. 

We begin by solving the equations of motion for a Morse oscillator, then derive the ex

pressions for the action-angle coordinates and the transformations between Cartesian and 

action-angle coordinates. 

Morse Equations of Motion 

Starting with Hamilton's equation of motion, 

aHv(r)/aPr = dr/dt . (C.3) 

we can write 

(^i/Pr)dr = dt. (C.4) 
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Integrating from tQ = 0 to t then gives 

r 

n J (1/Pr)dr = t . (C.5) 

ô 

Letting rQ be the inner repulsive barrier on the Morse potential and making the substitution, 

z = exp[-a(r-rg)] , (C.6) 

we can perform the integration in Eq. (C.5). Defining 

6 = 1 - Ey/Dg . (C.7) 

where E^ = H^, and solving for z then gives, for e > 0 (bound states), 

z(t) = e[1 - (EyDg)1/2 cos (C0o8l/2 ^)j-1 ^ (C.8) 

and, for e < 0 (nonbound states), 

z(t) = £{1 - (Ev/Dg)1/2 cosh [C0o(-e)^/2 tjj-1 (C.9) 

Using the indentity cos ix = cosh x we can combine Eqs. (C.8) and (C.9) to obtain 

z(t) = e[1 - (Ev/Dg)^/2 cos e(t)r^ (CIO) 

where 

0(t) = (Ooei/2t (C-11) 

may be real or imaginary. 

When the diatom motion is restricted to the lower channel of the H3 potential surface, r 

and rg in Eq. (C.6) can be replaced with the H3, single mass coordinates y and yg. Using the 

transformation derived in Appendix B, 
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r = 2y/(3l^2) 

(C.12) 

rg = 2yg/(3l/2) . 

Making this substitution. Eq. (C.6) becomes 

z = exp[-ay(y - yg)] (C.I 3) 

where a^ = 2a/(3l/2); therefore, from Eq. (CIO). 

y(t) = ye-(1/ay)lnz(t) (C.14) 

is the solution to the equation of motion for the diatom displacement in H3 single mass coordi

nates. The solution to the equation of motion for Py, the momentum conjugate to y, can be 

obtained by noting that Py = }i(dy/dt), where p. is the reduced mass of the single mass coordi

nates in Appendix B. From Eqs. (C.14) and (CIO), 

-COQ^le1/2^EyD^)1/2 3jn0(t) 

Py(t)= • (C I 5) 

CXy[1-(EyDg)1/2cos0(t)] 

Morse Action-Angle Coordinates 

The action variable [102] for bound motion on a Morse potential, in terms of the single 

mass coordinates y and Py, is 

n = (27c)"1 J Pydy (C I 6) 
cycle 

where the factor 2K allows the angle variable conjugate to n to vary by 2K over a period of the 

motion. Both y and Py are in atomic units in this study so n will be in units of h/27r, where h is 

Planck's constant. The integral in Eq. (C I 6) is evaluated over a period of the motion. Recog

nizing the symmetry of Py with respect to y, we can also express n as 

Vout 

n = 7c-''Jpvdy (C.I 7) 

Vh 
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where the integration is now performed between the inner y-ĵ  and outer ŷ ^̂  turning points of 

the motion. 

Using the transformation from y to z in Eq. (CI3). H^ in Eq. (C.2) can be rearranged to 

give 

Py(z;H^) = (2nDe)1/2(2z - z^ - e)1/2 (C.18) 

where e is defined In Eq. (C7). The turning points in terms of z are given by the zeros of Eq. 

(C.18) as 

Zin=1+(EyDg)1/2 

z^^t = 1-(E^/Dg)1/2 

(C.19) 

Eq. (C.17) can now be written as 

1/2 /;cCX,)-1 J(2z - z2 - 6)1/2 2-1 dz . (C20) n = (2^De)'''^(7cCXy) 

Evaluating the integral gives 

n = (2Dg/COo)(1-e^/2) (C.21) 

Solving for the vibrational energy then gives 

Hv(n) = C0on-(C0o2/4Dg)n2 . (C.22) 

Let e be the angle variable conjugate to n. The frequency Q. = d0/dt of the motion is 

obtained from the equation of motion 3Hy(n)/3n = Q as 

which has the solution 

e(t) = tOoei'2t + e o . (C.25) 
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Letting GQ = 0 at t = 0 gives 

e(t) = co^ei/2t (C.26) 

The Transformations (n Q) <—> (y.py} 

Comparing Eqs. (C.26) and (C.11) shows that the angle variable 9 is equivalent to the 

ty 0 appearini 

(C.22) we can write 

quantity 0 appearing in the solutions to the equations of motion in {y,Py}. From Eqs. (C.21) and 

e=1-[%n-(o^2/4D^n2j/Dg 

(C.27) 

^/De = [o\)n-(o:b /̂4Dg)n2yDg . 

Thus, Eq. (C.27) with Eq. (C.11), (C.14) and (CI 5) give the transformation from {n,0} to {y,Py}. 

Rearranging Eq. (CIO) to give 

[(EyDg)1/2cos0]-1 =z/(z-e) , (C.28) 

multiplying Eq. (C.28) by Py in Eq. (CI5), and solving for 0 gives 

0 = tan-1 ((tty e^/2 p^yjoĵ  ^(g _ ^jjj (0,29) 

with z given by Eq. (C.13). Equation (C.29) and the expression for n in terms of Ê  in Eq. 

(C.21) give the transformation from {y,Py} to (n,0}. 



APPENDIX D: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

Tests Of the NrgfE^pK) Approximations 

The programs used for testing the N^Q(E|pK) approximations as shown in Eq. (4.2) actual

ly carried out the calculations using the reduced form shown in Eq. (4.9). The integration was 

performed using a twelve-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. The integration limits 

depended on the relative values of Ê ^ and K (or the reduced variables e and z.) When the int

egration limits are considered explicitly, Eq. (4.9) becomes 

y+ (eV^ 
ilro(e.2) = J Jdy dx T\{E\X) ; 0 < z < ( e V ^ 

y. |z-yl 

(D.I) 

zj+y 

= J Jdydxri(e*.x) ; ( e ) i ^ ^ z < z ^ e ) 
0 |z-y| 

regardless of the system (linear-atom, linear-linear or sphere-linear)being considered. Thus, 

the same Integration routine was used for all systems. The sum of states r\{E ,x) was encoded 

in function subroutines, a separate function for exact, low K and integral approximations. The 

set of functions used for a particular program depended on the system for which the calcula

tions were being performed. 

The program could produce either tabular or graphics output. The graphics were per

formed with calls to DISSPLA routines. The main program and subroutines common to all 

systems follow. 

PROGRAM TESTAP 
p*****MAIN PROGRAM******************************************** 

C 
C CALCULATE AND PLOT NRO VS. K/KMAX 
C 
C GAUSS-LEGENDRE POINTS AND WEIGHTS READ FROM UNIT 4 
C 
C THE APPROPRIATE FUCTIONS FOR THE SYSTEM TO BE TESTED MUST 

C BE APPENDED TO THIS SHELL PROGRAM. 

C 

139 



C VARIABLES: 
C K 
C KMAX 
C L 
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TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
CURRENT KMAX(E) 
ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

LM,LP INTEGRATION LIMITS L- AND L+ 
^ '^ ROTATIONAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
C ESTAR TOTAL ROTATIONAL ENERGY E* 
C RNT,RNLOW, 
C RNINT,RK ARRAYS FOR GRAPHICS OUTPUT 
C PT(32),WT(32)GAUSS-LEGENDRE POINTS AND WEIGHTS 
C P T 1 ( 3 2 ) , 

C PT2(32) GAUSS-LEGENDRE POINTS AFTER SCALING IN NPW 
C W T 1 ( 3 2 ) , 

C WT2(32) GAUSS-LEGENDRE WEIGHTS AFTER SCALING IN NPW 
C 
C INPUT: 

C NORB EXPONENT OF L FROM THE EFF. POTENTIAL 
C A ROTATIONAL CONSTANT PARAMETER 
C E REDUCED TRANS/ROT ENERGY 
C X(Y)ORIG COORDINATES FOR PLOT ORIGIN 
C X(Y)STP TICK MARK STEP SIZE 
C X(Y)MAX MAXIMUM COORDINATES FOR AXES 
C 
C SELECT OUTPUT DEVICE FOR PLOT WITH: 
C TK TEKTRONICS 4014 
C HP HEWLETT-PACKARD 7 4 40 
C ANY OTHER NO PLOT (TABULAR OUTPUT TO DEVICE 7) 
C 
Q* * * ie ********** ie ******* ie * ie * ie *********** it ************ i, * 1( * ir ***** ic ic ic ic * * -k 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
CHARACTER*2 DEVICE 
REAL*8 K,ICMAX,L,LM, LP, J 
REAL*4 RNT(99),RNLOW(99),RNINT(99),RK(99), 
1 XORIG,XSTP,XMAX,YORIG,YSTP,YMAX 

C O M M O N / P W / P T ( 3 2 ) , W T { 3 2 ) , P T 1 ( 3 2 ) , W T 1 { 3 2 ) , P T 2 ( 3 2 ) , W T 2 ( 3 2 ) , N P 

COMMON/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI,BOLTZ 
COMMON/PLTDAT/RNT,RNLOW,RNINT,RK,NPNT 
COMMON/AXSDAT/XORIG, XSTP, XMAX, YORIG, YSTP, YMAX 

C INITIALIZE INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
CALL GAUSS 

C SET UP CONSTANTS AND INPUT DEFAULTS 
FRAC3=1.D0/3.D0 
FRAC12=1.DO/12.DO 
FRAC54=1.DO/54.DO 
FRACC2=1.D0/(2.D0**FRAC3) 
PI=DACOS(-1.D0) 
DSQ4PI=DSQRT(4.D0*PI) 
XORIG=0.0 
XSTP=0.2 
XMAX=1.0 
YORIG=0.0 
YSTP=2.0 
YMAX=10.0 
NPNT=99 
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C INPUT FROM TERMINAL 

WRITE(6,680) 
680 FORMAT('$ ENTER NORB,A,ENERGY AND MULTIPLIER: ') 

READ(5,*)NORB,A,E,RMULT 
WRITE(6,650) 

650 FORMAT('$ ENTER XORIG,XSTP AND XMAX: ') 
READ(5,*)XORIG,XSTP,XMAX 
WRITE(6,660) 

6 60 FORMAT('$ ENTER YORIG,YSTP AND YMAX: ') 
READ(5,*)YORIG,YSTP,YMAX 
WRITE(6,670) 

670 FORMAT(•$ PLOT DEVICE (TK) OR (HP): ') 
READ(5,500)DEVICE 

500 FORMAT(A2) 

C SET UP PLOT 
CALL PLOTl(DEVICE) 

C NO MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR TEXT OUTPUT 
IF(DEVICE.NE.•TK•.AND.DEVICE.NE.'HP')RMULT=1.DO 

C 
C CALCULATION SECTION 
C 
C GET KMAX(E) 

CALL MAXJT(E,KMAX,NORB) 
C OUTPUT HEADING IF TEXT 

IF(DEVICE.NE.'TK'.AND.DEVICE.NE.'HP')THEN 
WRITE(7,600) 
WRITE(7,610)NORB,A,E,KMAX,RMULT 
WRITE(7,620) 

ENDIF 
C MAIN PROGRAM LOOP OVER K/KMAX 

DO 2000 IK=1,99 
K=DFLOAT(IK)*KMAX/100 .DO 
RK(IK)=REAL(IK)/lOO.O 

C GET THE INTEGRATION LIMITS L+ AND L-
CALL ROOTS(E,K,LM,LP,NORB) 

C OUTER INTEGAL OVER L FROM L- TO L+ ALL CASES 
CALL NPW(LM,LP,1) 
RNT(IK)=O.DO 
RNLOW(IK)=0.D0 
RNINT(IK)=O.DO 

C LOOP FOR OUTER INTEGRAL 
DO 100 IL=1,NP 

Q GET INTEGRATION LIMITS FOR INNER INTEGRAL 
L=PT1(IL) 
ESTAR=E-L**NORB 

C INNER INTEGRAL OVER JR ALL CASES 
CALL NPW(DABS(L-K),DSQRT(ESTAR),2) 
SUMXX=O.DO 
SUMYY=O.DO 
SUMZZ=O.DO 

C LOOP FOR INNER INTEGRAL 
DO 110 IJ=1,NP 

SUMXX=SUMXX+STRUE(ESTAR,PT2(IJ) ,A)*WT2(IJ) 
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SUMYY=SUMYY+SLOW(ESTAR,PT2(IJ),A)*WT2(IJ) 

110 SUMZZ=SUMZZ+SALL(ESTAR,PT2(IJ),A)*WT2(IJ) 
C END INNER INTEGRATION LOOP 

RNT(IK)=RNT(IK)+SUMXX*WT1(IL) 
RNL0W(IK)=RNL0W(IK)+SUMYY*WT1(IL) 

100 RNINT(IK)=RNINT(IK)+SUMZZ*WT1(IL) 
C END OUTER INTEGRATION LOOP 
C MORE INTEGRALS NEEDED IF K .GE. SQRT (E) 

IF(K.GE.DSQRT(E)) GO TO 1000 
C OUTER INTEGRAL OVER L FROM ZERO TO L- (DON'T INITIALIZE 
C SUMS, ADD TO PREVIOUS VALUES 

CALL NPW(0.D0,LM,1) 
DO 200 IL=1,NP 

L=PT1(IL) 
ESTAR=E-L**NORB 

C INNER INTEGRAL OVER JR FROM ABS (L-K) TO L-l-K 
CALL NPW(DABS(L-K),L+K,2) 
SUMXX=O.DO 
SUMYY=0.DO 
SUMZZ=O.DO 
DO 210 IJ=1,NP 

SUMXX=SUMXX+STRUE(ESTAR,PT2(IJ),A)*WT2(IJ) 
SUMYY=SUMYY+SLOW(ESTAR,PT2(IJ),A)*WT2(IJ) 

210 SUMZZ=SUMZZ+SALL(ESTAR,PT2(IJ),A)*WT2(IJ) 
C END INNER INTEGRAL LOOP 

RNT (IK) =RNT (IK) -l-SUMXX*WTl (IL) 
RNLOW(IK)=RNLOW(IK)+SUMYY*WT1(IL) 

200 RNINT(IK)=RNINT(IK)+SUMZZ*WT1(IL) 
C END OUTER INTEGRAL LOOP 
C MODIFY RESULTS WITH MULTIPLICATION FACTOR 
1000 RNT(IK)=RNT(IK)*RMULT 

RNLOW(IK)=RNLOW(IK)*RMULT 
RNINT(IK)=RNINT(IK)*RMULT 

C TEXT OUTPUT IF NO PLOT 
IF(DEVICE.NE.'TK'.AND.DEVICE.NE.'HP')THEN 
WRITE(7,630)IK,K,RNT(IK),RNLOW(IK),RNINT(IK) 

ENDIF 
2000 CONTINUE 

C END OF MAIN PROGRAM LOOP 

C PLOT THE RESULTS 
CALL PL0T2 

C 
600 FORMAT(' LINEAR-ATOM SYSTEM CALCULATION') 
610 FORMATC NORB =',I2/' Y =',1PD10.3/' E =',D10.3/ 

1 ' KMAX =',D10.3/' RMULT=',D10.3) 
620 FORMAT(14X, 'K',10X, 'EXACT',9X, 'LOW',lOX, 'ALL') 

630 F0RMAT(3X,13,4(3X,1PD10.3)) 
STOP 
END 

C*****SUBROUTINE ROOTS: ENTRY MAXJT,MINETR****************** 

C 

SUBROUTINE ROOTS(ETR,JT,LM,LP,NORB) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 JT,LM,LP,L 
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C0MM0N/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI, BOLTZ 

C 

^ CALC. ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM LIMITS L- AND L+ 
C ION-MOLECULE CASE 

IF(N0RB.EQ.4)THEN 
Q=4.DO*(ETR-JT**2) 
B=2.DO* (ETR+FRAC54-FRAC12*Q) 
RAD=FRAC3*(Q-FRAC3) 
RAD=DSQRT(DMAXl(0.DO,B**2+RAD**3)) 
S1=B-RAD 
Y=DSIGN(DABS(SI)**FRAC3,SI)+(B+RAD)**FRAC3+FRAC3 
S1=DSQRT(DMAX1(0 .D0,Y-1 .D0) ) 
S2=DSQRT(DMAX1(0 .D0 ,2 .D0*DSQRT(Y**2+Q)- (Y+1 .D0) ) ) 
LP=0.5D0*DABS (Sl-f-S2) 
LM=0.5D0*DABS(S1-S2) 
RETURN 

C NEUTRALS CASE 
ELSE IF(NORB.EQ.3)THEN 
Q=2*JT 
R=JT*JT-ETR 
DO 10 1=1,2 
Q=-Q 
A=Q-FRAC3 
B=(2-9*Q+27*R)/27 
A3=A*A*A/27 
C=B*B/4-l-A3 
IF(C.LE.0.D0.OR.R.GE.0.D0)THEN 
COSPHI=DMAXl(-l.D0,-B/(2*DSQRT(DMAXl(0.D0,-A3)))) 
PHI=DACOS(COSPHI)*FRAC3 
D=2*DSQRT(DMAXl(0.DO,-A*FRAC3)) 
L=D*DCOS(PHI)-FRAC3 
IF(R.GE.O.DO)THEN 
LP=L 
LM=DMAX1(0.D0,D*DCOS(PHI+4*PI*FRAC3)-FRAC3) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

Sl=-B/2 
S2=DSQRT(C) 
A=DSIGN( (DABS(Sl - l -S2) )**FRAC3,Sl -hS2) 
B = D S I G N ( ( D A B S ( S 1 - S 2 ) ) * * F R A C 3 , S 1 - S 2 ) 
L=A-I-B-FRAC3 

ENDIF 
I F d . E Q . D T H E N 

LP=L 
ELSE 
LM=L 

ENDIF 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
Q WRITE ERROR MESSAGE AND END OF NORB .NE. 3 .AND. NORB .NE. 4 

ELSE 
WRITE(7,600)NORB 
STOP 
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ENDIF 

^ ENTRY MAXJT 

C CALC. MAXIMUM TOTAL ANGUALR MOMENTUM FOR GIVEN TRANS/ROT ENERGY 
ENTRY MAXJT(ETR,JT,NORB) 

C ION-MOLECULE CASE 
IF(N0RB.EQ.4)THEN 

S1=216.D0*ETR-1.D0 
IF(Sl.GT.l.DO) GO TO 12 
S1=DSQRT(FRAC12*(2 .D0*DCOS(FRAC3*DAC0S(SI ) ) -1 .DO) ) 
GO TO 14 

12 S 2 = D S Q R T ( S 1 * * 2 - 1 . D 0 ) 
S1=DSQRT(FRAC12*((S1+S2)**FRAC3+(S1-S2)**FRAC3-1.DO)) 

14 JT=S1*(l.D0+2.D0*Sl**2) 
RETURN 

C NEUTRALS 
ELSE IF(NORB.EQ.3)THEN 

A=DSQRT (108*ETR-»-l) 
S1=DMAX1(0.D0,A-1) 
S2=A+1 

X=9*(ETR/2)**FRAC3*(S1**FRAC3-S2**FRAC3) 
B=DSQRT(X+1) 
L=(DSQRT(2*(1+1/B)-X)-(B+1))/9 
JT=3*L*L/2+L 
RETURN 

C WRITE ERROR MESSAGE AND END 
ELSE 

WRITE(7,600)NORB 
STOP 

ENDIF 
C ENTRY MINETR 
C CALC. MINIMUM TRANS/ROT ENERGY FOR GIVEN TOTAL ANG. MOMENTUM 

ENTRY MINETR(JT,ETR,NORB) 
C ION/POINT POLARIZABLE NEUTRAL 

IF(N0RB.EQ.4)THEN 
S1=0.5D0*JT 
S2=DSQRT(S1**2+FRAC54) 
S1=FRACC2* ( (S24-S1) **FRAC3- (S2-S1) **FRAC3) 
ETR=S1**4-H(J-S1) **2 
RETURN 

C NEUTRALS 
ELSE IF(N0RB.EQ.3)THEN 

S1=DSQRT((6*JT+1) **3) 
S1=9*JT-I-1-S1 
ETR=JT*JT+2*Sl/27 
RETURN 

ELSE 

Q WRITE ERROR MESSAGE AND END 
WRITE(7,60 0)NORB 
STOP 

ENDIF 

600 FORMAT ('CSX, •** ERROR ** CANNOT EXECUTE ROOTS FOR NORB =', 
1 14) 
END 
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C*****SUBR0UTINE GAUSS: ENTRY NPW************************************* 
C 

C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION USING GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE 
C 

C ORIGINAL ROUTINE BY DAVID HASMAN 

SUBROUTINE GAUSS 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON/PW/PT(32),WT(32),PT1(32),WT1(32),PT2(32),WT2(32) ,NP 

C READ IN POINTS AND WEIGHTS - INITIALIZATION SECTION 
READ(4,400)NP 
WRITE(7,600)NP 
NPP1=NP+1 
NPA=NP/2-l-l 
DO 10 I=NPA,NP 
READ (4,410)PT(I),WT(I) 
J=NPP1-I 
PT(J)=-PT(I) 

10 WT(J)=WT(I) 
RETURN 

C ENTRY NPW 
C INTEGRATION SET UP SECTION 
C A AND B ARE THE LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS RESPECTIVELY 
C K = 1 OR 2 TO SPECIFY STORAGE 

ENTRY NPW(A,B,K) 
S1=0.5D0*(B-A) 
S2 = 0.5D0*(A-I-B) 
IF(K.EQ.1)THEN 
DO 11 1=1,NP 

PT1(I)=S2+S1*PT(I) 
11 WT1(I)=S1*WT(I) 

RETURN 
ELSEIF(K.EQ.2)THEN 
DO 13 1=1,NP 

PT2(I)=S2-l-Sl*PT(I) 
13 WT2(I)=S1*WT(I) 

RETURN 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,610) 
STOP 'ABORTED IN NPW' 

ENDIF 
C 

400 FORMAT(12) 
410 FORMAT(2D25.15) 
600 FORMATCO ',12,' GAUSS-LEGENDRE POINTS/WEIGHTS WERE USED') 
610 FORMATCO INVALID ARGUMENT IN NPW') 

END 
Q=================NRO PLOTTING SUBROUTINE======================= 
C 
C PLOT NRO VS K/KMAX USING DISSPLA GRAPHICS FROM ISSCO 
C 
C X(Y)ORIG = VALUE OF X AT THE ORIGIN (IN PLOT UNITS) 
C X(Y)STP = DISTANCE BETWEEN TIC MARKS IN PLOT UNITS 
C X(Y)MAX = MAXIMUM VALUE OF X IN PLOT UNITS 
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C X(Y)AXIS = LENGTH OF THE X AXIS IN INCHES (THE GRAPH ENDS HERE) 
C PAGEX(Y) = LENGTH OF PAGE IN INCHES ALONG X (8.5 OR 11) 
C X(Y)OFF = CENTER THE PLOT NICELY ON PAPER 
C 

C PLACE YOUR PLOTTING ARRAYS IN COMMON/PLTDAT/ AND THE AXIS SCALING 
C DATA IN COMMON/ASXDAT/. ALL VARIABLES PASSED TO DISSPLA MUST BE 
C REAL*4 SO MAKE SURE TO DEFINE THESE AS SUCH IN YOUR MAIN ROUTINE. 
C 

c=============================================================== 
SUBROUTINE PLOTl(DEVICE) 
CHARACTER*2 DEVICE 
COMMON/PLTDAT/RNT(99),RNLOW(99),RNINT(99),RK(99),NPNT 
COMMON/AXSDAT/XORIG,XSTP,XMAX,YORIG,YSTP,YMAX 

C DEVICE NOMINATION 
IF(DEVICE.EQ.'TK')THEN 

CALL TEKALL(4014,0300, 0,0,0) 
CALL HWCHAR(2.0,0.5,0.,1,'L/CGRE') 
CALL HWSCAL('SCREEN') 

ELSEIF(DEVICE.EQ.'HP')THEN 
CALL HP7440 
ELSE 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
C SETUP ORIGINS, SIZE, SCALES, ETC 
C 

XAXIS=6.85 
YAXIS=5.0 

C 
C DEFINE PAGE SIZE AND GRAPH LOCATION 

C 
PAGEX=10.0 9 
PAGEY=7.50 
XOFF=(PAGEX-XAXIS)/2.0 -1-0.25 
YOFF=(PAGEY-YAXIS)/2.0 
CALL PAGE(PAGEX,PAGEY) 

CALL NOBRDR 
CALL PHYSOR(XOFF,YOFF) 
IF(DEVICE.EQ. 'HP')CALL HWSPEC(50.0, 'PENS') 
CALL AREA2D(XAXIS,YAXIS) 
CALL NOCHEK 
CALL GRACE(0.0) 

C 
C-
C 

-SET UP AXIS LABELS AND TIC POSITIONS 

CALL MIXALFCL/CSTD') 
CALL MX3ALF('L/CGRE','#') 
CALL MX4ALF('INSTR','*') 
CALL HEIGHT(0.22) 
CALL XAXEND('ENDS') 
CALL YAXEND('ENDS') 
CALL XREVTK 
CALL YREVTK 
CALL YAXANG(O.O) 
IF(DEVICE.EQ.'HP')CALL SIMPLX 
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CALL XNAME('K/K*LH1.0(MAX)$',100) 
CALL YNAME('*H1.25#C*LH.75(RO*LXHX) (() (X)10*EH0.5)5*EXHX() )$', 
1 100) 

C 
C DRAW LEFT AND BOTTOM AXES AND FRAME GRAPH 
C 

CALL GRAF (XORIG, XSTP, XMAX, YORIG, YSTP, YMAX) 
CALL FRAME 
RETURN 

C 

C SECOND ENTRY POINT STARTS HERE 
C IN THIS ENTRY POINT THE DATA IS PLOTTED 
C ALSO, THE GRAPH IS COMPLETED 
C 

ENTRY PL0T2 
IF(DEVICE.NE.'TK•.AND.DEVICE.NE.'HP')RETURN 
CALL CURVE(RK,RNT,NPNT,0) 
CALL DOT 
CALL CURVE(RK,RNLOW,NPNT,0) 
CALL DASH 
CALL CURVE(RK,RNINT,NPNT, 0) 

C 
C DRAW TOP AND RIGHT AXES WITH TIC MARKS 
C 

CALL XNONUM 
CALL YNONUM 
CALL RESET('XREVTK') 
CALL RESET('YREVTK' ) 
CALL XGRAXS(XORIG,XSTP,XMAX,XAXIS, IH ,1,0.0,YAXIS) 
CALL YGRAXS(YORIG,YSTP,YMAX,YAXIS,IH ,1,XAXIS,0.0) 
CALL ENDPL(O) 

1000 CALL DONEPL 
RETURN 
END 

One of the following sets of functions was appended to the program for testing the ap

proximation with the linear-atom, linear-linear and sphere-linear systems. 

c================================================================ 
C==== THE FOLLOWING SET OF FUNCTIONS IS FOR THE LINEAR-ATOM CASE 
c================================================================ 
C EXACT 

REAL FUNCTION STRUE*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
STRUE=1.D0 
RETURN 
END 

INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION 
REAL FUNCTION SALL*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
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REAL*8 J 
C0MM0N/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI,BOLTZ 
SAVE=2.DO*J/DSQRT(E-J**2) 
SALL=SAVE/PI 
RETURN 
END 

C LOW K APPROXIMATION 
REAL FUNCTION SL0W*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
C0MM0N/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI,BOLTZ 
SLOW=J/DSQRT(E-J**2) 
RETURN 
END 

C========================================================== 
C== THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS FOR THE LINEAR-LINEAR CASE ==== 

C EXACT 
REAL FUNCTION STRUE*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
Y1=DSQRT(Y) 
Y2=DSQRT(1.D0-Y) 
DSQE=DSQRT(E) 
IF(J.LT.Y1*DSQE) GO TO 30 
IF(J.LT.Y2*DSQE) GO TO 20 
SAVE=2.DO*J*DSQRT(E-J**2) /E 
STRUE=0.5D0*E*(DASIN(SAVE)-SAVE) 

RETURN 
20 STRUE=0.5D0*E*DASIN(2.D0*Y1*Y2)-Y1*J**2/Y2 

RETURN 
30 SAVE=2.D0*J*DSQRT(E-J**2)/E 

STRUE=0 . 5D0*E* (DASIN (SAVE) -l-SAVE) -J**2/ (Y1*Y2) 

RETURN 
END 

Q INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION 

REAL FUNCTION SALL*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
COMMON/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI, BOLTZ 
Y1=DSQRT(Y) 
Y2=DSQRT(1.D0-Y) 
SAVE=2.DO*J*DSQRT(E-J**2) 
SALL=2.D0*Y1*Y2*SAVE/PI 
RETURN 
END 

Q LOW K APPROXIMATION 
REAL FUNCTION SL0W*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
COMMON/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI,BOLTZ 
Y1=DSQRT(Y) 
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Y2=DSQRT(1.D0-Y) 
SAVE=2.DO*J*DSQRT(E-J**2) 
SLOW=(Y1-I-Y2-1.DO) *SAVE 
RETURN 
END 

C===== THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ARE FOR THE LINEAR-SPHERE CASE ===== 

C EXACT 
REAL FUNCTION STRUE*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
Y1Y=Y*(l.DO-Y) 
IF(J.GT.DSQRT(Y*E)) GO TO 30 
SAVE= (2 .D0*Y-I-1 .DO) / (3 .DO*Y) 
STRUE=2.D0*J*Y1Y*(E-SAVE*J**2) 
RETURN 

30 SAVE=E-J**2 
STRUE=4.DO*Y*DSQRT(Y1Y*SAVE)*SAVE/3.DO 

RETURN 
END 

Q INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION 

REAL FUNCTION SALL*8(E,J,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 

REAL*8 J 

COMMON/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2, PI, DSQ4PI, BOLTZ 

SALL=2.DO*J*Y*DSQRT(Y)*(1.DO-Y)*(E-J**2) 

RETURN 
END 

^ LOW K APPROXIMATION 
REAL FUNCTION SL0W*8(E,J, Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 J 
COMMON/CNSTS/FRAC3,FRAC12,FRAC54,FRACC2,PI,DSQ4PI,BOLTZ 
Y1=DSQRT(Y) 
Y2=DSQRT(l.DO-Y) 
SL0W=2.D0*J*Y*Y1*Y2*DARSIN(Y2)*(E-J**2) 

RETURN 
END 

Program BOUND 

The program BOUND runs trajectories from a surface of final conditions to a surface of in

itial conditions in order to define points on reactive-dissociative, nonreactive-dissociative and 

associative-nonassociative boundaries. Final conditions are written to the output file in both 

Cartesian and action-angle coordinates. 
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The main steps performed by the main routine are as follows. 

(1) Call subroutine PK2H3 to assign values for physical constants, conversion factors and 

parameters for the potential energy surface. 

(2) Calculate TANSS = tan (8/2) (see Appendix D) for the calculation of coordinates along 

the symmetric stretch line. 

(3) Assign default values for input. 

(4) Read data from the input file with all coordinates and ETOL in atomic units. All other en

ergies in electron volts. 

(5) Convert energies to atomic units. Compute E^^^^^ and the increment of the y-coordi

nate between trajectones. Write the heading to the output file. 

(6) Main program loop to control initial coordinates and call subroutines to integrate the 

equations of motion and write the output for each trajectory. The following steps are performed 

within the loop. 

(a) Calculate the initial coordinates for a trajectory. 

(b) Assign initial values of coordinates to variables used in the integration routine. 

(c) Call subroutine RUN to integrate a single trajectory. 

(d) Determine the exit channel for the trajectory. NCHAN = 1 for the lower channel or 

NCHAN = 2 for the upper channel. 

(e) Call subroutine FINAL to convert the final conditions from Cartesian to action-angle 

coordinates and write the results to the output file. 

The main routine of the program BOUND follows. 

PROGRAM BOUND 
0===================================================================== 

C 
C PROGRAM TO SEARCH THE REAGENTS' VIBRATIONAL PHASE SPACE 
C FOR REACTIVE, NONREACTIVE, DISSOCIATIVE AND ASSOCIATIVE BANDS. 
C THE TRAJECTORIES ARE RUN IN SINGLE MASS COORDINATES. 
C THIS PROGRAM NEEDS SUBROUTINES PK2H3 AND VDV OR EQUIVALENT. 
C SUBROUTINES INITAL AND FINAL MODIFIED SO AS TO COMPUTE THE 
C TRUE MORSE ANGLE VARIABLE. 
C 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
CHARACTER*60 TITLE 
COMMON/AU/AUQ,AUM,AUL,AUT, AUE, AUK, AUV, HBAR, PI 
COMMON/ACTANG/DEV,YE,WE,XE,XEWE,XE2IN,ALPHY,D 

COMMON/MASSl/XYTOR(2,2),RTOXY(2,2),XYTOP(2,2),UM,IVDV 
COMMON/RUNCOM/TMAX,TDEL,TINC,TINCMX,TINCMN,ETOL,TANSS,XSTOP, 
1 XSTOPL 
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CALL PK2H3 
TANSS=1.D0/(XYTOR(2,2)-XYT0R(1,2) ) 

C 

XSTART=20.D0 
XSTOP=XSTART 
XSTOPL=0.95D0*XSTOP 
YSTOP=TANSS*XSTART 
YMAX=YSTOP 
NY=50 
TDEL=2.D0 6 
TMAX=1.D0 6 
TINCMN=l.D-03 
TINCMX=5.D-01 
EYSTRT=DEV 
ETOL=1.D-08 
PYSIGN=-1.D0 

C 
READ(5,*)XSTART,XSTOP,XSTOPL 
READ(5,*)YGO,YSTOP,NY 
READ(5,*)TDEL,TMAX,TINCMN,TINCMX 
READ(5,*)ESTART,EYSTRT,ETOL 
READ(5,*)PYSIGN 

C 
CALL VDV(V,DVDX,DVDY,XSTART,YMAX,1) 
ESTART=ESTART/AUE 
IF(EYSTRT.LE.DEV)GO TO 999 
EYSTRT=EYSTRT/AUE 
EVMAX= (ESTART-l-3 .DO*V) /4 .DO 
YDEL=(YSTOP-YGO)/DFLOAT(NY-1) 
WRITE(6,630) 

C 
C MAIN LOOP 
C 

DO 100 IY=1,NY 
C 

YSTART=YGO-l-YDEL*DFLOAT (IY-1) 
CALL VDV(V,DVDX,DVDY,XSTART,YSTART,1) 

IF(V.GE.EYSTRT)GO TO 100 
PYSTRT=DSIGN(DSQRT(2.DO*UM*(EYSTRT-V)),PYSIGN) 
PXSTRT=-DSQRT(2.DO*UM*(ESTART-EYSTRT) ) 

X=XSTART 
Y=YSTART 
PX=PXSTRT 
PY=PYSTRT 
E=ESTART 
T=O.DO 
TINC=TINCMN 

C 
CALL RUN(X,Y,PX,PY,E,T,NSS) 

C 
IF(Y.GT.TANSS*X)THEN 
NCHAN=2 

ELSE 
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NCHAN=1 

ENDIF 
c 

CALL FINAL(X,YSTART,Y,PX,PYSTRT,PY,E,T,NSS, NCHAN) 
C 

100 CONTINUE 
999 STOP 

C 
630 FORMAT(IX, •NSS',5X, 'Y',10X, 'P',8X, 'ACTION', 6X, 'THETA',5X, 'INIT 

$P',7X,'INIT Y') 
END 

Subroutine FINAL is called from the main routine of BOUND to write the results from a sin

gle trajectory. The transformation from Cartesian to action-angle coordinates is performed 

here. 

C=========================== FINAL ============================== 
C 

SUBROUTINE FINAL(X,YSTART,Y,PX,PYSTRT,PY,E,T,NSS,NCHAN) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON/AU/AUQ, AUM, AUL, AUT, AUE, AUK, AUV, HBAR, PI 
COMMON/MASS 1/XYT0R(2, 2) ,RTOXY(2,2) ,XYTOP(2,2) ,UM, IVDV 
COMMON/ACTANG/DEV, YE, WE, XE, XEWE, XE2IN, ALPHY 

C===COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL ENERGY 
V=E-(PX**2+PY**2)/(2.D0*UM) 

C===DETERMINE REFLECTION OF Y/PY INTO LOWER CHANNEL IF NECESSARY 
IF(NCHAN.EQ.2)THEN 

Y=XYT0P(2,1)*X+XYTOP(2,2)*Y 
PY=XYTOP(2,1)*PX+XYTOP(2,2)*PY 

ENDIF 
C===CHANGE FROM SEARCH TRAJ TO BOUNDARY TRAJ 

PY=-PY 
C===SET UP FOR TRANSFORMATION TO N,THETA 

EVIB=(PY**2/(2.D0*UM)+V)*AUE 
EPS=1.DO-EVIB/DEV 
PI2=2.D0*PI 
Z=DEXP(-ALPHY*(Y-YE) ) 
D=DEV/AUE 
EZ=EPS-Z 
SREPS=DSQRT(DABS(EPS)) 

C===EPS<0 FOR NONBOUND STATE 
C===EPS>0 FOR BOUND STATE 
C===SIGN ON NSS USED AS FLAG IN DATA FILES 

IF(EPS.LT.O)THEN 
ARG=-ALPHY*PY*SREPS/(WE*UM*Z*DSQRT(EVIB/DEV)) 
NSS=-NSS 
THETA=ASINH(ARG) 
VIBACT=XE2IN*(l.DO+SREPS) 

ELSE 
ARG=-ALPHY*PY*SREPS/(WE*UM*EZ) 
THETA-DATAN(ARG) 
VIBACT=XE2IN*(l.DO-SREPS) 
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IF(PY.NE.0.DO.AND.EZ.LT.0.DO)THETA=THETA+PI 
IF(THETA.LT.0.DO.OR.THETA.GT.PI2)THETA=THETA-SIGN(PI2,THETA) 

ENDIF 
C===CONVERT THETA TO DEGREES 

THETA=THETA*180.DO/PI 
C TIME (T) AND FINAL TOTAL ENERGY (E) CAN ALSO BE WRITTEN HERE 
C MODIFY THE WRITE AND FORMAT STATEMENTS ACCORDINGLY 

WRITE(6,600)NSS,Y,PY,VIBACT,THETA,PYSTRT,YSTART 
RETURN 

C 
600 FORMATC M 3 , 3 F 9 . 5 , F 1 0 . 5 , F 9 . 5 , F 2 1 . 1 7 ) 

END 

Function ASINH Is called by subroutine FINAL. It computes the hyperbolic arcsine of its 

argument using the formula 

sinh"1(x) = ln[x-»-(x2 +1)1/2] p 2) 

c 
REAL FUNCTION ASINH*8(ARG) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

C 
ASINH=DLOG(ARG+DSQRT(ARG*ARG-l-l.D0) ) 
RETURN 
END 

Traiecton/ Integration Routines 

The following subroutines, RUN and TRAJ, are used to numerically solve the equations 

of motion for the trajectories. TRAJ performs the necessary calculations to take a single step in 

the numerical integration using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The integration is con

trolled by RUN. RUN is called by the main routine of BOUND. 

RUN allows for the possibility of output during the integration. The parameter TDEL is the 

time increment (in atomic units) between successive output. TSAVE is the time at which the 

last output occured. The number of times a trajectory crosses the symmetric stretch line is ac

cumulated in the variable NSS. The integration is terminated when (1) the x-coordinate for a 

trajectory in the lower channel is greater than or equal to XSTOP + 0.001, (2) the x-coordinate 

for a trajectory in the upper channel, reflected into the lower channel, is greater than or equal to 

XSTOP + 0.001, or (3) the time in atomic units from the start of the trajectory exceeds TMAX. 

The step size for the numerical integration is adjusted in RUN as described in Chapter 6. 

Subroutines RUN and TRAJ were used by all programs in this study in which it was neces

sary to solve Hamilton's equations of motion on the H3 potential surface. The output feature 
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was used in programs that produced plots of the trajectories. Subroutine TRAJ and the original 

version of RUN were provided by W. J. Chesnavich. 

C 
SUBROUTINE RUN(X,Y,PX,PY,E,T,NSS) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON/RUNCOM/TMAX, TDEL, TINC, TINCMX, TINCÎ >1, ETOL, TANSS, XSTOP, 
1 XSTOPL 
COMMON/MASSl/XYTOR(2,2) ,RTOXY(2,2) , XYTOP (2,2) ,UM,IVDV 

C 
C===THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF 
C===HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS: COLLINEAR, SINGLE MASS COORDINATES 
C 
C===INITIALIZE NO. OF SYMMETRIC STRETCH LINE CROSSINGS 
C===AND OUTPUT TIME 

NSS=0 
TSAVE=T 

C 
C===MAIN LOOP FOR INTEGRATION 
C 
C===SAVE THE OLD COORDINATES AND ENERGY 

64 ESAVE=E 
XS=X 
YS=Y 

C===STEP TO NEW COORDINATES 
CALL TRAJ(X,Y,PX,PY,T,TINC,UM) 

C===COMPUTE THE TOTAL ENERGY AT THE NEW COORDS. 
CALL VDV(V,DVDX,DVDY,X,Y,1) 
E= (PX**2-I-PY**2) / (2 .DO*UM) +V 

C===INCREMENT NSS IF SYMMETRIC STRETCH LINE CROSSED 
IF(YS.LE.TANSS*XS.AND.Y.GT.TANSS*X) NSS=NSS+1 
IF(YS.GE.TANSS*XS.AND.Y.LT.TANSS*X) NSS=NSS+1 

C===CHECK FOR EXIT CONTITIONS 
IF(X.GE.XSTOP+1.D-03) GO TO 100 
IF(XYTOP(1,1)*X+XYTOP(1,2)*Y.GE.XSTOP-H.D-03) GO TO 100 

IF(T.GT.TMAX) GO TO 100 
C===ADJUST STEP SIZE 

ERATIO=DABS((E-ESAVE)/ESAVE) 
IF(ERATIO.GE.ETOL)TINC=0.5D0 *TINC 
IF(ERATIO.LT.ETOL)TINC=2.0D0*TINC 
IF(TINC.LT.TINCMN) TINC=TINCMN 
IF(X.GE.XSTOPL.AND.TINC.GT.TINCMX.AND.PX.GT.O.DO) TINC=TINCMX 
IF(XYTOP(1,1)*X+XYTOP(1,2)*Y.GE.XSTOPL.AND.TINC.GT.TINCMX. AND . 

-XYTOP(1,1)*PX+XYT0P(1,2)*PY.GE.O.DO) TINC=TINCMX 
C===CHECK FOR OUTPUT STEP 

IF((T-TSAVE).LT.TDEL) GO TO 64 
TSAVE=T 

C 
^^===STATEMENTS FOR INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT (SUCH AS GRAPHICS) HERE 
C 

GO TO 64 
100 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 
END 

C========================= SUBROUTINE TRAJ =================== 
C 

SUBROUTINE TRAJ(QIT,Q2T,PIT,P2T,T,TINC,UM) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,K,0-Z) 
DIMENSION DQl(4),DQ2(4),DP1(4),DP2(4),DAC(4) 

C 
C INTEGRATION OF TWO SETS OF HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS 
C (COLLINEAR TRIATOM) BY THE 4TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
C THIS SUBROUTINE WORKS ONLY IN SINGLE MASS COORDINATES 
C Q1,Q2,P1,P2 ARE INTERMEDIATE VALUES 
C DQ1,DQ2,DP1,DP2 ARE INCREMENTS 
C Q1T,Q2T,P1T,P2T ARE BOTH THE INITIAL AND FINAL VALUES 
C WRITTEN BY WALTER J. CHESNAVICH(JULY, 1978) 
C 

T=T-I-TINC 
T1=0.5D0*TINC 
T2=T1/UM 
Q1=Q1T 
Q2=Q2T 
P1=P1T 
P2=P2T 
DO 69 J=l,3 
CALL VDV(V,DVDQ1,DVDQ2,Q1,Q2,2) 
DP1(J)=-DVDQ1*T1 
DP2(J)=-DVDQ2*T1 
DQ1(J)=P1*T2 
DQ2(J)=P2*T2 
Q1=Q1T+DQ1(J) 
Q2=Q2T+DQ2(J) 
P1=P1T-HDP1 (J) 
P2=P2T+DP2(J) 

69 CONTINUE 
Q1=Q14-DQ1(3) 
Q2=Q2+DQ2(3) 
P1=P1-I-DP1 (3) 
P2=P2+DP2(3) 
CALL VDV(V,DVDQ1,DVDQ2,Q1,Q2,2) 
DPI(4)=-DVDQl*Tl 
DP2(4)=-DVDQ2*Tl 
DQ1(4)=P1*T2 
DQ2(4)=P2*T2 
Q1T=Q1T-H(DQ1(1)-H2.D00*(DQ1(2)+DQ1(3) )+DQ1 (4) )/3 .DOO 
Q2T=Q2T-f-(DQ2 (l)-h2.D00* (DQ2 (2)-l-DQ2 (3) )+DQ2 (4) ) /3.D00 
P1T=P1T+(DP1(1)+2.D00*(DP1(2)+DP1(3))+DPl(4))/3.D00 
P2T=P2T+(DP2(1)+2.D00*(DP2(2)+DP2 (3) )-l-DP2(4) ) /3.D00 
RETURN 
END 
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Subroutine PK2H3 assigns various constants and conversion factors to common storage 

blocks as follows: 

PARAM Parameters used in the computation of the Porter-Karplus No. 2 potential or its deri

vatives 

AU Conversion factors and physical constants 

MASS1 Transformation matrices for single mass and intemuclear coordinates and the reflec

tion through the symmetric stretch line, as well as the reduced mass for the single 

mass coordinates 

MASS2 Other reduced masses 

ACTANG Parameters for the Morse potential used in the Cartesian <—> action-angle coordi

nate transformations. 

Subroutine PK2H3 was called once near the beginning of any program in this study that 

required any of these parameters. Many programs did not require all of the constants and par

ameters assigned in PK2H3; however, the use of PK2H3 in all programs insured that the 

constants and parameters where consistently defined throughout the study. This subroutine 

was originally provided by W. J. Chesnavich. 

0========================= SUBROUTINE PK2H3 ========================= 
C 

SUBROUTINE PK2H3 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
C0MM0N/PARAM/D1,D3,RE,ALPHR,BET,RKAP,RLAM,DEL,EPSI,D1AL2,D3BE2 
COMMON/AU/AUQ,AUM,AUL,AUT,AUE,AUK,AUV,HBAR, PI 
COMMON/MASS1/XYT0R(2, 2) ,RTOXY(2,2) , XYTOP (2, 2) , UM, IVDV 
COMMON/MASS2/U,U12,U23,UP 
COMMON/ACTANG/DEV,YE,WE,XE,XEWE,XE2IN, ALPHY, D 

C 
C PARAMETERS FOR THE PK2 H3 SURFACE(JCP40, 1105(1964) ) 
C VALUES OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS FROM BEPilY,RICE,ROSS 
C 
C CONSTANTS AND CONVERSION FACTORS 
C 

PI=DACOS(-1.D0) 
HBAR=1.0545887D-27 
AUQ=4.803242D-10 
AUM=1.D0/1836.15152D0 
AUL=0.52917706D0 
AUE=27.21161D0 
AUK=AUE*23.060362D0 
AUV=1.D08*AUQ**2/HBAR 
AUT=AUL/AUV 

C 
C PK2 PARAMETERS 
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DEV=4.7466D0 
D1=DEV/AUE 
D=D1 
D3=1.9668D0/AUE 
RE=1.40083D0 
ALPHR=1.04435D0 
BET=1.000122D0 
RKAP=0.60D0 
RLAM=0.65D0 
DEL=28.2D0/AUE 
EPSI=-17.5D0/AUE 
D1AL2=D1*ALPHR*2.DO 
D3BE2=-D3*BET*2.DO 

C 
C TRANSFORMATION MATRICES AND MASSES 
C 

RM1=1.D0/AUM 
RM2=1.D0/AUM 
RM3=1.D0/AUM 
RMT=RMl-l-RM2 +RM3 
U= (RM1-I-RM2) *RM3/RMT 
UM=RM1* (RM2+RM3) /RMT 
U12=RM1*RM2/(RM1+RM2) 
U23=RM2*RM3/ (RM2-I-RM3) 
UP=RM1*RM3/RMT 

= 1.D0 
=-DSQRT(UP/RM2) 
= 0.D0 
=DSQRT(UM/U23) 
= 1.D0 
=RM3/(RM2+RM3) 
= 0.D0 
=l.D0/XYTOR(2,2) 
=DSQRT(U12*U23) /RM2 
=DSQRT(U12/UM) 
=XYT0P(1,2) 
=-XYTOP (1,1) 

XYT0R(1,1 
XYT0R(1,2 
XYT0R(2,1 
XYTOR(2,2 
RTOXY(1,1 
RTOXY(1,2 
RTOXY(2,1 
RTOXY(2,2 
XYTOP(1,1 
XYTOP(1,2 
XYTOP(2,1 
XYTOP(2,2 

C 
C MORSE PARAMETERS 

C 
ALPHY=XYTOR(2,2)*ALPHR 
YE=RTOXY(2,2)*RE 
WE=DSQRT(2.D0*D1/U23)*ALPHR 
XE=WE/(4.D0*D1) 
XEWE=XE*WE 
XE2IN=0.5D0/XE 

C 
C FLAG FOR POTENTIAL CALCULATIONS 
C 

IVDV=3 
RETURN 
END 
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The computation of the potential energy and its derivatives with respect to the Cartesian 

coordinates is controlled by subroutine VDV. This is a general subroutine for use with potential 

energy surfaces in single mass coordinates, as described in the listing below. Function VABC 

and subroutine DVABC perform calculations for the PK2 [3] surface with VABC giving the 

potential and DVABC the derivatives. Both VABC and DVABC perform their calculations in 

intemuclear coordinates Ry^g. R^c ^"^ ^AC- D®^ '̂'s of the calculations are given in reference 

3. 

The following function and subroutine were used in all programs that required that the 

PK2 potential be computed. VDV. VABC and DVABC were originally provided by W. J. 

Chesnavich. 

C========================== SUBROUTINE VDV ========================== 
C 

SUBROUTINE VDV(V,DVDX,DVDY,X,Y,NVDV) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION R(3),DVDR(3) 
C0MM0N/MASS1/XYT0R(2,2) , RTOXY (2, 2) ,XYTOP(2,2) ,UM, IVDV 

C 
C TRANSFORMATION FROM COLLINEAR SINGLE MASS TO RELATIVE 
C COORDINATES TO CALCULATE THE POTENTIAL AND ITS DERIV.^TIVES 
C NVDV=1: THE POTENTIAL ENERGY IS CALCULATED 
C NVDV=2: THE DERIVATIVES OF THE POTENTIAL ARE CALCULATED 
C NVDV=3: THE POTENTIAL AND DERIVATIVES ARE BOTH CALCULATED 
C WARNING: FOR SOME SURFACES, SUCH AS THE PK2H3 SURFACE, 
C FUNCTION VABC MUST BE CALLED BEFORE FUNCTION DVABC. 
C IVDV INSURES THIS. DONT TAMPER WITH IT! 
C 
C===TRANSFORM FROM SINGLE MASS TO INTERNUCLEAl^ COORDINATES 

R(1)=X+XYTOR(1,2)*Y 
R(2)=XYTOR(2,2)*Y 
R(3)=R(l)-»-R(2) 
IF(NVDV.EQ.2.AND.IVDV.NE.3) GO TO 22 

C===NEED POTENTIAL ONLY OR DERIVATIVES REQUIRE POTENTIAL 

V=VABC(R) 
C===ONLY POTENTIAL WAS NEEDED, SO RETURN 

IF(NVDV.EQ.l) RETURN 

C 
C===COMPUTE THE DERIVATIVES 

22 CALL DVABC(R,DVDR) 
C===AND TRANSFORM THEM TO SINGLE MASS COORDINATES 

DVDX=DVDR(1)+DVDR(3) 
DVDY=XYTOR(1,2)*(DVDR(1)+DVDR(3))+XYTOR(2,2)*(DVDR(2)+DVDR(3) ) 
RETURN 
END 

^^====,====i==-x==.========. FUNCTION VABC =========================== 
C= 
c 

REAL FUNCTION VABC*8(R) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION R(3) 
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C0MM0N/DERIV/Z(3),S(3) ,S2(3) ,El (3) ,E3(3),TERM(3) ,RJ(3) ,ZR(3), 
1 EALPH(3),EBET(3),ETWO(3),EZR(3),RLAMR(3),DENOM, 
2 S123,RJ123,Q,V 
COMMON/PARAM/Dl,D3,RE,ALPHR,BET,RKAP,RLAM,DEL,EPSI,D1AL2,D3BE2 

C 

C PORTER-KARPLUS H3 SURFACE(JCP40,1105(1964) ) 
C 

Q=O.DO 
DO 100 K=l,3 
RLAMR(K)=RLAM*R(K) 
Z(K)=l.DO-l-RKAP*DEXP(-RLAMR (K) ) 
ZR(K)=Z(K)*R(K) 
EZR(K)=DEXP(-ZR(K)) 

S(K) = (1.D0-I-ZR(K) * (l.DO+ZR(K)/3.D0) ) *EZR(K) 
S2(K)=S(K)**2 
DELR=R(K)-RE 
EALPH(K)=DEXP(-ALPHR*DELR) 
El(K)=D1*EALPH(K)*(EALPH(K) -2 .DO) 
EBET(K)=DEXP(-BET*DELR) 
E3 (K) =D3*EBET (K) * (EBET (K) -t-2 .DO) 
Q=Q+ (El (K) -I-E3 (K) -I- (El (K) -E3 (K) ) *S2 (K) ) *0 . 5D0 
ETWO(K)=DEXP(-2.D0*R(K) ) 

100 TERM(K)=DEL* (1 .DO-l-1 .DO/R (K) ) *ETWO (K) 
S123=S(1)*S(2)*S(3) 
RJ123=EPSI*S123 
L=2 
DO 101 K=l,3 
M=6-(K+L) 
RJ(K) = (E1(K)-E3(K) ) *0.5D0+( (El (K)->-E3 (K) ) *0 . 5D0+TERM (L) 
1 -I-TERM(M) ) *S2 (K) 

101 L=l 
C 

C1=(1.D0-S123)**2-0.5D0*( (S2(l)-S2(2))**2+(S2(2)-S2(3))**2 + 
1 (S2(1)-S2(3))**2) 
C2=(RJ123-Q)*(1.D0-S123)+0.5D0*((RJ(1)-RJ(2))*(S2(1)-S2(2) )+ 
1 (RJ(2)-RJ(3))*(S2(2)-S2(3)) + (RJ(1)-RJ(3))*(S2(1)-S2(3) ) ) 
C3=(Q-RJ123)**2-0.5D0*((RJ(1)-RJ(2))**2+(RJ(2)-RJ(3) ) **2 + 
1 (RJ(1)-RJ(3))**2) 
DENOM=DSQRT(C2**2-C1*C3) 
V=-(C2+DEN0M)/CI 
VABC=V-I-D1 

C 
RETURN 
END 

C 
0========================= SUBROUTINE DVABC ========================== 
C 

SUBROUTINE DVABC(R,DVDR) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION R(3),DVDR(3),DJDR(3) 
COMMON/DERIV/Z(3),S(3),S2(3),El(3),E3(3),TERM(3),RJ(3),ZR(3), 
1 EALPH(3),EBET(3),ETW0(3),EZR(3),RLAMR(3),DENOM, 
2 S123,RJ123,Q,V 
COMMON/PARAM/Dl,D3,RE,ALPHR,BET,RKAP,RLAM,DEL,EPSI,D1AL2,D3BE2 
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C 

C DERIVATIVES OF THE PK2 H3 SURFACE(JCP40,1105(1964) ) 
C 

DEN0M=2.D0*DENOM 
L=2 
DO 100 K=l,3 
M=6-(K+L) 
DSDR=ZR(K)*(l.D0+ZR(K))*(RLAMR(K)*(Z(K)-l.DO)-Z(K))*EZR(K) 
1 /3.D0 
SDS=S(K)*DSDR 
DE1DR=D1AL2*EALPH(K)*(1.DO-EALPH(K)) 
DE3DR=D3BE2*EBET(K)*(1.DO+EBET(K)) 
DQDDR=SDS* (El (K) -E3 (K) ) -J-0 . 5D0* ( (1 .D0+S2 (K) ) *DE1DR+ 
1 (l.D0-S2(K))*DE3DR) 
DJDR(K)=SDS*(E1(K)-I-E3(K) )+0.5D0*( (l.D0+S2(K) ) *DE1DR+ 
1 (S2 (K)-l.DO) *DE3DR) H-2 .DO*SDS* (TERM (L)+TERM (M) ) 
HOLD=-(2.D0*TERM(K)+ETWO(K)*DEL/R(K)**2) 
DJDR(L)=S2(L)*HOLD 
DJDR(M)=S2(M)*HOLD 
SD=S(L)*S(M)*DSDR 
HOLD=DQDDR-EPSI*SD 
DC1DR=2.DO*((S123-1.DO)*SD+(S2(M)+S2 (L)-2.D0*S2(K))*S(K)*DSDR) 
DC2DR=(S123-1.D0)*HOLD+(Q-RJ123)*SD+(2.D0*RJ(K)-RJ(L) -RJ (M) ) * 
1 SDS-i-0.5D0* ( (S2(K)-S2 (L) ) * (DJDR (K)-DJDR (L) ) + (S2 (L)-S2 (M) ) 
2 * (DJDR (L) -DJDR (M) ) -H (S2 (K) -S2 (M) ) * (DJDR (K) -DJDR (M) ) ) 
DC3DR=2.D0*(Q-RJ123)*HOLD+(RJ(L)-RJ(K))* 
1 (DJDR(K)-DJDR(L)) + (RJ(M)-RJ(L))*(DJDR(L)-DJDR(M) ) + 
2 (RJ(M)-RJ(K))*(DJDR(K)-DJDR(M)) 
DVDR(K)=(V*(V*DC1DR+2.D0*DC2DR)+DC3DR)/DENOM 

100 L=l 
RETURN 
END 

Other Programs 

The above subroutines and function were used in other programs requiring the PK2 pot

ential, integration of trajectories, or both. The programs used to search for periodic trajectories 

were identical to BOUND with the exception of the main program routine. The main loop was 

modified to step the Initial x-coordinate from its value at the intersection of the symmetric 

stretch line and the V(x,y) = E equipotential out to the x-coordinate of the surfaces of initial and 

final conditions used in the boundary search procedure. Input to the program was also modi

fied as needed. 

For the search for periodic trajectories along the V(x.y) = E equipotential, the initial 

y-coordinate was found numerically, as a function of x and the potential energy, using the 

Newton-Raphson method. Both initial components of momentum were zero. 

In the search for periodic trajectories along the symmetric stretch line, the initial 

y-coordinate was calculated from the initial x-coordinate. The p^ and Py were calculated from 
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energy consen/ation and a requirement that momentum be perpendicular to the symmetric 

stretch line and directed into the lower channel. 

Programs to produce plots of trajectories used a modified form of BOUND in which the in

put statements for initial coordinates were placed within the main loop. These programs were 

written to run interactively. The main loop was controlled through logic statements that allowed 

exit whenever a negative value for the initial y-coordinate was detected. Programs were also 

used that allowed the initial coordinates to be entered as action-angle variables. In this case, a 

conversion to Cartesian coordinates was performed in the main loop. 










